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ABSTRACT

The family of Pl3-kinases are an important group of lipid kinases involved in

cellular signalling. All members of the famity afe responsible for phosphorylating the

3-hydroxyl groups of inositol phospholipids. Their structural conformation and

substrate specificity separates members into three distinct classes, these being the

Class I, II and Itr Pl3-kinases. The Class I family is the best-characterised of all the

members and can be further subdivided into 2 groups, the Class IA and Class IB PI3-

kinases. The Class IA Pl3-kinases are activated through the downstream recruitment

of protein tyrosine kinases. In contrast, the Class IB Pl3-kinases are dependent on

heterotrimeric G proteins for their activation. This study focuses on the only known

member of the Class IB Pl3-kinases, PI3k1.

The chemokine gene superfamily is a group of chemotactic cytokines

originally identified on their ability to directly recruit distinct and overlapping subsets

of leukocytes, and therefore has a critical role in the maintenance, activation and

regUlation of the immune system. To date, all chemokine receptors are G protein-

coupled receptors. Activation of chemotactic receptors results in a transient increase

in the level of 3-phosphorylated phospholipids, products of the Pl3kinase family.

More recently, this increase has been attributed to PI3ky'

The present study addresses the role of PI3ky in lymphocyte migration in vitro

and in vivo, in response to chemotactic factors. A novel isoform of PI3ky'

MmPI3kyl111, was isolated from a murine macrophage cDNA library' Comparison

of the sequence of MmPI3kyl111 with the previously cloned human and porcine



orthologues demonstrated above 907o identity. Consistent with the human and porcine

pl3kç, MmPI3ky11l1 possesses all four conserved domains corlmon to the Class IB

subfamily. Uniquely, MmPI3ky1111 contained an additional 11 amino acids in the

catalytic domain. During the latter stages of this study a murine orthologue of PI3k1,

Mmpl3k1l100, was independently cloned. MmPI3ky1100 did not contain the

additional 11 amino acids found in MmPI3kyl11 l.

MmpI3kTl111 was over-expressed in lfEK 293 cells and examined for lipid

and protein kinase activity. consistent with MmPI3k11100, MmPI3kTl111 produced

pI 3 p in vitro, hence lipid kinase activity. MmPI3ky1111 also demonstrated

autophosphorylation, a cha¡acteristic common to all known Class IB Pl3-kinases'

Furthermore, phosphorylation of MmPI3ky1111 downregulated the ability of

MmPI3kyl111 to act as a lipid kinase.

Mutation of the lysine residue (position 833) critical for the activation of all

Class I pl3-kinases resulted in a loss of both the lipid and protein kinase activities of

Mmpl3kyl111. The catalytically-inactive form of MmPI3kTllll was stably

transfected into a B lymphocyte cell line (8300.19) expressing the ccR6 chemokine

receptor. 8300.19-huCCR6 cells expressing the catalytically-inactive form of

Mmpl3ky111l, MmPI3kyKR, demonstrated a marked decrease in the ability to

migrate towards huMIP-3cr, the ligand for huCCR6, in an in vitro chemotaxis assay.

Subcutaneous air pouches were used to examine the role of MmPI3ky1111 in in vivo

B lymphocyte migration. However, in contrast to the in vitro data obtained, the in vivo

model did not provide clear support for a role for MmPI3kTl l 11 in lymphocyte



migration. The biological significance of these data, and future research directions are

addressed in this thesis.
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L.L History of the Phosphatidylinositol3'kinase family

In the early 1980s, an observation that a transient accumulation of highly polar

inositol lipids occurred following cellular stimulation, established inositol

phospholipids as potential signalling mediators. It was subsequentþ discovered that

the activation of phospholipase C resulted in the hydrolysis of cellular

phosphatidylinositol 4,5 bisphosphate (PI 4,5 Pz) to produce two major second

messengers, inositol (1,4,5) trisphosphate (IPs), which was found to mobilise ca2*

from intracellular stores, and diacylglycerol (DAG), which was an activator of Protein

Kinase C (Benidge & kvine, 1989). At around the same time, Whitmann and co-

workers demonstrated that a Pl-kinase activity was associated with oncoproteins from

the polyoma middle T antigen, pp60u-"" and pp68u-'^ complex (Whitman et a1.,1985).

This activity was found to directly phosphorylate the D3 hydroxyl group of the

inositol head group, a novel type of phosphorylation (Iù/hitman et al., 1988). Hence

these inositides were subsequently referred to as D3 phosphoinositides, and the

enzymes responsible for this hydrolysis were referred to as phosphatidylinositol 3-

kinases (PI3-kinases).

1. L.2 The Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase Family

Immunoprecipitates of activated PDGF receptors and middle T-pp60'-""

complexes that illicit Pl3-kinase activity consistently showed the presence of an 81-

85kD protein (Whitman et al.,19SS). The subsequent isolation and cloning of the PI3-

kinase revealed the existence of an 85kD protein that was found to be ultimately

associated with another protein of 110kD. Initially, 2 closely related isoforms of the
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85kD protein were isolated, cloned and termed p85cr and p85B (Escobedo et aI.,

1991b; Otsu ¿l aI., 1997; Skolnik et aI., 1991). Structurally, both p85 isoforms were

able to bind proteins containing phospho-tyrosine sequences consistent with

observations in assays of purified p85, however, neither appeared to possess intrinsic

Pl3-kinase activity and hence have subsequently been termed adaptor molecules

(Escobedo et aI., 1991b; Otsu ¿r al., I99l). Experiments then focussed on the

pl10kD protein that had been found to be associated with the p85 subunit. Otsu and

colleagues utilised the in vitro bacalovirus expression system to express and study the

llOkD protein. These experiments revealed that the 110kD protein possessed PI3-

kinase activity, and hence p110 was designated the catalytic subunit. Moreover, in

vitro assays illustrated that Pl3-kinase activity could only associate with a receptor

complex if a both p85 and pl l0 subunits were present (Otsu et aI., 1991). Therefore,

it was concluded that the active Pl3-kinase enzyme is a heterodimeric complex

consisting of an adaptor protein and a catalytic subunit. To date 5 adaptor subunits

have been cloned and termed p85cr, p85B @scobedo et aI., l99lb; Otsu ¿r al., l99l;

Skolnik et al., l99I), p504, p55a (Pons et aL.,1995) and p551 (Dey et al., 1998) and 4

p110 subunits have been cloned, and termed 0, Þ, y(Stephens et al., 1997), nd

ô (Vanhaesebroeck et aI.,1991b).

The Pl3-kinase family of enzymes is primarily responsible for the transfer of a

phosphate group to the 3-hydroxyl position of the inositol headgroup (Figures 1.1 and

1.2), resulting in a transient increase in 3-phosphorylated inositol lipids within the

cell. As indicated above, numerous members of this family have been cloned and

characterised, and based on their structure and in vilro substrate specificities, have
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been catergorised into 3 classes: Class I Pl3-kinases that appeff to be heterodimers

composed of a catalytic and an adaptor subunit (Figure 1.3), and have a preference to

phosphorylate pI 4,5 Pzin vitro; in contrast, Class tr Pl3-kinases that are monomeric

proteins with C2 domains (Figure 1.3) and an in vitro substrate specificity restricted to

pI and pI 4 p; finally, Class Itr Pl3-kinases that are homologues of Saccharomyces

cerevisiae (5. cerevisiae) Yps34p (vacuolar protein sorting mutant; Figure 1.3), and

whose activity appears to be limited to phosphorylation of PI. This study primarily

focuses on a member of the Class I Pl3-kinases therefore for the purposes of this

review Class II and Class Itr Pl3-kinases will not be discussed in any further detail.

1.L.3 Class I Phosphatidylinositol 3'kinases

The group of Class I Pl3-kinases can be further subdivided based on the way

in which their activity is regulated. Those members that rely on recruitment by

protein tyrosine kinases constitute the Class IA Pl3-kinases, and those that are

recruited through their interaction with heterotrimeric G proteins are classif,red as the

Class IB Pl3-kinases.

1. 1.4 Class IA Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinases

l.l.4.l Structure of the Class IA Regulatory Subunits

The Class IA Pl3-kinases are the most well-characterised family members with

regards to their structure, regulation and potential functions. This subfamily presently

consists of the regulatory subunits p854, p858, p50cr and p55cr, p55y and the catalytic

subunits p110a, p110p, and pl10ô. The regulatory p85 a and p subunits share above
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g5vo identity at the nucleotide level and therefore have a similar general structure

consisting of 2 Src homology 2 (SH2) domains, one Src homology 3 (SH3) domain

and a breakpoint cluster region homology domain (BH) (reviewed in (wymann &

Pirola, 1998)). Flanking the BH domain are two proline-rich motifs (Figure 1'3)

(Escobedo et a1.,1991b; Otsu ¿r al.,l99l; Skolnik et a1.,1991). The smaller adaptor

proteins p504, p55o (Pons et al., 1995), and p551 (Dey et al., 1998) share 797o

identity at the nucleotide level with the p85 proteins but lack the N-terminal SH3

domain, the BH domain and a proline-rich motif. Structurally, p85 is considered the

prototypic regulatory subunit.

The SH3 domain was originally identified on the basis of sequence similarity

between protein tyrosine kinases pp60'o'" and PLC1 (Mayer et al',1988), and is now

recognised as a motif present in many cellular proteins that mediates protein-protein

interactions. The p85 SH3 domain structure conforms to the NMR solution structure

previously determined (reviewed in (Fry et al., 1993) and is described as a

hydrophobic region noted for its cluster of conserved tyrosine and tryptophan

residues, typically surrounded by charged loops (Cohen et aI-,1995)' In order to

address the function of the SH3 domain, GST-SH3 domain fusion proteins were made

and used to screen expression libraries. Although the initial results were possibly

considered possibly to be specific for the particular SH3 domain used, coÍlmon

themes emerged from the results of that study (Cicchetti et a1.,1992). These centred

around the realisation that the SH3 domain fusion protein associated with regions in

other proteins that displayed a high number of proline residues. Furthermore, deletion

studies in conjunction with a biased peptide library approach identified two putative

proline-rich consensus sequences, RXLPPRPXX and XXXPPXPXX that bound SH3
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domains, where X corresponds to any amino acid except cysteine (Yu et aI', 1994)'

The proline residues form the basis of the interaction, and the surrounding amino

acids contribute to the specificity and strength of the interaction. Thus the role of the

SH3 domain revolves around protein-protein interactions and these appear to be

mediated through regions in the binding partner that are rich in proline residues.

Proline-rich sequences 1 and 2 of p85, flank the BH domain, and, act as

ligands for SH3 domain-containing proteins. Extensive immunoprecipitation studies

of whole cell lysates, in conjunction with studies using recombinant proteins have

shown that these proline-rich sequences associate with various non-feceptor protein

tyrosine kinases (PTK), such as v-src (Liu et aI.,1993), Lyn (Prasad et a1.,1993)' Fyn

(pleiman et aI.,lgg3),Abl and I-ck (Kapel\er et a1.,1994).It is also possible that the

existence of an SH3 domain with proline-rich sequences may enable self-association

of p85 subunits, and this may play an important role in the regulation of activity of the

p1 10kD catalytic subunit.

The BH domain of p85 is highly homologous to the GTPase activating protein

(GAp) domain of the breakpoint cluster gene product (DiekmaÍtî et al", I99l).

However this is the region demonstrating least similarity between the p85 isoforms.

The crystal structure of this protein consists of a 4 helix bundle with an additional

projection of multiple helices (Musacchi o et al., 1996). The BH domain interacts with

members of the Rho protein family, in particular Cdc42 and Racl (Ahmed et aI",

1994; Musacchio et al., 1996). However, initiation of GTPase activity following this

interaction has not yet been detected, suggesting that this interaction does not
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contribute substantially to the signalling pathway (Tolias et aI., 1995; Zhang et al.,

1ee9).

All Pl3-kinase Class IA regulatory subunits consist of an N-terminal and a C-

terminal SH2 domain. SH2 domains were originally identified as protein modules

located within non-catalytic regions of tyrosine kinases (Koch et a1.,1991; Pawson &

Gish, 1992; Sadowski et al., 1936). These domains are approximately 100 amino

acids in length, and appear to act in two different manners: firstly as protein-protein

interaction domains, or secondly, as enzymes. As for SH3 domains, the SH2 domains

in p85 are primarily responsible for mediating protein-protein interactions (Koch e/

al., l99l; Pawson & Gish, Ig92), however in contrast to SH3 domains, their

association is not dependent upon proline-rich sequences, but is reliant on

phosphotyrosine-containing motifs (reviewed in Koch et al., 1991). SH2 domains

recognise a canonical selection of phosphotyrosine motifs, the best-characterised

being PYXXM, where the tyrosine residue (Y) must be phosphorylated (Songyang er

aI., 1993). These SH2 domains possess reduced affinity towards motifs that vary

slightly from the PYXXM order (Ponzetto et aI., 1993). The solution of the crystal

structure of SH2 domains has confirmed the reliance on such a canonical motif'

Peptide recognition occurs on the flat surface of the molecule, with a small pocket to

house the phosphotyrosine residue. A second pocket is thought to provide the binding

site for the conserved methionine residue of the motif (tWaksman et aI., 1992;

'Waksman et al., Lg93). This is clearly a simplification of SH2-protein interactions as

the SH2 domains of the p85 regulatory subunit demonstrate a high degree of

specificity for different tyrosines of the PDGF receptor; where the N-terminal SH2

domain of p85 has affinity for the YT5l phosphotyrosine motif, and has no aff,rnity for
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the y740 phosphotyrosine motif in the PDGF receptor. In contrast, the C-terminal

SH2 domain has the ability to bind both regions (Panayotou et aI., 1993). Further

information is clearly required in order to understand the depth of the specificity that a

nominal SH2 domain has for its target.

Development of monoclonal antibodies against various portions of the p85

regulatory subunit has illustrated that the region between the N- and C+erminal SH2

domains (inter-SH2 domain) is responsible for the interaction between the regulatory

and catalytic subunits. Antibodies that recognise epitopes within the inter-SH2 region

were unable to immunoprecipitate active complexes of p85 and pl10 in COS-7 cells,

whereas antibodies recognising other epitopes of the p85 subunit such as the BH

domain were able to precipitate complexes that demonstrated Pl3-kinase activity.

These results suggested that the inter-SH2 domain was bound to the p110 catalytic

subunit and therefore the epitope was not available for the SH2 antibody to recognise

and precipitate an active complex (Flnd et al., L993). Furthermore, the use of

recombinant domains and truncation mutants have shown that the inter-SH2 domain

was able to bind equivalent amounts of recombinant p1l0 compared to native p85,

and that this directly correlated to the level of Pl3-kinase activity. Epitope mapping

deciphered amino acids 428-492 as the most important in mediating the interaction

with the catalytic subunit (Dhand et aI., 1994a; Dhand et al., 1994b; Klippel et aI.,

t992).
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l.l.4.2Structure of the Class IA Catalytic Subunits

Sequence analysis of lipid kinase catalytic subunits and all members of the

Pl3-kinase family revealed the existence of four homology regions' These regions

have been termed homology regions I,2,3 and4 (HRl, HR2, HR3, and HR4).

The C-terminally-located HRl is the most highly-conserved domain in the

Pl3-kinases. It contains an ATP-binding site at lysine 802 and kinase motifs

responsible for the coordination of the phosphate transfer reaction. Site-directed

mutagenesis of lysine 802 caused a loss of p85/p110 protein kinase and lipid kinase

activity, demonstrating its importance in the activity of this enzyme (Dhand et aI''

1994a;Wymann et aI., 1996).

HR2, also known as the PI kinase (PIK) domain, is conseryed amongst all

lipid kinases. To date, no direct function has been attributed to this region, however,

deletion of this region in Vps34, the S. Cerevisiae Pl3-kinase, removes all lipid kinase

activity (Molendijk & kvine, 1998).

HR3 is found in all Pl3-kinases while HR4 is only located in Class I PI3-

kinases. No specific functions have yet been assigned to these homology regions'

Upstream of HR4 lies the ras-binding domain. As its name suggests, this domain

mediates the association of GTP-loaded ras with the catalytic subunit (Kodaki et al-,

1994; Rodriguez Viciana et al., t994; Vanhaesebroeck et al', 1991a)' Homology

regions 2 and 3 flank a leucine zipper motif in p110õ with an additional proline-rich

region upstream of HR4. It is postulated that these domains may facilitate a unique
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regulatory pathway for pl10õ, mediated through protein-protein interactions

(Vanhaesebroeck et aI., lgg7b). These potential protein targets have yet to be

identified. Located at the extreme N-terminal end of the p110 subunit is a binding

domain for the p85 regulatory subunit. This is thought not only to mediate the

interaction with the Class IA kinases but also to assist in the stabilisation of p110

within the cell (Wymann & Pirola, 1998).

t.l.4.3Activity and Regulation of the Class IA Phosphatidylinositol3'kinases

Class I Pl3-kinases are able to phosphorylate the 3 substrates: PI, PI4 P, and

PI 4,5 P2, in vitro. However, upon cellular stimulation, they display an in vivo

specificity for PI 4 P and PI 4,5 Pz. All possess intrinsic protein kinase activity

specifically targeting serine residues in either the regulatory or catalytic subunit. The

catalytic subunit pl10cr phosphorylates p85a at serine residue 608 which results in a

downregulation of its lipid kinase activity (Carpenter et al., 1993; Dhand et al""

I9g4b).In contrast, p110ô autophosphorylates causing a similar downregulation of

lipid kinase activity. Furthermore, removal of the observed protein kinase activity by a

point mutation results in the removal of lipid kinase activity of the enzyme

(Vanhaesebroeck et al., 1997b).

Since the cloning of the first p85 and p110 subunits a wealth of information

regarding the structural aspects of class I Pl3-kinases has been generated. In contrast,

detailed knowledge pertaining to the factors that regulate the activity of these enzymes

is lacking. It is most likely that the regulation of Pl3-kinase activity involves the

integration of multiple signals ranging from activation by translocation, activation
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through interactions with protein tyrosine kinases, and activation through

phosphorylation.

1.1.4.3.1 Activation by Translocation

The major cellular sources of substrate for Pl3-kinases are the cytoplasmic and

nuclear membranes. Thus, it seems feasible that the translocation of these enzymes

toward their substrates would play a role in the regulation of their activity. Susa and

colleagues demonstrated an increase in total cellular Pl3-kinase activity following

pDGF stimulation of NIH-3T3 fibroblasts, and upon fractionation showed a3o-507o

decrease in activity in the cytosol. The levels of p85 were found to increase in the

membrane fraction, however these levels did not directly correlate with changes in

enzyme activity (Susa et al., lgg2). At present, it is considered that induction of lipid

kinase activity involves translocation within the cell, however there is still a large

degree of conjecture regarding the need for translocation for the activation of protein

kinase activity.

t,l.4.3.2lnteractions with Protein Tyrosine Kinases

Class IA Pl3-kinases interact with a large number of receptor and non-receptor

protein tyrosine kinases. It has been traditionally thought that these interactions would

primarily be mediated through SH2 domains, however recent data indicate that the

SH3 domains also play an important role. The most well-characterised protein

tyrosine kinases that interact with Pl3-kinases are the PDGF and insulin receptors.
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of all the receptors that sH2 domain-containing proteins bind, the PDGFp

receptor is the best characterised. It has been consistently shown that anti-

phosphotyrosine immunoprecipitates from PDGF-stimulated cells display a S0-fold

increase in Pl3-kinase activity (Kaplan et a1.,1937). The association between PDGF

receptor and Class IA pl3-kinases is mediated through the kinase insert region of the

receptor (Coughlin et a1.,1989). The direct association and subsequent activation of

class IA Pl3-kinases is mediated by two tyrosine phosphorylation sites, these being

tyrosine 740 and tyrosine 751 (Escobedo et aI., I99la). It is believed that the N-

terminal SH2 domain interacts through Y751 while the C-terminal SH2 domain binds

viaYT O (PanaYotou et al.,1993).

The insulin receptor differs from that of the PDGF receptor in that Class IA

Pl3-kinases have not been shown to directly couple to the receptor. Rather, the kinase

is recruited through a phosphorylated docking protein known as insulin receptor

substrate-l (IRS-l). IRS-I is a minor cytosolic protein which remarkably contains l0

tyrosine phosphorylation sites that are phosphorylated upon insulin stimulation (Sun

et a1.,1991). This provides the basis of the model of insulin receptor stimulation

resulting in the activation of insulin receptor kinase and phosphorylation of IRS-I'

which subsequently mediates the association with the SH2 domains of Class IA PI3-

kinases.

The EGF receptor, a protein tyrosine kinase, has also been shown to associate

with Pl3-kinase activity (Bjorge et a1.,1990; Cochet et al',1991)' Unusually' the C-

terminal tail of the receptor lacks any recognisable PYXXM motifs for the association

of the p85 SH2 domains (End et aI., 1993). This implies that the interaction between
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Class IA pl3-kinases and the EGF receptor involves domains other than PYXXM

motifs and SH2 domains. Details regarding the domains important for this association

remain unclear.

1.1.4.3.3 Protein Phosphorylation

phosphorylation of protein residues is a well-established way in which protein

function is modulated within cells. To date, the majority of work on phosphorylation

of the famity of pl3-kinases has focussed on the p85 subunit. Initial observations

detected serine phosphorylation of the p85 regulatory subunit before and after growth

factor stimulation (Cohen et al., l99}a; Cohen et aI., 1990b)' Following this

observation a Mn2*-dependent protein serine kinase activity was co-purified with PI3-

kinase, and phosphorylation of the p85 serine residue was found to downregulate the

lipid kinase activity (carpenter et al., 1993). This downregulation in activity was

recovered upon treatment with serine phosphatases (Carpentet et a1.,I993;Dhand ct

aI., 1994b). Mutational analysis of bovine p1104 suggested that this serine kinase

activity was inherent to the catalytic subunit (Dhand et al., I994b), and has been

mapped to the serine 603 residue. This is thought to be a major route of

downregulation of activity of the enzyme. The mechanism involved in

phosphorylation of serine 608 is not yet known'

The basal level of tyrosine phosphorylation within a cell is less than t%o oÏ

total phosphorylation. Following activation of the cell, tyrosine phosphorylation can

rapidly increase, however it still only contributes to less than 5Vo of the total

phosphorylation in the cell. These characteristics, along with the knowledge that Class
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IA Pl3-kinases interact extensively with PTKs provided the impetus to examine the

role of tyrosine phosphorylation in the activation and regulation of Pl3-kinase activity'

To date, it is contentious whether tyrosine phosphorylation of p85 occurs, and it has

not yet been detected for the p110 catalytic subunit. However, the interaction with

receptor and non-receptor PTKs discussed in section I.1.4.3.2, in conjunction with

studies utilising tyrosine phosphorylation inhibitors suggest that tyrosine

phosphorylation does play an important but indirect role in the activation of Class IA

PI3-kinases.

More recently, Gout and colleagues have identified the existence of a negative

regulatory protein known as Ruk. Ruk forms complexes with p85/pllD in vitro and in

yjyo, through the interaction with the SH3 domain of p85 and the proline-rich region

of Ruk. This interaction substantially inhibits the lipid kinase activity of the enzyme.

Over-expression of Ruk was found to induce premature apoptosis which was rescued

with the over-expression of pl10cr or its downstream effector protein kinase B. This is

the first known example of a protein that is a negative regulator of Class IA PI3-

kinases (Gout et a1.,2000).

1,.1.5 History of the Class IB Phosphatidylinositol 3'kinases

In the mid-to-late 1980s there was increasing evidence that Pl3-kinases could

be regulated in two different fashions, or alternatively that an isoform of Pl3-kinase

existed that was regulated in a tyrosine kinase-independent manner. Observations by

Traynor-Kaplan showed that ligands that are known to directly couple and recruit G

proteins were able to stimulate a transient increase inPI3,4,5 P¡ following receptor
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ligation (Traynor-Kaplan et a1.,1989). Furthermore, this increase, a result of fMLP

stimulation, was insensitive to protein tyrosine kinase inhibitors, and sensitive to pre-

treatment with pertussis toxin, an established inhibitor of Gia activation (Stephens er

at.,1993b). Although evidence began mounting towards the existence of an isoform

regulated through G proteins, the experimental data was not conclusive considering

that downstream tyrosine phoshorylation was subsequent to all the stimuli utilised

above. In I9g5, Stoyanov and colleagues reported the cloning, expression and

purification of a novel isoform of Pl3-kinase (Stoyanov et a1.,1995). A human bone

maffow cDNA library was screened using a probe generated by degenerate PCR.

Examination of hybridising clones identified one large open reading frame encoding

1050 amino acids with three potential methionine sta¡t codons. At the time, the

predicted amino acid sequence displayed23-367o identity to other known Pl3-kinases'

The N-terminus of this putative protein showed little similarity to other cloned

catalytic subunits while significant conservation at the C-terminus was observed. This

isoform of the Pl3-kinase family was termed pllQ (herein referred to as PI3k!

(Stoyanov et a1.,1995). Soon after, a revised sequence revealed an increase in the

level of identity to other Pl3-kinases (Stephens et al., t997). However, it was still

apparent that the N-terminal portion of PI3ky was signif,rcantly different in

comparison to other known Pl3-kinases.
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1.1.5.1The Class IB Catalytic subunit'PI3Ky

As with the Class IA p110 subunits, PI3Ky contains all four homology regions

of the pl-kinases. The extreme C-terminal end consists of a catalytic domain which

shares high identity with its counterparts, p110cr, p, and õ (Figure 1'3)' The PI3KY

also shares a pIK domain, and a ras-binding domain with other Class I Pl3-kinases.

Further sequence analysis of the N-terminal region of PI3Ky suggested the existence

of a putative PH domain (Stephens et aI.,1997; Stoyanov et a\.,1995). Such domains

consist of stretches of approximately 100 amino acids, which share greater similarity

of hydrophobicity/ hydrophilicity between domains rather than a particular motif

conservation. Of greater relevance to this Pl3-kinase isoform is the known interaction

between PH domains and G protein subunits, particularly the By subunits, and the

ability of pH domains to bind phospholipids. The existence of a PH domain suggested

that pI3Ky might be activated and regulated in a manner that is different from the

Class IA Pl3-kinases (Stepheîs et aI., 1996; Stephens et al., 1994b1' Stephens et ø1",

1997;Stoyanov et a1.,1995). More recently, the crystal structure of PI3Kywas solved'

the first time any of the Pl3-kinases has been crystallised (Walker et a1.,1999). The

results of this study conhrmed the arrangement of motifs and domains that had

previously been determined based on sequence homologies and functional assays"

Remarkably though, as shown in Figure 1.4, the crystal structure indicated the

presence of a c2 domain flanked by the ras-binding and PIK domain. Sequence and

functional analysis had not indicated the existence of such a domain, which is

traditionally involved in the recruitment of proteins to phospholipid membranes in a

Ca2* dependent manner. pI3Ky is now known to consist of a helical spine with the C2
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domain and catalytic domains positioned to allow interaction with the cell membrane,

while the ras-binding domain lies in close proximity to the catalytic site (Figure 1'4)

(Walker et a\.,1999).

Baculovirus expression systems have been extensively employed to study the

substrate specificity and interactions of PI3Ky in comparison to other known

mammalian Pl3-kinases. A PI3Ky-GST fusion protein was generated and shown to

possess pl3-kinase activity, utilising similar substrates with a similar efficiency as the

p85/p110 complex. Co-expression of PI3KI and pl106¡ with p85a and p showed that

p110cr copurified with p85ct and B, whereas PI3Ky failed to associate with either

protein, a f,rnding consistent with the lack of a' p85-binding domain in

PI3KT (Stephens et al., 1997; Stoyanov et a1.,1995). In summary, the results of these

studies indicated that pl3ky displayed some structural and functional characteristics of

the classical Pl3-kinases, however it did not appear to be regulated in the same

manner as Class IA Pl3-kinases.

l.l.S.ZActivity and Regulation of Class IB Phosphatidylinositol 3'kinases

Although pI3KT does not physically associate with p85 adaptor subunits

Stephens and colleagues found that Pl3-kinase activity was associated with an

additional protein of 101kDa (Stephens et aI., 1997) and because of this it was

suggested that PI3ky function might be regulated by a second protein analogous to the

pgso/B subunits. Therefore, in its native state PI3KT may also exist as a heterodimer"

This putative regulatory protein was subsequently cloned and termed p101 based on
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molecular weight (Stephens et a1.,1997). Presently, very little is known about p101 as

it shares no homology with any previously identified proteins including other well

known adaptor proteins in the PI3 kinase family. Baculovirus expression systems have

been utilised to show a 100-fold increase in the activity of PI3ky in the presence of

pl}I in virro (Stephens ef aI., 1997).In contrast, data generated by Bondev et al',

once again using baculovirus expression of signalling components, demonstrated only

a minor increase in PI3ky activity in the presence of p101 (Bondev et aI', 1999)'

Krugmann and colleagues generated panels of p10l and PI3Kytruncation and deletion

mutants in order to identify protein motifs and regions responsible for an interaction

betwêen these two proteins, as well as to examine a potential regulatory role of Gpy

subunits. These studies suggested that both the N-terminal and C-terminal regions of

p101 were necessary for binding the N-terminal portion of PI3K1, and that this

interaction was indispensable for Gpybinding and activation (Krugmann et a1.,1999)'

Taken together, these studies illustrate, quite clearly, the controversy sulrounding the

importance of p10l in the activity of PI3ky. This inconsistency in results may arise

from the in vitro experimental systems and methods chosen for the analysis of this

interaction. However, it is worth bearing in mind that if p101 molecules are required

for translocation of pl3ky to cell membranes where lipid substrates are available, an in

vitro assay consisting of freely available substrate would not demonstrate this.

Another consideration when examining the data generated from Stephens et al.,

versus Bondev et al., using baculovirus expression of proteins may arise from simple

assay differences in the lipid kinase assays. Although studies by Krugmann et aI.,

suggested that pl01 binds the N-terminal portion of PI3ky and was essential for its

activity they did not address the potential loss of the quaternary structure of the PI3ky
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protein and the subsequent loss of binding and activation domains when creating

truncation mutants. The development of reagents that recognise and bind p101, and

more specific reagents for PßKT will be necessary for elucidating the nature and

depth of this interaction.

As for Class IA Pl3-kinases, the PI3KY recombinant protein is able to

phosphorylate PI, PI 4 P, and PI 4,5Pzinvitro (Stoyanov et al-,1995), however it

displays an in vivo preference for PI 4,5 Pz. PI3KY exhibits dual protein and lipid

kinase activity, both of which are dependent upon the ATP transfer site of the catalytic

subunit. Mutation of lysine 832, anessential amino acid for the ATP transfer reaction,

to arginine renders the PI3KI protein catalytically inactive (Stoyanova et aI-, 1997).

As for pl10ô, PI3K1, possesses the capacity to autophosphorylate which results in a

downregulation of its lipid kinase activity (Stoyanova et al., L997).

The predictions made by Stephens in 1994 (Stephens et al., 1994a) regarding

the possibility of an isoform of Pl3-kinase being regulated in a tyrosine kinase-

independent manner, were realised when preliminary studies following the cloning of

pI3Ky, illustrated the necessity of Gpy subunits for the activation of the novel isofonn

(Stoyanov et aL, 1995; Stoyanova et aI., 1997). Stephens et al', confirmed these

results when they independently showed that the addition of GBY in vito to

recombinant PI3KY increased activity significantly (Stephens et al., 1997).In order to

determine whether PI3Ky was directly regulated by heterotrimeric G proteins,

reconstitution assays and deletion studies were conducted. These showed that GBy

subunits are critical for the activation of PI3Ky. This interaction between GBy and
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PI3KT was mappe d to 2 binding sites, one located at the N-terminus of PI3Ky and the

other at the C-terminus. This suggested that PI3KT activation involved adoption of a

horseshoe conformation (I-eopotdt et aI., 1993). A model of G protein-coupled

receptor activation was developed based on these results, which theorised that

following receptor ligation, activated GBy subunits bind to PI3KY and create a

conformational change that leads to activation of the enzyme (læopoldt et al., 1998).

To examine the regulation of the dual kinase activity of PI3K1, a system

utilising hybrid pl3Kyproteins was used. Putative lipid-binding sites were exchanged

with putative headgroup interaction sites from Class II and Itr Pl3-kinases. This

generated pI3Ky mutants fostering an altered or aborted lipid kinase activity and yet

retained protein kinase activity. In this study, transfection of COS-7 cells with a

membrane-targeted wild-type PI3Ky showed constitutive lipid kinase activity,

producing PL3,4,5 P3 and activating protein kinase B (also known as Akt)' Hybrids

that had aborted lipid kinase activity failed to produce PI3,4,5 P3 but were protein

kinase active and stimulated the MAP kinase pathway in coS-7 cells. From these

studies, it was concluded that when PI3Ky was active as a lipid kinase, protein kinase

activity was suppressed and vice versa.It is still not known what extracellular or

intracellular signals dictate the initiation of one activity over the other (Bondeva et al",

1998).

In summary results presented from a variety of groups indicate that the Class

IB Pl3-kinase, PI3K1, has dual kinase activity that is regulated by G protein subunits,
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particularly Gpy. It is still not known whether a putative adaptor subunit of PI3K1,

p101, is essential for activation of the PI3lq invitro ot invivo.

1"1.6 Cellular Role of Pl3-kinases and their Lipid Products

Since the discovery of Pl3-kinases, various approaches have been undertaken

to examine the roles that they play in cell function. These approaches include the use

of phosphopeptide- and antibody-based inhibitors, synthetic inhibitors, dominant-

negative overexpression of Pl3-kinase subunits, and the use of mice in which

components of the Pl3kinase system have been "knocked out" by homologous

recombination. All approaches have unique limitations regarding the accuracy and

interpretation of the data obtained from their use. However, such studies have

provided a strong foundation towards the understanding of the biological role of PI3-

kinase activation. Discussed below are the most extensively used, and more

successful, approaches to delineate PI3K1 cellular function that have been undertaken

to date.

1"1.6.1 Chemical Inhibitors

In the late 1980s, Vlahos and colleagues led the way in the development of

synthetic inhibitors of the family of Pl3-kinases. Wortmannin, a fungal metabolite was

the first such inhibitor, followed by a bioflavoid derivative of quercetin known as

Ly2g4002. Both wortmannin and LY2g40o2 bind to the ATP transfer site in the

catalytic subunit of Pl3-kinases. Wortmannin binds covalently rendering the kinase

permanently inactive, whereas LY294OOZ binds in a competitive mannet (MaÍter et
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aI., 1992; Vlahos et al., lgg4). Advantageous to cellular work is the ability of these

low molecular weight compounds to permeate the cytoplasmic membrane. They have

therefore been used extensively since their discovery in an attempt to decipher the role

of the Pl3-kinase family in cellular functions in vitro and using this approach,

important roles in cytoskeletal rea:rangement, cellular motility, cytokine gene

expression (Pan et aI., 1999), antigen presentation (Song et al-, 1997) and cell-cycle

control have been determined. However, there are several significant limitations to

these studies. As outlined previously, the catalytic subunit (HRl) is highly conserved

between all classes and isoforms of Pl3-kinases and some Pl4-kinases, therefore

inhibitory drugs targeteil to this region are capable of inhibiting all members of the

Pl3-kinase family. Therefore, the resultant data generated using these molecules

provides little information regarding the role of specific Pl3-kinase isoforms in signal

transduction and cellular effector functions. Moteover, each member of the Pl3-kinase

family displays varying levels of inhibition by these compounds at nanomolar

concentrations (reviewed in Vanhaesebroeck et al., 20OL), and it is still not clear

whether other signalling mediators within the cell (for instance other Pl-kinases) are

affected simultaneously, potentially obscuring the precise role that the Pl3-kinase

family plays.

1.1.6 "2 Dominant-negative Over'Expression

This approach has been most extensively used in the analysis of the function of

Class IA Pl3-kinases, more specifically, of the p85 regulatory subunit .In 1994, Dhand

and colleagues found that the removal of 35 amino acids in the inter-SH2 region of

pg5a (ApS5cr) prevented binding of the pl10 catalytic subunit to p85' Furthermore,
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Ap85a was able to interact with phosphotyrosine molecules as efficiently as wild-type

p85a in COS-7-transfected cells. Overexpression of Ap85a in COS-7 cells effectively

blocked the recruitment of the endogenous Pl3-kinase active heterodimer to

membrane receptor proteins (Dhand et al., 1994a)- The use of Âp85 has been

expanded to many cellular systems to illustrate the importance of the p85/p110

heterodimer in effector functions ranging from cell-cycle progression and survival of

NIH-3T3 fibroblasts, and gene expression (Pan et al',1999)'

Over-expression of catalytically-inactive p110 subunits has been far less

informative. This is possibly due to an inherent lack of stability of the pl10 subunit in

the ábsence of sufficient levels of the p85 regulatory subunits. To date, the only

successful experimentation using this approach has been achieved using a catalytically

in active pl3ky. The results of this study showed that its lipid kinase activity was

essential for pKB activation and that its protein kinase activity was important for

MAP kinase activation (Bondeva et a1.,1998).

1.1.6.3 Gene Knockout Animal Models

The method of gene disruption is arguably one of the more precise ways to

understand the biological roles of specific proteins. The use of wortmannin,

Ly2g4001 and dominant-negative studies indicated that members of the family of

pl3-kinases were potentially involved in functions including the proliferation and

maturation of cells, and programmed cell death and in the case of dominant-negative

over-expression, provided information regarding specific Pl3-kinase isoforms. The
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fact that these experiments pointed towards roles for Pl3-kinases in prliferation, cell

maturation and apoptosis implied the possibility that embryological development may

be dependent upon their expression. kr light of these factors one of the hypotheses

proposed was that a homozygous knockout of the members of the Pl3-kinase family

would potentially be fatal.

In early 1988, the targeted gene disruption of pl104 showed that Pl3-kinase

p110cr -/- embryos are developmentally delayed at embryonic day 9.5 and that death

regularly occurred between embryonic days 9.5 and 10.5. Moreover, they were found

to have a proliferative defect with little change in the rate of apoptosis (programmed

cell ,death) (Bi et aI., 1999). The time of death corresponded to the period of

accelerated organogenesis and placentation. Disruption of the p110p gene proved to

be fatal at the same embryonic stage as the pll0a -/- mice. Disruption of the p85cr

gene led to a similar phenotype to that observed in the p1104 knockout mouse

(Fruman et al., l99g).Intemrption of the first exon of p85a gave rise to viable mice,

however, these mice showed impared B lymphocyte differentiation further supporting

the hyothesised role of Class IA Pl3-kinases in cellular development (Terauchi et aI.,

reeg).

In complete contrast, the disruption of the PI3ky gene, the only Class IB

isoform identified to date, gave rise to phenotypically healthy PI3IC[/- mice (Hirsch er

aI., 2000a; Li et aI., 2000 Sasaki et a1.,2000). This categorically displayed for the

first time the biological functions of the multiple isoforms of this family were non-
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redundant. The experimental data generated using the PI3kl-/- mouse will be discussed

in more detail in section 1.2.5-

1.1.6.4 Cellular Role of Phosphatidylinositol 3'kinase Lipid Products

Lipids acting as signalling molecules as opposed to structural components in a

cell is a relatively recent concept although now there is a considerable body of

evidence supporting this notion. This raises the question as to the role of the 3-

phosphorylated lipid products within the cell. Due to the low basal level, and transient

nature of these products, it is unlikely that a major structural or homeostatic role is

played by these products. Rather, evidence suggests that these lipid products are able

to act as second messengers themselves and contribute to the stimulation of various

effector functions of the cell. some specific examples of this are described below'

1.1.6.5 Phosphatidylinositol 3 Phosphate

Phosphatidylinositol 3-phosphates (PI3 P) are only present in eukaryotic cells

(Auger et a.1., 1939). Their production involves the phosphorylation of

phosphoinositide (PD by class I, II, or Itr Pl3-kinases, however the majority is

produced by Class III enzymes (Vanhaesebroeck et al., 1997a). The prototype PI3-

kinase used for understanding the role of PI 3 P is the class III Pl3kinase, yeast

vps34p which has been shown to play a role in chemotaxis in yeast (Figure 1'5)' The

central focus of this thesis is on the Class I Pl3-kinases, therefore the production and

role of PI 3 P in cellular function will not be discussed in any further detail.
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1.1.6.6 Phosphatidylinositol 3,4 bisphosphate

Consistent with an important role in signal transduction rather than

homeostatic function, PI 3,4 P2 production is regulated by extracellular stimuli.

Stimulation of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts by PDGF, and of neutrophils with fMLP, results

in a transient increase in PI 3,4 P2 within the cells (Auger et a1.,1989; Hawkins et aI.,

t992; Stephens et a1.,1991). It was originally thought that the production of PI 3,4 Pz

was due to the dephosphorylation of PI 3,4,5 P3, however it has since been

demonstrated that Class tr Pl3-kinases can phosphorylate PI 4 P independently of PI

3,4,5P2 synthesis (Rameh et al., L997).

protein kinase B (PKByAkt is the most well-characterised target of PI 3,4,5

pz. V/hile pKB contains a PH domain that is able to bind all PIs in vitro, it shows a

bias for pI3,4 pz and binding of PI 3,4 P2 results in an increase in PKB activity. This

is thought to be mediated by the binding of PKB kinase to the phospholipid following

its association with PKB (Franke et a\.,1997; Frech et a\.,1997). The proposed model

of activation involves PI 3,4 Pz stimulating translocation of PKB and associated

kinases from the cytoplasm to cell membranes, promoting conformational changes to

expose serine and threonine residues for phosphorylation (Alessi et aI',1996)'

The activation of PKB increases cell survival signals (Figure 1.5) which

include the phosphorylation and inactivation of BAD, a pro-apoptotic protein" PKB

could feasibly interact with other proteins, both pro- and anti-apoptotic, considering

cells lacking BAD but possessing PKB also demonstrate increase cell survival (Franke

et al., 1997). Glycogen synthase kinase 3 and phosphofructokinase are also substrates
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for PKB, implicating Pl3-kinase lipid products particularly PI 3,4 Pz

gluconeogenesis and glycolysis. (Cross et aL.,1995)

1n

1.1.6.7 Phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5 Trisphosphate

To date, two separate pathways have been delineated in the regulation of PI

3,4,5 pt production. The f,rrst involves extracellular stimuli increasing the production

of PI 3,4,5 Pt through the use of Class I Pl3-kinases (Hawkins et al', 1992) and

recently, suggestions of the existence of a PI4,5 P2-independent pathway have arisen'

These revolve around PlP5-kinases utilising PI 3 P to produce Pl 3,4,5 P¡ by

phosphorylating the hyroxyl groups at positions 4 and 5 (Tolias et a1.,1998; Zhang et

at., l99B). At present the in vlva significance of this is not known. Regulation may

also involve dephosphorylation at the 3 position of the inositol headgroup by PTEN, a

tumour suppressor protein. The production of PI3,4,5 P3 potentially induces effector

functions such as actin rearrangement, cell growth, and adhesion (Figure 1'5)

however, these pathways afe still poorly understood (Toker & Cantley.,1997)'

1.1.7 Summary of the phosphatidylinositol 3'kinases

Transmission of information from the extracellular environment to the nucleus

of any cell requires the coordinated action of many molecules at many levels. The

prominence of lipids as signalling molecules acting downstream of cell surface

receptor ligation has increased since the discovery of PLC, PLA2 and the family of

pl3-kinases. The Pl3-kinase family is an extensive family of lipid kinases with

members being found in organisms ranging from mammalian cells, yeast, plant cells,
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D. melanogaster, and C. elegans. The family is subdivided into 3 classes (class I, II,

and m) based upon their structure and in vilro substrate specificity. The focus of this

review has been on the well-characterised Class I Pl3-kinases. The Class I subfamily

in general, consists of heterodimers that are able to 3-phosphorylate the lipids PI, PI4

p and pI 4,5 Pz in vitro, while in vivo they display a preference for PI 4,5 P2. Members

of the subfamily can be further divided in two groups, these being the Class IA and

the Class IB Pl3-kinases.

The Class IA Pl3-kinases were the first identified, and are the best-

characterised members of the Pl3-kinase family. They consist of an 85kD

regulatory/adaptor subunit and a 110kD catal¡ic subunit. Activation of the Class IA

enzymes is dependent upon tyrosine phosphorylation and thus upon the activity of

protein tyrosine kinases. The model of activation involves the stimulation of cell

surface receptors which have inherent PTK activity or recruit PTK activity

immediarely downstream of ligand binding (Figure 1.6). The 3-phosphorylated lipids

generated by the activation of Class IA Pl3-kinases, are able to bind to second

messengers containing PH domains. In general, this in turn activates various proteins

such as small GTPases, and protein kinases such as phosphoinositide dependent

kinase (PDK). The associated protein kinase activity may also activate phospholipases

involved in the generation of IP3 and DAG (Figure 1.6). Atthough, activation of Class

IA pl3kinases are associated with resultant effector functions such as secretion and

cytoskeletal rearïangement, the precise signalling pathways pathways involved are

presently incomplete.
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The Class IB Pl3-kinases share many characteristics with the Class IA PI3-

kinases. Their greatest similarity is displayed in their in vitro and in vivo lipid

substrate specihcity. The structure of the Class IB catal¡ic subunit shares many of the

motifs and domains of the Class IA enzymes with a high degree of conservation in the

C-terminal catalytic domain, C2 and ras-binding domains. The differences between

the 2 subclasses become more appalent when comparing the N-terminal portions of

the catalytic subunits and the functional consequences of these differences. Sequence

analysis illustrates very little identity between the Class IA and Class IB catalytic

subunits at the N terminus. Consistent with this finding Class IB Pl3-kinases do not

associate with any p85 subunits of the class IA subfamily. A putative adaptor for the

Class IB pl3-kinases has been cloned and termed p101. In contrast to the Class IA, the

Class IB catalytic subunit demonstrates Pl3-kinase activity independently of the

presence of an adaptor protein and therefore the association of p101 with FI3ky has

not yet been proven to be essential. Pl3-kinase activity is abolished with pretreatment

of cells with pertussis toxin and insensitive to tyrosine kinase inhibitors. At present,

the theorised model of PI3kl activation involves the ligation of GPCRs with a

concomitant activation of Gpy(Figure 1.6). The production of 3-phosphorylated

lipids, like Class IA Pl3-kinases, results in the activation of various second

messengers via the release of activated G protein subunits and production of 3-

phosphorylared lipids (Figure 1.6). Although it has been demonstrated that several

effector functions are activated upon stimulation of PI3ky, the precise pathway of

signals that separate these from the Class IA signalling pathways are presently

unclear
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1.2 The Chemokine Gene Super'family

Regulation of biological systems in the mammalian body is maintained by the

coordinated expression of va¡ious extracellular messengers' The chemokine

(qhg!0qtactic cytokine) gene superfamily is one large family of such messengers' The

chemokine superfamily is now accepted as an essential component of leukocyte

recruitment and trafficking within the immune system. V/hile chemokines have also

been implicated in the regulation of a wide range of physiological systems of the

body, examples include embryonic development, haematopoiesis and angiogenesis'

this review will focus on the data established on the function of this superfamily in the

immune system with particular emphasis on leukocyte trafficking.

1..2.1 Structure and Function of members of the chemokine superfamily

Genes are assigned to the chemokine gene superfamily on the basis of both

structure and function. Structurally, chemokines can be subdivided into 4 groups'

These assignments are based on the nature and form of a cysteine signature motif in

the primary amino acid structure. The subfamilies are termed C-X-C, C-C, C and C-

X¡-C (where X denotes an intervening amino acid between the first two cysteines in

the motif) or alternatively as g, Þ, Y and ô respectively. Depending on the presence or

absence of an ELR (glutamine-leucine-arginine) motif prior to the first cysteine, the

C-X-C chemokines can be further divided into ELR and non-ELR chemokines (as

reviewed in (Baggiolini, 1998; Gale & McColl, 1999). Functionally, the chemokines

can be broadly divided into two categories: the inflammatory/inducible chemokines

and the constitutive/homeostatic chemokines. Data to date indicate that most
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chemokines involved in innate immunity and that affect myeloid cell migration and

function fall into the former category, whereas chemokines in both of these categories

are involved in adaptive immunity, particularly with respect to lymphocyte movement'

l.2.l.LChemokines involved in myeloid cell trafficking and function'

The majority of members of the chemokine superfamily are inducible

chemokines that are rapidly upregulated during inflammation in response to a range of

extracellular stimuli. Inducible chemokines are secreted by resident cells at the site of

inflammation as well as by infiltrating leukocytes in response to inflammatory

mediators such as lipopolysaccharide (LPS), tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNFa) and

interleukin-l. The upregulated expression of inflammatory chemokines acts to recruit

cells such as monocytes, granulocytes and effector T cells to peripheral organs. IL-8

and MCp-l were the first chemokines identified based on their ability to induce

migration of neutrophils and monocytes, respectively (V/alz et al',1989; Yoshimura

et aI., 1995). Although most inflammatory chemokines display activity towards

myeloid cells the potency of these factors suggests that their primary biological role is

in the rapid promotion of myeloid cell accumulation during protective inflammation.

However, the detection of high levels of expression of these chemokines in various

chronic inflammatory disorders has also been associated with infiltration of leukocytes

and subsequent host tissue damage. The presence of IL-8 and MCP-I has been

documented in the synovial fluid from the joints of patients suffering from rheumatoid

arthritis (Koch et aI., lgg2). The use of antibodies against IL-8 in a rabbit model of

lung reperfusion led to a marked decrease in the migration of neutrophils into the site

as well as a decrease in tissue damage (Sekido et a1.,1993). In addition, neutralising
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antibodies against inflammatory/inducible chemokines as well as antagonists against

inflammatory/inducible chemokine receptors has been shown to inhibit myeloid cell

recruitment to peripheral sites of inflammation (Coates & McColl' 2001; McColl &

Clark-Lewis, 1999; Tessier et aI.,1991; Tessier et al',1998)'

Inflammatory/inducible chemokines as a family have also been implicated in

recruitmenlactivation of all other cells of myeloid origin, including eosinophils,

basophils, mast cells and dendritic cells. The cell specificity of these chemokines is

illustrated in Table 1.1.

1.2.1:2Chemokines involved in lymphoid cell trafficking and function'

Adaptive immunity in higher organisms is maintained by lymphocytes which

fundamentally differ from other cells of the immune system in that they recirculate.

Lymphocyte recirculation enables the adaptive immune system to achieve three

critical functions: retention of the cells that provide the T and B cell receptor

repertoires that are critical for the ability of the adaptive immune system to protect

higher organisms from a diverse range of microbial antigens; localisation of

lymphocytes to centres of antigen-presentation; and a distinction between narïe and

memory/activated lymphocytes that enables secondary immune responses to occur

rapidly in peripheral tissues outside secondary lymphoid organs. For this system to

function effectively, tymphocytes must be able to migrate to correct locations" This

phenomenon, known as lymphocyte homing, is controlled by an intricate molecular

network that involves both inflammatory/inducible chemokines and the

constitutive/homeostatic chemokines (Figure 1'8 Gale & McColl, 1999)'
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Generation of an adaptive response requires recirculation of narve lymphocytes

from the peripheral blood through the secondary lymphoid organs' Similarly, the

movement of antigen-presenting cells (APCs) bearing antigen from peripheral sites to

secondary lymphoid organs is also required. It is in the T cell zones of these secondary

lymphoid organs that naive T lymphocytes are able to encounter APCs presenting

cognate antigen resulting in the generation of effector T lymphocytes that then migrate

out of secondary lymphoid organs to peripheral tissues. Recent data indicate that

circulation and recirculation of naive and memory/activated lymphocytes clearly

requires alterations in the ability of these cells to respond to chemokines in the two

functlonal categories (Figure 1.8).

The constitutive/homeostatic chemokines appear to fulfil a critical

.,housekeeping" role within the body, particularly in the recirculation of naive

lymphocytes through secondary lymphoid organs. Members of the constitutive

chemokine family include sDF-lcr, -18, MDC, TARC, ELC, SLC and BCA-I (Table

1.1)

Studies in vitro have shown that natVe T and B lymphocytes express

chemokine receptors CXCR4 (Oberlin et aI.,1996) and CCRT (Bleul et al',1996) and

therefore migrate towards the ligands SDF-I and, SLC and ELC, respectively' Natve

B cells also express CXCR5 and respond to BCA-I. These chemokines are expressed

constitutively in secondary lymphoid organs and act to recruit narÏe T and B cells to

the T cell zones and follicular B cell zones, respectively. Mice in which the sDF-l

gene has been disrupted survive only a few days post birth' Within this period of time
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it is clear that both myelopoiesis and lymphopoiesis are severely restricted (Nagasawa

et al., 1996). In light of the latter observations it has been suggested that the

constitutive chemokine SDF-I is also associated with the development of myeloid and

lymphoid precursors in addition to having an important role in the recirculation of

lymphocytes in the periphery. A pivotal role for the chemokine receptor ccRT and its

ligands SLC and ELC has been demonstrated in vivo in the mutant plt (paucity of

lymphoid tissues) mouse. These mice exhibit a genetic defect that results in no

production of SLC and dramatically reduced production of ELC in secondary

lymphoid tissues. As a consequence there is reduced movement of T cells into

peripheral secondary lymphoid organs (Gunn et al., 1999; Ngo et al., L999).

Consistent with this, mice lacking CCR7, the receptor for SLC and ELC, also show

reduced numbers of T cells in secondary lymphoid tissues, and a loss of secondary

lymphoid structure. No difference in the B cell compartment was observed in either

the plt or CCRT-/- mice (Forstet et a1.,1999).

NarVe T cells also express a receptor for DC-CKI, a chemokine that is

produced by follicular and interdigitating dendritic cells (Adema et al', L997;

Hieshima et al., ßg7).This chemokine is thought to enhance the activation of narïe T

cells during the initiation of an immune response by directing their migration towards

APCs in the T cell zone.

Once narVe T cells have encountered the antigen-MHc complex in the T cell

zones, they migrate towards the border of the T cell zone and B cell zone (Garside et

al.,l99g).It is here that some T cells are believed to encounter antigen-primed B cells

to complete their activation. As mentioned above, this movement appears to be
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controlled by the expression of CXCR5 on T cells and B cells and the expression of

its ligand, BCA-I, by stromal cells in the B cell follicles (Ansel et a1.,2000). Mice

deficient in CXCR5, show a lack of B cell migration toward the primary follicles and

germinal centres within the spleen and Peyers Patches, even though the B cells are

able to enter the T cell areas of these organs (Forster et al., 1996). The lymphoid

organs were notably lacking germinal centres in secondary follicles and a low number

of Peyers Patches were also observed in these mice. Together these data support an

essential role for this non-ELR CXC chemokine (BCA-l) and its cognate receptor,

CXCR5, in the homing of T and B lymphocytes to specific anatomical sites as well as

in the formation of functional zones within the lymphoid organs.

Several other chemokines have also been associated with roles in lymphocytic

homeostasis as well as in DC trafficking. For instance, Langerhans cells and epithelial

dendritic cells express CCR6. As the ligand for CCR6, MIP-34, appea^rs to be

constitutively-expressed in the dermis and epithelium, and CCR6 expression on these

cells is believed to regulate the movement of DC precursors towards the epidermis in

the skin and into epithelium in other tissues. Maturation of such cells results in

downregulation of CCR6 and upregulation of CCR7. This is thought to allow DCs to

migrate out of peripheral tissue, laden with antigen and migrate towards T cell

compartments of secondary lymphoid organs in response to SLC and ELC (Dieu e/

aI.,1998).

During activation and maturation, naiVe T cells are exposed to a milieu of

cytokines, and it is the cytokine profiles that appear to drive and polarise of the

effector T cell response. Recently, chemokine receptor expression following
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activation has been studied with a particular focus on the expression patterns of Thl

verses Th2 effector cells. Overall, these patterns suggest that T cell activation in

secondary lymphoid organs results in downregulation of chemokine receptors for

constitutive/homeostatic chemokines and an upregulation of receptors for

inflammatory/inducible chemokines. This presumably enables activated and memory

T cells to adopt additional migratory patterns into and through peripheral tissues

where inflammatory/inducible chemokines afe being expressed (Moser & Loetscher'

2001).

Thl effector cells, in general, secrete r"n and IFNI. These cells promote a

cell-mediated immune response toward intracellular pathogens. Thl effector cells

preferentially express CXCR3, the receptor for IP-10, Mig, and I-TAC, as well as

ccR5, the receptor for MIP-10, MIP-18 and RANTES. All three GXCR3 ligands are

upregulated by IFNy (Cote et a1.,1998; Farber, 1997; Luster & Rothenberg, 1997),

while the ccR5 ligands are expressed predominantly in response to agents such as

LpS, IL-l and TNFcr. The neurodegenerative disease, multiple sclerosis (MS), is a

characteristic Th1 inflammatory disorder. Lesions in the CNS have been reported to

show production of RANTES, and MIP-1a, MIP-1p and IP-10 (Godiska et aI',1995;

Karpus & Kennedy, tgg7) in both MS and experimental autoimmune

encephalomyelitis (EAE), the murine model of MS. Moreover, ccR5- and GXCR3-

positive T cells have been found in inflammatory lesions in human MS (Balashov et

a1.,1999; Simpson et a1.,2000). T lymphocytes expressing these receptors have also

been found in other Th1 inflammatory diseases, including rheumatoid arthritis (RA)

and psoriasis (Gerard & Rollins, 2ool; schon & Ruzicka, 2001). In an allogeneic
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transplant model, another Thl-mediated response, carried out in mice deficient for

CCR5, a 3-fold increase in graft survival time was observed. Furthermore, pennanent

engraftment was observed in CXCR3-/- mice treated with low doses of cyclosporin A

(ref). Taken together, these f,rndings suggest that CCR5, and CXCR3 expression may

correlate with a Thl phenotypic response (Hancock et aI', 2000a; Hancock et al''

2000b).

Activated T cells selectively expressing chemokine receptors CCR3 and -4,

when cultured in vitro, demonstrate secretion of cytokines IL-4 and IL-5' These

cytokines, especially the secretion of IL-4, define the generation of a Th2 type

response. The initiation of a Th2 response results in humoral or antibody-mediated

immune responses that characterise immune responses to parasites and allergens' Th2

cells, or at least subsets of ThZ cells, are able to migrate towards chemokines such as

eotaxin, eotaxin-2, and RANTES (ligands for CCR3), TARC and MDC (ligands for

ccR4) (Bonecchi et a1.,1998; Sallusto et a1.,1998a; Sallusto et a1.,1998b) and I-309

(ligand for ccRS) (Napolitano & Santoni, 1999). CCR3 is the chemokine receptor

whose expression has been most closely associated with aTh2 phenotype in vifto' and

T cells bearing the CCR3 receptor have been localised with eosinophils in allergic

inflammation (Gutienez-Ramos et al., tg99). V/hile in vitro data indicate that Th2

lymphocytes migrate in response to MDC and TARC, a role for ccR4 in Th2 cell

migration and activation in vivo has also recently been called into question' Mice

deficient in CCR4 develop normal bronchial hyperresponsiveness to OVA challenge

(a Th2-dependent immune responses) (Chvatchko et aI., 2000)' It is of course

possible that like ccR3, CCR4 plays a subtle role in Th2-mediated immune

responses, or that it plays no role in the ovA-challenge model (chensue et aI.,20OI:'
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Gerard & Rollins, 2001). In contrast to the above data, mice deficient in CCRS show

reduced ability to mount Th2-dependent immune responses (Schistosoma mansoni

soluble egg antigen granuloma formation as well as OVA and cockroach antigen-

induce allergic airway inflammation) (Chensue et a|.,2001). Considerably more study

is required to verify or refute the importance of these receptors for

infl ammatory/inducible chemokines in Th2-dependent immune responses'

In summary, while the constitutive chemokines maintain a basal level of T cell

trafficking and recirculation, as well movement of surveillance cells such as

macrophages and dendritic cells from the systemic circulation into tissues, the

inducible chemokines collectively play an important role in the migration of

activated/memory T lymphocytes as well as in the rapid recruitment of myeloid cells

to peripheral tissues.

1.2.2 Chemotactic Factor Receptors

All chemokine receptors are G protein-coupled receptors (GPCR). GPCRs

constitute a family of integral membrane proteins, characterised by seven hydrophobic

membrane-spanning domains, also commonly referred to as serpentine or seven

transmembrane receptors. The expression of these receptors is extensive throughout

all biological systems including both plants and animals. Their diverse range of

ligands include taste and odourant molecules, hormones and neurotransmitters, and

chemotactic factors including chemokines (Gerard & Gerard, 1994; Murphy, 1994)'
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As with all receptor proteins, the primary function of GPCRs lies in the

transmission of information from the extracellular environment to the interior of the

cell. Unlike many other cytokine receptors, seven transmembrane receptors do not

possess intrinsic protein kinase activity or the ability to recruit such activity

immediately downstream of ligand binding. Uniquely, the downstream transmission

of signals post-receptor activation is mediated through the interaction between these

integral membrane proteins and heterotrimeric G proteins'

G proteins are a trimeric complex comprising c[, Þ *d y subunits' Molecular

cloning has revealed the existence of l7 Gc-genes, these have been further subdivided

into four classes Gi, G., Go and Grz. Adding to this diversity are the multiple genes

that give rise to at least 4p subunits and 7y subunits. The ability of these proteins to

form different heterotrimers provides the opportunity to create a vast repertoire of G

protein complexes that mediate signalling events downstream from the various

GPCRs (Bimbaumer., 7992).

In the resting state within the cell, GPCRs lie independently of the G protein

complex. At this stage GDP is associated with the a subunit. Upon ligand binding, the

receptor undergoes a conformational change and through its cytoplasmic tail and the

second intracellula¡ loop associates with the G protein. This interaction leads to the

dissociation of GDP from the cr, subunit, and the subsequent association of GTP. The

resultant activation of the G protein induces a conformational change in the cr subunit

that is thought to mediate the dissociation of the G protein complex from the receptor

and of the cr subunit from the By subunit. These subsequently act as intracellular
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second messengers via their ability tot bind to, and activate other enzyme systems

including PI3ky. The dissociation of the G protein subunits retums the receptor to a

resting state. The receptor is now able to repeat the cyclic activation (Birnbaumer"

I99Z;Bourne et al., 1991).

1.2.3 The Chemokine RecePtors

All the presently cloned chemokine receptors are GPCRs. Many of these

chemokine receptors specif,rcally exhibit the DRYLAfV sequence, a region involved

in G protein binding, particularly Gicr in the second intracellular loop (Gerard &

Gerard, 1994;Murphy, tgg4).Examination of the association of chemokine receptors

with G proteins shows a bias towa¡d coupling to the Gicr subunit, a subunit sensitive to

inhibition by pertussis toxin. As a consequence, many of the functions attributed to

the chemokines i¿ vitro and in vivo are inhibited by pertussis toxin'

1.2.4 Chemotactic Factor Receptor Signalling

onlyaveryschematicviewofchemokinereceptorsignallingisavailableat

present. Much of what is understood is based on studies of signal transduction

occurring in response to other chemoattractants such as fMLP, LTBa, PAF and C5u'

Following chemoattractant ligation to its receptor, various second messenger systems

are activated. These include the mobilisation of intracellular calcium induced

following the activation of phospholipase c, arachidonic acid metabolism which

occurs following the activation of phospholipase Az, phospholipase D activation and
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extensive activation of protein and lipid kinases including the Pl3-kinases (McColl &

Neote, 1996).

Most chemotactic factors have been shown to stimulate the production of rapid

increases in intracellular free calcium. The use of agents that directly stimulate G

proteins such as various GTP analogues and fluoride, and an inhibitor of G protein

activation, pertussis toxin, have illustrated the link between GPCRs and the

mobilisation of calcium and the subsequent stimulation of effector functions (Brandt

et a1.,1935). PLC is responsible for the metabolism of PIPz to IP¡ and DAG. IP3 is

able to bind specific receptors within the cell and release calcium which in turn

stimulates the translocation of protein kinase C to the plasma membrane, where it is

activated by DAG. Other calcium-dependent protein kinases are also activated, and

together, this plays a critical role in leukocyte effector function (Benidge & kvine,

1989).

The transient increase in intracellular calcium also activates PLAz. The

liberation of arachadonic acid and lyso-PAF as a result of PLAz activation leads to the

formation of prostaglandins and leukotrienes, or PAF respectively (McColl et al''

t99l;McDonald et aI., lg93). This can subsequently generate a range of chemotactic

factors, and vasoactive lipids. This system is also capable of autocrine amplification

(McDonald et al., lgg3). The latter may suggest that this amplification can serve a

dual purpose in not only increasing the chemotactic factor gradient but also

maintaining the activation of the cells producing these factors.
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1.2.5 Chemotactic factor signalling and Pl3kyactivation

The pl3-kinase family is one of the more recently-identified downstream

second messenger systems of chemotactic factor signalling. Originally, a great deal of

attention focussed on the Class IA enzymes due to the knowledge that tyrosine

phosphorylation occurred rapidly following GPCR activation, and that pretreatment

with wortmannin inhibited several well-established chemotactic factor-induced

effector functions (Vlahos et a1.,1995). However, the use of tyrosine kinase inhibitors

failed to inhibit chemotactic factor-induced Pl3-kinase activation, suggesting that PI3-

kinase activation was not dependent on tyrosine phosphorylation. Futhermore,

pertussis toxin completely blocked Pl3-kinase activity induced by chemotactic factors

(Stephens et aI., 1996; Stephens et al., L994b). These characteristics moved attention

more towards a possible involvement of other Pl3-kinase isofoÍns or an alternate

regulatory pathway for known Pl3-kinase isoforms in chemotactic factor signalling.

The search for another isoform led to the cloning and isolation of human PI3K1(as

described in section 1.1.5). The use of chemical inhibitors and dominant-negative

expression systems support the involvement of PI3KY in GPCR signalling. Al-

Aoukaty and coworkers subsequently showed a physical association between GFy

subunits, pleckstrin and Pl3Kyfollowing natural killer (NK) cell activation with

chemokines. Microinjection of polyclonal anti-Pl3Ky antibodies into NK cells

inhibited their ability to migrate in response to various chemokines (al-Aoukaty et al",

ßgg). This was the first cellular system that illustrated PI3Ky to be a key enzyme

involved in leukocyte chemotaxis following chemotactic factor receptor ligation"
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During the latter stages of the present study, three groups independently

published data generated using mice in which the PI3ky gene had been disrupted

(Hirsch et a1.,2000a; Li et aL,2000; sasaki et a1.,2000). Remarkably, in contrast to

the observations made upon disruption of various Class IA Pl3-kinase genes' all three

types of PI3ky knockout mice were phenotypically normal, fertile and demonstrated

life spans comparable to wild-type mice. Studies by Sasaki and Hirsch initially

characterised the leukocyte compartments of the PI3ky+/- mice in comparison to PI3kT-

/- mice. Knockout mice generated by Sasaki and colleagues showed significant

increases in the number of neutrophils, monocytes and eosinophils in both the spleen

and peripheral circulation. However, thymocyte numbers were signif,rcantly reduced in

these mice. In contrast, the PI3kl knockout mice generated by Hirsch and colleagues

only demonstrated a difference in the number of circulating neutrophils which were

two-fold higher in comparison with wild-type mice. Neutrophils from all three PI3kY/-

mice were unable to generate PI 3,4,5 P3, the main cellular prOduct of PI3ky

activation, following chemotactic factor stimulation of GPCRs ' In vitro assays

examining Pl3k¡def,rcient neutrophil motitity in response to fMLP, C5a, and IL-8

demonstrated a significant decrease in migration. Consistent with this in vitro

observation, recruitment of neutrophils into the peritoneal cavity in response to

bacteria and thioglycollate was also impaired (Hirsch et al.,200oa;Li et al" 2000)"

Neutrophils from wild-type and PI3ky/- mice adhered to fibronectin as strongly as

each other suggesting that the lack of migration was due to the inability of these cells

to rearrange their cytoskeleton rather than an inability to adhere to endothelial cells'

chemotaxis of Pl3ky-deficient macrophages towards the chemokines RANTES,

SDF-I, and MDC was also reduced (Hirsch et dI., 2000a). Lymphocytic
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choriomeningitis virus (LCMV)-induced swelling of the footpad was used to examine

functional responses of the T cell compa^rtment. V/ild-type mice developed effective

footpad swelling following infection with LCMV, however, the PI3ky-/- mice

displayed reduced footpad swelling at the similar time points suggesting a role for

pl3kl in the generation of Thl immunity. In contrast, cytotoxic responses of these T

cells towards LCMV in vitro were norïnal in the PI3kl/- mice. Immunisation with the

hapten NIP coupled to ovalbumin suggested that PI3ky was important in the

generation of T helper cell-dependent responses to haptens in vivo (Sasaki et aI.,

2000). It is important to note that interpretation of all of studies on T cell-mediated

immunity outlined above may be meaningless because these experiments were carried

out in knockout mice that displayed developmental defects in the thymic

compafment, therefore possibly biasing the true T cell response to antigen load.

In suÍtmary, these Pl3k¡deficient mice, while displaying significant

differences in their leukocyte compartments, confirmed a critical link between GPCR

stimulation and chemotaxis. The inability of neutrophils and macrophages to migrate

and induce the respiratory burst in response to chemotactic factors indicates a clear

role for pI3kT in chemotactic factor signalling and the reduced thymic cellularity

observed in pl3ky-/- mice imply a role for PI3ky in T cell development. However,

further studies are required to determine whether the T and B cell responses to antigen

and T and B cell migration in vivo is dependent on PI3kl'
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L.3 Rationale, Hypothesis and Aims

Rationale

The present study commenced soon after the cloning of the human and porcine

orthologues of PI3kl (stephens et al., 1997; Stoyanov et aI., 1995). At this time very

little was understood regarding the in vrvo importance of this enzyme. Functional and

structural studies had emphasised the probable importance of G protein subunits in

pl3ky activation and therefore its involvement in leukocyte effector function

downstream of GPCR signalling.

All aspects of the immune system require the continuous regulation of cellular

movement. The chemokines have been shown to be an important family of molecules

that mediate the recruitment of cells of the immune system to various compartments

throughout the body. The chemokine receptors fall into the well-cha¡acterised group

of integral membrane proteins known as GPCRs. Recent data have clearly implicated

PI3ky in chemotactic factor-induced leukocyte migration in vitro (ref) and, studies

using mice genetically-deficient in PI3ky have illustrated the involvement of PI3ky in

the ability of cells of the innate immune system to migrate in response to chemotactic

factors in vitro and to extravasate from the peripheral circulation into tissues during

inflammati on in vivo. However, there is still very little understanding of the influence

that this lipid kinase has on the migration of cells of the adaptive immune system,

especially lymphocytes. Furthermore, because of the developmental defects observed

in the lymphocyte compartment in PI3ky/- mice, the physiological impact that PI3ky

has on mounting an effective adaptive immune response has not yet been elucidated.
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Hypothesis

The central hypothesis of this study is that PI3ky is essential for the migration

of lymphocytes in vitro and invivo.

Aims

In order to address this hypothesis, four broad aims were generated:

1.i To clone the murine orthologue of PI3k1.

2.i To characterise the clone in vitro by examining its expression patterns, lipid

and protein kinase activities.

3. To generate a catalytically-inactive form of PI3ky and, using this, develop a

mammalian dominant-ne gative over-expres sion system'

4. To use this expression system to examine the impact of PI3ky on migration of

lymphocytes in vitro and in vivo.
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Figure 1.1The general structure of phosphoinositide lipids

All Phosphoinositide lipids demonstrate a general structure consisting of an inositol

ring with 5 hydroxyl groups COH) attached at positions 2-6. A phosphodiester bond

(P) is located at position I on the inositol ring. The inositol headgroup is attached

via the phosphodiester bond to a phospholipid tail.

Figure adapted from Fruman et aL,1999.
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Figure 1.2 Substrates and phosphorylated products of the Pl3'kinase family

The Pl3-kinase family are responsible for phosphorylating phospholipids at the 3-

OH position of the inositol ring. The inositol headgroups of the 3 lipid substrates,

pL pI 4 p and pI4,5 P2, atÍê illustrated on the left and their phosphorylated products

PI 3 P, PI 3,4 Pz and PI 3,4,5 P¡ are respectively indicated on the right'

Phosphorylated hydroxyl groups are represented by red (fitled) circles. PTD -

phospholipid tail.
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Figure L.3 Modular structure of representative members of the Pl3-kinase

family

The family of Pl3-kinases share a great degree of conservation across the functional

domains present in each subfamily. Presented are the representative members of the

regulatory and catalytic subunits of each subfamily. The protein domains for the

subunits are as follows: solid rectangles - catalytic domain; solid ovals - Pl-kinase

domain; open ovals - ras-binding domain; hatched oval - BH homology domain;

hatched rectangle - SH2 domain; hatched circle - SH3 domain; solid diamonds -

proline-rich motif; hatched diamonds - c2 domain; open diamond - PX domain;

saw-toothed line - p85 interaction domain'

Figure taken from Fruman et aI, 1999
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Figure 1.4 Ribbon diagram of the structure of PI3ky

Based on the crystallographic structure of porcine PI3ky the ribbon structure of

PI3kT is presented (Walker et al., 1999). PI3ky contains all 4 homology regions

found in all Class I Pl3-kinases. The structure consists of 4 domains : a ras-binding

domain, a C2 domain, a helical domain and a catalytic domain.

Ribbon diagram taken from \Malker et al., 1999
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Figure 1.5 Cellular responses downstream of 3-phosphorylated lipid

production

The diagram represents the proteins that have been shown to bind 3-phosphorylated

lipids in vitro. Production of.PI 3 P (Ptd krs (3) P), PI 3,4P2@td krs (3,4) P)' and

/or pI 3,4,5 pt (ptd krs (3,4,5) P) is likely to result in the recruitment of several

signalling molecules and the activation of downstream secondary messenger

systems. The cellular responses that may be activated are represented in red at the

base of the pathways.
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Figure 1.6 Signalling pathways downstream of Class IA and Class IB PI3-

kinase activation

Leukocytes are known to possess both Class IA and IB Pl3-kinases. Class IB PI3-

kinases are activated by G protein-coupled receptors such as chemokine receptors,

while PTK's activated downstream of Fc receptors, C3b and most cytokine

receptors stimulate the Class IA Pl3-kinases. The phospholipid products of these

enzymes are generally considered to bind PH domain-containing proteins and

activate various second messengers. Some of these include small GTPases such as

RAC which is involved in membrane ruffling, the respiratory burst and chemotaxis

in granulocytes. Increases in intracellular calcium and the production of

diacylglycerol (DAG) are involved in the respiratory burst, but not chemotaxis. The

pathways linking proteins such as PKC, PKB and other PTKs with leukocyte

functions such as actin polymerisation and secretion are not as well-understood in

these cells.
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Table 1.1 Functional classification of chemokines and chemokine receptors

into inducible/inflammatory and constitutive/homeostatic subfamilies.

Inducible/inflammatory chemokines and their cognate receptor(s) are represented in

blue. The constitutive/homeostatic chemokines and their cognate receptor(s) are

represented in pink. Chemokines and their receptor(s) belonging to both subfamilies

are represented in green.

Table adapted from Moser and I-oetscher, 2001
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Figure 1.7 Selective expression of chemokines and chemokine receptors during

the generation of the adaptive immune response

(l)Monocytes and immature DCs are recruited to sites of antigen challenge. (2)

Pathogen-induced signals induce the maturation of DCs and and associated

switch in receptor expression. (3) DCs migrate to T cells zones in secondary

lymphoid tissues via afferent lymphatics. (4) Narve T and B cells migrate to the

B and T cell areas of the lymph node via high endothetial venules (HEVs). (5) T

cells interact with the mature DCs and become activated. (6) Effector T cells are

then able to migrate to B cell areas where stimulation of antigen specific B cells

takes place. (7) and (S) Thl orTh2 cells migrate to peripheral sites of DTH and

allergic reactions.

Figure taken from Sallusto et aI., 1998.
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Chupter Two

Reagents and Techniques



2.L MOLECULAR TECHNIQUES

2.1.1, Bacterial strains, growth media and buffers

E.coli DH5cr - F'lendAl hsdRl7(rçmç*) sup¿4 4 thi-¡ recAl gyrA (NalR) relAl

a(lacZYA- ar gF ) u 6s(m80 I acZpM I 5 )

XLl.-BIue - endAl hsdRl7(rçm¡+) supE44 thi-¡ recAl lambda- gyrA96 relAl lac-

[F', proAB, lac]9 ZttMls Tnl\(tetR)l

Luria Bertani (LB) Broth: 10 g Bacto-tryptone (Difco Laboratories, MI' USA)' 10 g

NaCl and 59 Bacto-yeast (Difco Laboratories) were dissolved in MQ water' The pH

was adjusted to 7.0 with 1M NaOH and the volume adjusted to lL prior to

autoclaving.

TAE: 40 mM Tris-acetate and lmM EDTA in MQ water. Prepared as a 50x stock

solution consisting of 242 g Tris Base (Astral Scientifîc, N'S'W, Australia)' 57 'l mI'

glacial acetic acid and 100 mL 0.5M EDTA pH g.0. Solution was autoclaved and

diluted to lx in MQ water prior to use in agarose gel electrophoresis'

orange G Loading Dye: Loading dye was prepafed as a 6x stock solution" Seventy

mg Orange G (Sigma, St Louis, USA) was dissolved in 307o sucrose (w/v in MQ

water) and filter sterilised. Aliquots were stored at 4"C'
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Chemicals: All chemicals used in this study were obtained from BDH AnalaR Merck'

Victoria, Australia, unless otherwise stated'

2.1.2 Preparation of Competent Cells

To prepare competent cells for bacterial transformation, a single colony of E"coli

DH5a from a luria bertani (LB) agar plate was inoculated into 10mL of LB broth and

grown at 37"C for 16 hours with agitation. This was added to 100 mL LB broth and

incubated for a furthe r l1tz-2hours until an ODooo of 0.3-0.4 was obtained' The culture

was immediately chilled on ice and centrifuged at 3750 rpm (Beckman Benchtop

Centrifuge, GS-6R) for l0 min. Following the complete removal of supernatant' the

pellet was resuspended in 10 mL Solution A (KAc 30mM, KCI 100mM' CaCl2

10mM, MnCl2 50mM, Glycerol l5Vo) and incubated on ice for 10 min' After

centrifugation the pellet was resuspended in lml. of Solution B (MOPS 10mM" CaClz

75mM, KCI 10mM, Glycerol !5Vo), and incubated on ice for a minimum of 4 hours'

one hundred pL aliquots were snap frozen and stored at -7o"c until further use.

2.1.3 Preparation of Phenol

Crystallized phenol was melted at 65"C and 8-hydroxyquinoline was added to a final

concentration of O.lVo. Phenol was equilibrated with an equal volume of 0'5M Tris-

Base buffer followed by repeated washes in 50mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 until the pH of

the aqueous phase reached 8.0. The equilibrated phenol was stored in 50mM Tris-HCl

pH 8.0 buffer at4"C.
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2.1.4 PhenoVChloroform extraction

DNA solutions were extracted using equal volumes of phenol and chloroform (200 ¡tI

for small scale plasmid preparations and 300 UL for larger scale preparations)'

solutions were mixed vigorously by shaking and the phases separated by

centrifugation at 14,000 rpm, for 5 min at RT. The upper aqueous phase containing

the DNA was removed and placed into a sterile 1'5 mL eppendorf tube (Treff Lab'

Switzerland) followed by the addition o12.5 -3 volumes of l0Ù7o ethanol' This was

then incubated at -2O"C for a minimum of 30 min. DNA was pelleted by

centrifugation at 14,000 rpm for 2O-3O min at -9"C. The pellet was washed carefully

withTovo ethanol (w/v) and dtied in vacuo, prior to being dissolved in the required

volume of MQ water.

2.1.5 Agarose Gel Electrophoresis

Electrophoresis of DNA was ca¡ried out using l.ZVo agatose (w/v in TAE) for product

sizes of -1kb and higher, while 2.OVo agarose (w/v in TAE) for products smaller than

-lkb. Agarose gels were run in lx TAE at 100 mA in a horizontal gel apparatus. Gels

were stained in ethidium bromide solution (2 ILElfnl- in lx TAE) for 5 min' briefly

destained and visualised by 254 nm short wave UV light and photographed using

Tracktel GDS-2 gel documentation system (Vision Systems, Australia).
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2.1.6 Bacterial Transformation

A frozen aliquot of competent cells was allowed to defrost on ice for 10 min prior to

the addition of 500 ng recombinant plasmid or a ligation reaction in a volume <30 pL'

These were mixed gently and incubated on ice for a further 30-45 min' Cells were

then heat shocked at37"C for precisely 3 min and immediately placed on ice' One mL

of LB Broth was added to the cells and incubated with agitation for 30-45 min at 37"C

for the induction of the relevant antibiotic resistance gene. Cells were centrifuged at

5,000 rpm (Eppendorf Centrifuge, 5417R) for 7 min' The pellet was resuspended in

100 UL of LB broth and spread onto the appropriate LB agar plate' Plates were

incubated in an inverted position for l6-20 hours at37"C'

2.1.7 Mini-Preparation (small scale) of Plasmid DNA

The following procedure gave sufficient quantity and quality of plasmid DNA for

several restriction analyses and sequencing reactions from 1'5 mL of a stationary

phase culture. All centrifugation in this protocol was carried out in an Eppendorf

Refrigerated Centrifuge, 54 17R.

A single colony of bacteria containing plasmid was inoculated in 10mL LB broth and

gfown overnight at 37"C with the required antibiotic selection' one and a half mL of

stationary phase bacteria was centrifuged (14,000 fpm, 2 min, RT) and the pellet

resuspended in 100 pL of TES (25 mM Tris-HCl pH8.0, 10 mM EDTA, l57o wlv

sucrose). After 5 min incubation on ice,20O pL of freshly prepared 0'2M NaOH l%o
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SDS were added and the tube gently inverted 4-5 times followed by a further 5 min

incubation on ice. 3M Na Acetate, pH 4.6 (150 pL) were added and once again mixed

gently and placed on ice for 10 min. This mixture was centrifuged (14,000 rpm, 5 min,

4"C) to remove chromosomal DNA. The plasmid DNA was then thoroughly extracted

using phenol chloroform (see 2.1.4) and the phases separated by centrifugation

(14,000 rpm, 5 min, RT). The plasmid DNA was then precipitated by the addition of

2.5 volumes of 1007o ethanol (see 2.1.4). The pellet was washed using 70vo ethanol

(w/v in MQ water), dried in vacuo and redissolved in 20 vL MQ water. RNase A

(final concentration sQpg/ml) was added, and the solution incubated for 30 min at

RT.

2.1.8 Medium - Scale Preparation of Plasmid DNA

A single colony of bacteria containing plasmid was inoculated in 50mL LB broth

containing the required antibiotics and grown overnight at 31"C. Bacteria were

pelleted by centrifugation (3,750rpm, 10 min) and the pellet resuspended in 2'5mL

TES (25mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 10mM EDTA, 157o sucrose)' Five mL of freshly

prepared 0.2M NaOH, 17o SDS were added and mixed gently by inversion and the

tube placed on ice for 10 min. The mixture was then centrifuged at 15,000 rpm for 15

min at 4"C (JA-20 rotor) to remove the chromosomal DNA. The supernatant was

placed in a fresh tube, 50 pL of l0mg/ml RNase A, and 20 ¡tL of l0mg/ml

proteinase K were added and incubated at 37"C for 60 min. The DNA was

precipitated by the addition of 6mL isopropanol and the DNA pelleted by

centrifugation at 10,000 rpm, for 15 min at 4"C (Beckman JA-20 rotor)' The DNA
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was dissolved in 300 pL of 0.3M NaAc pH 5.2, thoroughly phenoUchloroform-

extracted twice and the phases separated by centrifugation (14,000rpm' 5 min' RT)'

Plasmid DNA was then precipitated by the addition of 2.5 volumes of IoÙvo ethanol'

The peltet was washed with Tovo etbanol, dried in vacuo and dissolved in 50 pL MQ

water. DNA was incubated at RT for 30 min prior to quantitation'

2.L.9 Restriction Endonuclease Digestion

DNA was digested with the desired restriction endonucleases (New England Biolabs,

MA, USA) in a 10-50 pL volume comprising DNA, 5-10 Units of restriction

enzymel¡tg of DNA, lx restriction enzyme buffer (specific for each restriction

enzyme) and sterile water fot l-L2 hours at the appropriate temperature' Reactions

were terminated either by heat inactivation at 65oC for 10 min, BRESA-Clean' or by

the addition of DNA loading dye which was added immediately prior to analysis by

gel electrophoresis.

2.1.10 Dephosphorylation of vector DNA

To prevent self-ligation of the vector 5'-terminal phosphate $oups rwefe removed by

incubation with calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase (CIP, Boehringer Mannheim'

Germany). In a standard reaction 0.5 pg DNA were incubated with 0'5 units of cIP

and 1x cIP buffer (50mM Tris-HCl pH 9.0, lmM MgC12, 0.1mM ZnCl2)" The

reaction was carried out in a final volume of 100 ¡tL at37"C for 30 min' The CIP was

inactivated prior to ligation by heating the reaction to 75"C for 10 min'
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z.l.l-l^DNA Ligations

Restricted, phosphatased plasmid vector (50-100ng) was ligated with the DNA

fragment to be cloned in a 3:1 molar ratio of insert:vector. Ligations were carried out

in a volume <30 FL, containing 50mM Tris-HCl pH7.5,10mM MgCl2, 10mM DTT,

lmM rATP, and T4 DNA ligase (1-2 Units). The mixture was incubated at 4"c

overnight prior to transformation in the appropriate bacterial strain'

2.1.12 BRESA'CleanrM

This procedure was canied out as per manufacturers protocol (Geneworks, Australia)'

In the case of DNA in solution, 3 volumes of BRESA-SALT solution were added and

mixed by inversion. In the case of DNA that was excised from agarose' the weight of

the excised band was measured and a" volume of BRESA-SALT solution

corresponding to 3 volumes of the gel fragment was added. The agarose was dissolved

at 55'C for 5 min.

Following vigorous resuspension of BRESA-BIND by vortexing, 5 pL BRESA-BIND

were added to the DNA solution and incubated for 5 min at RT. Regular inversion

was maintained to ensure an even suspension. Following a short centrifugation the

supernatant was removed and the BRESA-BIND/DNA complex washed with lml of

BRESA-WASH. This mixture was centrifuged and the pellet air-dried. DNA was

eluted by the addition of a volume of MQ water equivalent to twice the volume of the
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BRESA-BIND matrix used earlier, and incubated at 50"c for 5 min. Following a short

centrifugation the supernatant containing the DNA was collected whilst carefully

avoiding the matrix.

2.1.13 Mutagenesis

Site directed mutagenesis of plasmid template was ca¡ried out based on the

Quikchange Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA' USA)'

2.1"13.1Primer design

Mutagenic primers were designed based on the following considerations:

- both mutagenic primers contained the desired mutation and annealed to the same

sequence on opposite strands of the plasmid;

- primers were between25 and 45 bases in length;

- Tm of primers were -10oc above the extension temperature of 68"C using the

following formula to calculate Tm:

- Tm = 81.5 + O. I(VoGC) - 675n\ - Tomismatch

- N - primer length in base Pairs

- the desired mutation (insertion, deletion or change) was ideally in the middle

oftheprimerwithaminimumofl0basesoneitherside;

- primers optimally had a minimum GC content of.407o and terminated in one or

moreCorGbases;

- primers were of the highest synthesized purity'
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2.1.13.2 Mutagenesis Reaction

Plasmid DNA template for mutagenesis was amplified in a 50 pL reaction comprising

lx reaction buffer (10mM KCl, 10mM NHaSOa, 20mM Tris-HCl pH 8'8, zrrlNl

MgSOa, o.IVo Triton X-100, 0.1 mg/ml BSA), 50 ng plasmid DNA template, 125 ng

of each mutagenic primer, 2mM dNTP mix, 2.5 Units PFU DNA polymerase'and

sterile water. Reactions were conducted in a thermal cycler according to the following

parameters: 30 sec at 95"C, followed by 16 cycles of 30 sec at 95"C, 1 min at 55C'2

min/kb of plasmid at 68'C. Reactions were cooled to 4"C prior to the addition of 10

Units of Dpnlrestriction endonuclease, and incubated overnight. A further 10 Units of

Dpnlwere added, incubated for another 3 hours, and 10 pL of the final reaction were

used to transform DH5ct competent bacterial cells'

2.1.14 cDNA LibrarY Screening

2.l.l4.lPreparation of Host cells

E.coli XL-l Blue bacterial cells were streaked out onto LB agat plates containing

tetracycline (20 pglml). These plates were only kept for a maximum of 5 days' after

which a fresh streak plate was prepared. Plating cultures were prepared by inoculating

a single colony into l0 mL LB broth supplemented with o.2vo maltose and 10mM

MgSOa at 37"C overnight with vigorous agitation. Cells were centrifuged at 1,0009

for 10 min and the pellet gently resuspended in 0.5 volumes of 10mM MgSOa' Just

prior to use, cells were diluted to OD66s 0.5 with 10mM MgSOa'
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2.1.14.2 LibrarY Plating

Nutrient agar plates for this procedure were made 2 days in advance to allow adequate

removal of excess moisture. Five hundred FL of XLI blue bacteria were gently

mixed with 100 FL of phage dilution and incubatedat3T"C for 30 min. This mixture

was then transferred to lznrL (150mm agar plates) or 7mL (70mm agar plates) of top

agafose (0.7Vo agarose, 10mM MgSOa, O.2Vo maltose) and cooled to 48"C' The tube

was gently and efficiently inverted to mix, and poured evenly over the bottom agar'

Once the top agarose had set, plates were incubated in an inverted position at 37"C for

6-g hours. plates were refrigerated (4"C) for a minimum of 2 hours to prevent the top

agar sticking to Hybond filters during plaque lifts'

2.1.14.3 Plaque Lifts

Hybond N* filters (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, NJ, USA) were labelled with a

ballpoint pen in 2 areas, and placed face down (ink side up) on cold LB plates' Filters

were placed in one smooth movement to prevent any bubbles forming between the

filter and the agarose. The original filter was left on the plate for 7 min whereas

duplicate filters were placed on the plate for 10 min to ensure adequate transfer of

plaques. Filters were removed from plates and placed DNA side up on 3mm

Whatmann paper to air dry for a minimum of 10 min'
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2.1.14.4 DNA Denaturation and Fixing

Separate containers were lined with 3mm Whatmann paper. The fîrst container was

saturated with 0.2M NaOÉI/1.5M NaCl, the second with 0.4M Tris-HCl, pH7'612x

ssc, and the third with 2x ssc. Filters, DNA side up, were placed in each container

(in order) for 2 min. Filters were subsequently dried in a vacuum oven at 80oc for 90-

120 min. Filters were stored between Whatmann paper at RT until used for

hybridisation.

2.1.14,5 Radiolabelling DNA probes

DNA probes for library screening were made according to manufacturer's instructions

using the Megaprime DNA labelling System (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech)' Briefly'

the required DNA was diluted to 5 ngllú, in distitled water. Template DNA (25 ng)

was mixed with 5 pL of primers, and denatured at 95'C for 5 min' At RT, 4 ¡tL of

each unlabelled nucleotide, 5 pL of 10x reaction buffer, 2 pL enzyme and water for a

final volume of 45 FL were added. Finally, ü,-P32dNTP (5 PL, 3000Ci/mmol) was

added and mixed gently. This mixture was incubated at37"C for 10 min. The reaction

was terminated by the addition of 5 pL of 0.2M EDTA. Removal of unincorporated

nucelotides was carried out using a Sephadex G-50 spin column' The labelled probe

was stored at -20"C until required and denatured at 95oC for 5 min prior to use in

hybridisation.
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2.1.14.6 Hybridisation

Filters were soaked in prehybridisation solution (5x SSPE, 5x Denhardts, 0'570 SDS,

100 pg/ml denatured, sonicated salmon spenn DNA) and incubated at 65"C in

siliconised glass bottles for a minimum of 4 hours. Following prehybrisation, the

denatured labelled probe was added to the pre-hybridisation solution and incubated

overnight at 65"C in a hybridisation oven. Filters were transferred to a sealed

container and washed in 0.2 x SSC/0.17o SDS at 65"C for I hr. Wet filters were

covered in plastic wrap and positive plaques detected by autoradiography (exposed

overnight at -70"C).

2.1.15 RNA Isolation

RNA was isolated using the recommended protocol accompanying the Trizol reagent

(Gibco BRL Life Technologies, Rockville, MD, USA). In the case of RNA extraction

from tissues, 50 g of tissue was homogenised in 1 mL of Trizol. RNA extraction from

cells in suspension (5-10x106cells) involved centrifugation of the cells and

resuspension of the pellet in 1 mL Trizol. The celUtrizol mixture was incubated at RT

for 5 min prior to the addition of 200 pL chloroform. After vigorous shaking, the

mixture was incubated for a further 2-3 minutes at RT. Centrifugation at 12,0009 for

15 min at 4"C generated 2 phases. The upper aqueous phase was transferred to a clean

1.5 mL eppendorf tube and the extraction of phases was repeated with 400 ¡-tJ- of

DEpC water. RNA from both extractions was precipitated separately by the addition

of 500 pL of isopropanol, followed by a l0 min incubation at RT' The precipitate was
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then centrifuged at 12,0009 for 10 min at 4"C. The pellet was washed carefully in

TOVo ethanol and semi-dried. RNA was dissolved in 20 [rL of DEPC-treated water and

incubated at 55"C for 10 min for complete resuspension. RNA purity was determined

by measuring optical density at 260nm and 280nm, and calculated using the formula

below:

PuritY = OD zolOD zso

concentration of RNA (pglpl)= oDzoo x dilution factor x 0'04

2.L.16 Generation of First strand cDNA - Reverse Transcription

Generation of first strand cDNA from RNA was conducted using 'superscript II'

reverse-transcriptase (GibcoBRL, Life Technologies)' One pL of random hexamer

primers (500 pg/ml; Amersham Pharmacia Biotech) was combined with 2'5 ¡tg of

total RNA. The volume was adjusted to 12 pL with DEPC-treated MQ H2O, and

heated to 70.C for 10 min followed by incubation on ice' V/hile still at 4oC, the

following were added: 4 ¡tLfirst strand buffer (5x stock), 2 pL DTT (0'1 M)' I UL 10

mM dNTP mix (10 mM each dATP, dTTP, dCTP, dGTP diluted in DEPC-treated

sterile MQ H2O). The contents of the tube were mixed gently, centrifuged briefly and

incubated for 2 min at 42"C. Finally, I ¡rL of 'superscript tr' (200 U/pL) was added

and mixed. The reaction was incubated at 42"C for 50 min and terminated by heating

to 70.C for 15 min" The cDNA products were stored at-20"C until further use.
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2.1.17 PCR - Taq Polymerase Based Amplification

In a standard PCR amplification, cDNA was synthesised in a 25 ¡tL volume

comprising DNA template (1.25 FL first strand synthesised cDNA, or 100ng plasmid

DNA), lx amplification buffer, 2.5mM MgCl2, 25 pmol of both the forward and

reverse primer, 200pM dNTPs, O.25 ¡tL Amplitaq GOLD (Perkin Elmer) and sterile

water. Reactions were initiated in a hot-bonnet thermal cycler (MJ Research'

Geneworks, Adelaide, S. Australia). In general, reactions were denatured at 95oC for

12 min, then subjected to 30-35 cycles of denaturation at 95"C for 30 sec' primer

annealing at 55-70'C (specific for each primer set) for 1 min, and primer extension at

720C 10r 1 min/kb DNA to be amplified. A final 10 min extension at'72"C was

performed. Following this, reactions were held at 4"C'

z.lJ:8PCR - AmplifÏcation using PFU polymerase

Pfu DNA polymerase was employed for amplification of DNA when high fidelity was

required. DNA was amplified in a 25 ¡tLreaction comprising DNA template (I'25 ¡tL

of first strand synthesis cDNA or 100 ng plasmid DNA), 30 pM each forward and

reverse primer, 300 PÀd dNTPs, lx Pfu reaction buffer (20mM Tris-HCl pH 8'75'

l0mM KCl, 10mM (NH4)2SO4, 2mM MgCl2' o.I7o Ttiton X-100, O.lmg/ml BSA)

and 2.5 units Pfu polymerase (Stratagene, La Jolla, cA, usA). Reactions were

generally denatured for 2 min, and then subjected to 35 cycles of denaturation at 95"C

for 30 sec, primer annealing at 55-70"C (specific for each primer set) for 45 sec and
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primer extension atZ2"Cfor 1.5 min/kb of DNA to be amplified. Reactions were held

at  "Cprior to analysis or manipulation

2.l.lg DNA Sequencing -Dye Terminator Sequencing

The ABIPRISM Dye Terminator cycle sequencing reaction kit (Applied Biosystems,

Roche, NJ, USA) was used to sequence alkaline lysis purified plasmid DNA' In a

sequencing reaction, 8 ¡rL terminator ready reaction mix (4, c, G, T-Dye terminator,

dITp, dATp, dcTp, dTTp, Tris-HCl pH9.0, MgCl2, thermal stable pyrophosphatase,

Amplitaq polymerase) were added to 500 ng plasmid template and 3'2 pmol

sequencing primer. The volume was adjusted to 20 pL using sterile water' The

reaction was placed in a thermal cycler for 25 cycles of 96"C for l0 sec' 50oC for 5

sec, 60oC for 4 min. DNA was precipitated by the addition of 2 ¡il- 3M NaAc pH4'6

and 50 ¡tL 95Vo ethanol and incubated on ice for a minimum of 10 min' DNA was

pelleted by centrifugation at 14,000 rpm for 25 min at -9"C. The pellet was gently

washed in TOVo ethanol and dried in vacuum. DNA was sequenced using a Perkin

Elmer automated sequencer. IMVS sequencing facility, IMVS Adelaide, South

Australia).

2.1.20 Primer design

Primers were, in general, designed to be l5-35bp in length (according to type of

reaction) and to have a 5O-557o GC content, ideally with high GC regions at the 3'

end. Primer designer software (version 2.0; Scientific and Educational Software) was
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utilised to analyse primer pairs for complementarity and melting temperatures'

Primers were manufactured by Geneworks (Australia) and purified using reverse

phase chromatography. Primers were received in a lyophilised form and diluted in

sterile water and all stocks stored at -20"C'

2.1.21Primers

APPLICATIONto3UENCENAME
CTTCTGAGGAG ACCTTGGCTL911

1l
G11

11 1-565

11

CCACACATTCCAG AGTACCT11 1

A11

CTCCTGTGCAGGCTACTGTG1l
SATGTGGTGCTGCTTGAT AGG11

AACACAAGCTCTGGGCACTG11
AATTAACCCTCACTfuq"\GGGT3
GTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGCT7

11 r57F
l1 R

RT-PCR11 1F
RT-PCRGGCACAGGTCCAGAGA TTCA1R11
RT-PCRCTATCAGCAGCAGGTTCACA11
RT-PCRl1 2R
RT-PCRGACTTCGGACACATTCTTGG11
RT.PCRT11 150R
MutagenesisTGATCTGCGC

C
p110-KRF

AJqAGATGTCACCATGTCTGGCGCAGATCApl10-KRR
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2.1.22 DNA Constructs

pBS (SK)::clone 1 - generated from phage excision of a positive clone from the 7t zap

murine macrophage cDNA librarY.

pBS (SK)::clone 2 - genented from phage excision of a positive clone from the Ttzap

murine macrophage cDNA librarY

pBS (SK)::cIone 3- generated from phage excision of a positive clone from the )u zap

murine macrophage cDNA librarY

pBS (SK)::clone 5- generated from phage excision of a positive clone from the ìuzap

murine macrophage cDNA librarY

pBS (SK)::clone 6- generated from phage excision of a positive clone from the 7u zap

murine macrophage oDNA librarY

pcDNA3::MmPI3ky1100 - kindly provided by Matthias wymann (Fribourg,

Switzerland) (Hirsch et a1.,2000b). Consists of the coding region of muPl3ky from

nucleotides 360 to 3300.

pcDNA3::MmPI3kfl.11L- generated by PCR amplifying the coding region of

Mmpl3ky1111 with the engineered restrictions sites, BamHIandXbaI, for subcloning

into pcDNA3 (Invitrogen).
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pcDNA3::MmPI3kYKR generated by the site-directed mutagenesis of

pcDNA3::muPI3kTll11 at amino acid position 833, changing a lysine (K) residue to

and arginine (R).

2.1.23 Molecular weight markers

Sppl bacteriophage, EcoRldigested, and 100 bp molecular weight markers (125 ¡g;

Geneworks, Australia) used in ag¿uose gel electrophoresis' Fragment sizes of Sppl

markers are listed below.

FRAGMENT
NUMBER

FRAGMENT SIZE
(base pairs)

1.

n

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

t2.
13.

14.

15.

16.

8557

7427

6106

4899

3639

2799

19s3

1882

1515

t4t2
tl64
992

7lo
492

359

81
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2.1.24 Molecular Analysis Programs

All nucleotide and amino acid sequences were obtained from the GenBank Database

at the National Centre for Biotechnological Information (NCBÐ. DNA formatting and

translations were carried out using DNASIS (version 7'0)' Mutiple alignments were

generated using CLUSTAL W (www.microbiology.adelaide.edu.au/learn/index'htm).

All restriction analysis was conducted using the Webcutter Program version 2'0'

2.2 rN VrrRotcELLULAR TECHNIQUES

2.2.l Agonists

Recombinant human MIP-3cr was a genefous gift from Dr Ian Cla¡k-Lewis, (The

Biomedical Research center, university of British columbia, vancouver, canada).

Stock was maintained at lmg/ml and further diluted prior to use in in vitro and in

viuo techniques.

2.2.2Maintenance of cell lines

Cell lines were routinely maintained in sterile plastic flasks (Falcon, Becton

Dickinson Labware, England, UK), in either RPMI or DMEM (Gibco BRL), as

indicated in the table below , at37"C in a humidif,red atmosphere containing 5Vo CO2"

The B300.19-huCCR6 cell line was a kind gift from Bernhard Moser (Theodor-

Kocher Institute, Bern, Switzerland).
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CELLLINE CULTT]REMEDITJM

J774 - muúne macroPhages

NIH 3T3 - murine fibroblasts

IIEK-293 - human embryonic kidneY

Er:oPaclû-293 - retroviral packaging cells
(based on HEK-293 cells)

8300.19 - B cell lYmPhoma

RPMI, 107a FBS,100 Units penicillin and
gentamycin, 2mM L-glutamine, 20mM Hepes

DMEM, 107oF8S,100 Units penicillin and gentamycin,
2rM L-glutamine, 10mM HePes

DMEM, 107oFBS, 100 Units penicillin and gentamycin'
2mM L-glutamine, 10mM HePes

DMEM, lO7oFBS, 100 Units penicillin and gentamycin'
2mM L-glutamine, 10mM llepes,5mM sodium pyruvate

RPMI, 107oFBS, 100 Units peniciltin and gentamycin,
2nM L-glutamine, 10mM Hepes, 5mM sodium pyruvate'
0.1mM non essential amino acidsr 55uM
p-mercaptoethanol

2.2.3 Cryopreservation of cell lines

Cells were cryopreserved in the presence of l\Vo analytical gfade dimethyl sulfoxide

(DMSO) to prevent the crystallisation and fracturing of cell membranes. cells were

harvested when semi-confluent, and resuspende d at2 x l07cells/ml in fresh medium'

Immediately prior to freezing, an equal volume of freezing mix (20Vo DMSO, 307o

heat inactivated FBS, 507o appropriate medium, filter sterilised through a 0'22 ¡tm

f,rlter) was added dropwise over a pefiod of 5 min' This mixture was aliquoted into

cryopreservation ampules (Nunc, Denmark) and control-rate cryopreserved' Frozen

vials were stored in liquid nitrogen.
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2.2.4 Thawing of cryopreserved cells

The appropriate medium was brought slowly to room temperature' The frozen vial

was allowed to thaw at37"C 5-10 min, after which medium was added in a dropwise

fashion until resuspended. This was then transferred to a larger tube and supplemented

with more medium and centrifuged at 1,500 rpm for 5 min' The cells were washed

twice to ensure complete removal of DMSO, resuspended fînalty in the appropriate

medium at37"C and placed into culture'

2.2.5 Transient Transfection of Adherent cell Lines- FuGENE 6 @oehringer

Mannhiem, GermanY)

The day prior to transfection, cells were plated out at a density of 2 x 10s cells per

35mm dish and 5 x 10s per 60mm dish in 3 mL medium. On the day of transfection' 3

uL (35 mm) or 6 pL (60 mm) FuGENE 6 reagent were diluted in 100 pL of serum-

free media, and incub ated atRT for 5 min. This mixture was then added in a dropwise

manner to 1 pg (35 mm) or 2 ¡tg(60 mm) of plasmid DNA and incubated at RT for 15

min. The FuGENE 6/DNA complex was then added dropwise to the cells with gentle

mixing. Expression analysis was examined}4-48 hours post transfection'

2.2.6 Electroporation of 8300. 19 B Lymphocytes

8300.19 cells were washed twice in PBS and resuspended at a concentration of 5 x106

celts/370 pl PBS. Cells were incubated on ice with 15-20F[g of closed circular plasmid
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DNA for 5 min. Cells were electroporated at 25OY, 960 ttF with a time constant

between 38-43msec using a gene pulser (Biorad, cA, usA). cells were placed on ice

for 5-10 min, diluted 5O-fold in pre-warmed RPMVIOVI FCS and cultured for 48 hr

under normal culture conditions. Forty eight hr post electroporation, cells were

resuspended at 5 x 10s cells/ml in complete RPMVIOToFCS supplemented with

l.2mgtntG4lg/Geneticin (Sigma). Cells were cultered under these conditions for 14

days and MmPI3kl1l l IKR expression detected by western analysis'

2.2.7 One Colour Labelling for Flow Cytometry

cells were resuspended to 4 x 106 viable cells/ml in PBS containing Ivo bovine

serum albumin (BSA; Sigma) and, O.O Vo sodium azide (mouse staining buffer)" Fc

receptors were blocked by incubating for 30 minutes at RT with 50pg of murine

gamma-globulin (Rockland) per million cells, then 50pL of cells aliquoted into round-

bottomed tubes. Cells were mixed with saturating concentrations of the mouse anti-

CCR6 (clone 53103.111) monoclonal antibody (R&D Systems, Minneapolis' MN'

USA) incubated for 30 minutes at RT and washed once with 3ml of mouse staining

buffer prior to addition of biotin-conjugated anti-mouse detection antibody (Rockland

Immunochemicals, Gilbensville, PA, USA). Following a 30-minute incubation on ice,

cells were washed with mouse staining buffer and the streptavidin:PECy5 conjugate

(Caltag Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA) was added and incubated for a further

30 minutes on iee. Cells were washed with 3ml of mouse staining buffer followed by

3ml of protein-free staining buffer and fixed in 200p1 of paraformaldehyde (lVo in

PBS; BDH Laboratory SuPPlies).
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2.2.8One Colour Flow CYtometrY

Flow cytometry was conducted using a FACscan (Becton Dickinson, San Jose' CA)

equipped with CellQuest Pro software version 3.1. Cell populations were gated on the

basis of their forward scatter (FSC) and side scatter (SSC) profiles, and events were

collected from the gate containing such cells. At least 10,000 events were collected

from the total gated area.

The negative control was used to optimise instrument settings and determine

background fluorescence levels. The background fluorescence was defined as that part

of the negative peak which contained 98-99Vo of the recorded events occuning within

a chosen gate

2.2.9 P r otein PreciPitation

Transfected monolayers wefe collected for immunoprecipiation 48 hours post

transfection.

Monolayers were washed twice with lx PBS this was followed by the addition of 1

mL of cell lysis buffer (50mM Tris pH 7.4, 150mM NaCl, and l.ovo Triton X-100 and

complete protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche)). Dishes were incubated on ice for 20-30

min with continuous agitation. Lysates were centrifuged at 14,000rpm at 4"C for 10

min. Supernatants wele transferred into fresh eppendorfs' Talon (Clontech) charged

resin (30 pL) was incubated with the lysate for a minimum of 4 hours at 4oC' The
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resin was washed twice in cold lysis buffer without protease inhibitors, followed by

two washes in lx PBS. Precipitated proteins were either heated in 2x sample buffer

for sDS-PAGE analysis, altematively used directly in the lipid kinase assay.

2.2.10 SDS-PAGE and Protein Transfer

Nine 7o polyacrylamide gels were cast and layered with a 57o stackjng gel'Gels were

assembled into a Hoefer gel apparatus tank with electrophoresis running buffer (25

mM Tris, 250 mM glycine). Samples were prepared for electrophoresis by the

addition of an equal volume of protein loading dye and boiled for I min. Samples

were immediately cooled on ice and loaded. Gels were electrophoresed at 15 mA

through the stacking gel and 25 mA through the resolving gel' Following

electrophoresis the gel was prepared for protein transfer. Polyvinylidine difluoride

(FVDF; Millipore, MA, USA) and 6 sheets of 3 mm Whatmann paper were cut to the

exact size of the gel. The PVDF membrane was pre-soaked in methanol for 30 sec

prior to equilibrating in transfer buffer (49 mM Tris, 39 mM glycine, O'04Vo SDS and

2OVo methanol). Whatmann sheets were also equilibrated in transfer buffer. For semi-

dry transfer 3 'whatmann sheets were placed on the cathode, followed by the PVDF

membrane. The gel was placed in one movement onto the PVDF and followed by the

remaining 3 sheets of pre-soaked filter paper. Protein was transferred at 140 mA for 2

hours. The membrane was air-dried prior to western analysis to further fix the

transferred proteins.
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2.2.11 Western AnalYsis

pVDF membranes (Millipore) were rehydrated by soaking in methanol for 30 sec,

followed by equilibration in lx PBS. Membranes were blocked using 57o skim milk in

pBS for 30 min at RT. Membranes were subsequently washed in 150 mL 1x

PBS1O.SVo Tween-2o for 5 min, followed by three 15 min washes once again using

150 mL lx pBS/0.5 Vo Tween-Z0. All antibodies were diluted in lx PBS|OSVo Tween-

ZO. The primary mouse anti-Pl3ky monoclonal antibody (Reinhard Wetzker,

Germany) was used at a dilution of 1:100. The secondary, anti-mouse HRP antibody

(Amersham Pharmacia Biotech) was used at a dilution of 1:1000' Enhanced

chemiluminescence (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech), followed by autoradiography

using x-oMAT imaging film, (Kodak, NJ, usA) was used to visualise proteins"

2.2.12 Lipid Kinase AssaY

2.2.12.1 Preparation of S amPles

proteins were isolated from whole cell lysates as described in section2.2.9" Proteins

immobilised on beads or charged resin were washed three times in ice-cold lx kinase

buffer (20 mM Hepes, pH7.5,5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EDTA). All samples were stored

in kinase buffer on ice until required.
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2.2.12.2 Preparation of Lipid Substrates

The lipid substrates were purchased as sodium salts (Sigma)' A mixture of

chloroform/methanol (95:5 v/v) was used to dissolve the salts. Stock solutions were

made to a concentration of 10 mg/ml. Following reconstitution the stock solutions

were stored under nitrogen, al-2O"C in the dark'

To prepare lipid solution for the reaction, 2O UL of each lipid was transferred to a

fresh eppendorf. The solvent was carefully held under a stream of nitrogen until -5 pL

remained. Lipids \ryere resuspended in lipid resuspension buffer (20 mM Hepes, pH

7.5, I mM MgC12, 1 mM EGTA) with thorough mixing. This mixture was sonicated

using a probe sonicator for 1 min on ice. Following sonication the lipid mixture was

kept at RT to maintain the formation of micelles for 2 hr.

2.2.12.3 Enzyme Reaction

Samples to be tested were briefly centrifuged and the kinase buffer completely

removed. Thirty ¡tL of beads/resin were transferred to a fresh eppendorf' To this 20

pL of 5x kinase buffer, 2 ¡tL of2.5mM ATP (cold), and I pt of t'2f-ATP were added

in the precise order. Finally, 50 PL of the sonicated lipid mixture was incorporated to

begin the reaction. Reactions were conducted at RT for 20 min.
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2.2.12.4 Lipid Extraction

The reaction was terminated by the addition of 100 pL of lM HCl. In order to extract

the lipid products 2OO ¡tLof chloroform/methanol were added, followed by 500 PL of

2M KCI (previously saturated with chloroform). This was vortexed briefly and

centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 2 min. The lower, organic phase, was collected carefully

to ensure no contamination from the resin interphase or the upper aqueous layer'

Lipids were either used for thin layer chromatography immediately or stored at-2O"C

for a maximum of 48 hr.

2"2 "12 "5 Thin Layer Chromatography

Twenty four hr preceeding thin layer chromatography, the TLC plates were coated in

oxalate. This was carried out by placing the TLC plate in a dish of oxalate dip (IVo

potassium oxalate, 2mM EDTA, 50Vo ethanol) for a maximum of 30 sec. The plate

was left to air-dry overnight.

Prior to loading the plate, the chromatography chamber was equilibrated for a

minimum of 2 hr using the chosen solvent (chloroform/methanoVacetic acid/water

43:38:5".7,v/v). To load the plate, a line of origin was drawn and samples loaded 1 ¡rL

at a time, under a stream of nitrogen or hot air for the evaporation of the solvent, until

all the extracted lipids were used.
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The plate was placed immediately into the chromatography chamber ensuring that the

solvent front was below the line of origin. This was run for -3 hI, or until the solvent

front was 2 cmbelow the top of the plate. The plate was thoroughly air-dried and

products visualised by autoradiography (6-16 hour exposure at -70"C).

2.2.13 Protein Kinase AssaY

2.2.13.1 Preparation of SamPles

proteins were isolated from whole cell lysates as described in section 2.2.9" Proteins

immobilised on beads or charged resin were washed three times in ice-cold lx kinase

buffer.(20 mM Hepes ,pH7.5,5 mM MgC|2,1 mM EDTA). All samples were stored

in kinase buffer on ice until required.

2.2.13.2 Enzyme Reaction

Samples to be tested were briefly centrifuged and the kinase buffer completely

removed. Thirty pL of beads/resin were transferred to a fresh eppendorf. To this 20

pL of 5x kinase buffer, 2 ¡tL of2.5mM ATP (cold), and 1 ¡rJ, of t'2f ATP were added

in the precise order. Reactions were conducted at RT for 30 min' Proteins were

resolved on 97o SDS-PAGE and phosphorylation observed by autoradiography

(exposure 30 min at 4"C).
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2.2.L4 Chemotaxis

cells in suspension were incubated with calcein-AM (2pM) for 30 min at 37'C' Cells

were washed twice in incomplete RPMI and once in incomplete RPMV0.5% BSA'

Cells were resuspended at a concentration of 1 x 107 cells/ml in incomplete

RPMV0.57o BSA. All agonists were diluted in incomplete RPMUO.S%o BSA"

Chemotaxis assays were conducted using Transwell Cell Culture Chambers (Costar,

MA, USA) consisting of polycarbonate membranes with 5pm pores' Six hundred FL

of agonist were added to the lower chamber of transwell trays, and 100 pL of calcein-

loaded cells were placed in the upper chamber. Trays were incubated at 37oC for 3 hr

after which wells and the underside of each filter rinsed with incomplete RPMV0'57o

BSA. Cells were centrifuged at 7000 rpm for 5 min, and cell pellets resuspended in

100 pL PBS. Fluorescence levels were measured using a Molecular Imager FX

(Biorad) with excitation at 488nm and emission at 494nm. Percentage of cells

migrated was determined using the fbllowing formula

(y-ymir/ymax) x 100

y is the fluorescence of an experimental well

ymin is the fluorescence in response to the diluent

ymax is the fluorescence for 100p1 of calcein loaded cells (1 x 106 total cells)
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2.2.15 Calcium Mobilisation Assay

Intracellular free calcium was measured using the fluorescent probe FURA-2/AM

(Molecular probes, Eugene Oregon, USA). Cells (10? cells/ml) were loaded with

FURA-2/AM (1 mM, 30 min, 37"C in the dark). The cells were washed free of

extracellular probe, resuspended at 5 x 106 cells/ml in HBSS (GIBCO, Burlington

Ontario, Canada), and allowed to re-equilibrate for 10 min at 37"C. Cells were then

transfened to the thermostatted cuvette compartment (37"C) and their fluorescence

was monitored in a spectrofluorometer (SLM 8000, SLM-AMINCO, Urbana, [-)

(excitation and emission wavelengths of 340 nm and 510 nm, respectively). The

internal calcium concentrations were calculated as described by (McColt EL

Naccache, 1997).Each run was individually calibrated'

2"2.16 Protein A ChromatograPhY

Anti-serum was equilibrated with ll2} volume of 2M Tris-HCl, pH 8.0. Protein A

beads were initially washed with 5 volumes of 100mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0 prior to the

addition of serum. The serum was allowed to pass through beads by gravity, followed

by 10 volumes of 100mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 and 10 volumes of 10mM Tris-HCl, pH

8"0. IgG molecules were eluted from the protein A beads by the addition of 0.1M

glycine, pH 3.0. Fractions were collected and immediately neutralized with 50ttl. 2M

Tris-HCl, pH 8.0 per lml- of eluate. Elution fractions were analysed for protein

content using a spectrophotometer (OD280nm), and fractions containing proteins

pooled and dialysed against PBS overnight at 4'C. The approximate concentration of

IgG was determined by the following formula, and purity confîrmed using SDS-

PAGE analysis, IOD unit =O.75mglml-
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2.3 rN VM TECHNIQUES

2.3.1Animals and Animal Care Procedures

All mice were obtained specific pathogen free and housed under clean conventional

conditions during the period of experimentation. Standard mouse chow (Ridley

products, South Australia) and water were provi ded ad libitum. All mice were housed

and treated in strict accordance with NH&MRC guidelines.

Mice - Balb/C mice were used for in vivo expression study in Chapter 4 section 4'2.

NIIVswiss outbred mice were used for all air pouch experiments described in Chapter

5.

Rabbits - female New Zealand Rabbit were used in the work aimed at generating a

polyclonal antibody against PI3ky.

2.3.2 Generation of Air Pouches

Air pouches were raised on the shaved dorsum of mice by the subcutaneous injection

of 2.51tLof sterile air on days 0 and 3. All experiments were conducted on day 6- On

day 6 agonists were injected, in lml. volumes, into air pouches. At indicated time

points, mice were euthanased, and any residual liquid removed from the air pouch' Air

pouches were then washed twice with 2 mL of PBS. Cell counts were performed using

trypan blue exclusion and remaining cells were labeled for one colour flow cytometry

(section 2.2.7).
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2.3.3 Intravenous injection of cultured cells

Aspetic treatment, of cells to be injected into mice, were maintained at all times' Cells

were washed three times with endotoxin-free PBS and resuspended at I

x107ce1ls/700pl in endotoxin-free PBS. Intravenous injections, of cells, were caried

out using 27G needles.

2.3.4 StÃtistical analYsis

Unpaired Student t-tests (2{ailed) were carried out using the Graphpad PRISM

(version 3.00) progr¿ìm. P values less than 0.05 were considered statistically

significant, and indicated using an asterisk on the appropriate figures.
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Chø ter Three

The cloning of murine
phosphatidYlinositol 3 -

kinase gamma



3.l lntroduction

Members of the chemokine gene superfamily play an important role in the

development and maintenance of the immune system through the control of leukocyte

trafficking. These members have also been implicated in many disorders where the

infiltration of leukocytes contributes to the pathogenesis of disease' This creates

interest in the possibility that understanding the way in which chemokine receptor

activation results in a change in effector function could possibly provide greater

specificity with which to control disorders influenced by leukocyte traff,rcking'

The family of pl3-kinases have been shown to be activated by a variety of cell

surface receptors, and hence are implicated in the initiation of various effector

functions such as cytoskeletal rearrangement, cell motility (Pan et al., L999), cellular

growth and antigen presentation (song et aI.,1997). One of these well known receptor

families is the GPCR superfamily, some of which have as their ligands, chemotactic

factors including the chemokines. A deal of experimentation has established the

family of Pl3-kinases as downstream signalling mediators of GPCR activation' At the

time this study began, this had, in most part, been exclusively established through the

use of blanket inhibitors such as wortmannin and LY294002 and although this

approach had provided a great deal of information regarding the importance of the

family in many cellular functions stimulated by chemotactic factors, there was

virtually no information regarding the involvement of specific Pl3-kinase isoforms of

the family in this PathwaY.
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In late !gg5, Stoyanov et al., cloned and isolated a new Pl3-kinase catalytic

subunit that shared many structural similarities with the previously identified p110

subunits. Noted differences in the primary amino acid structure suggested an

alternative mechanism of activation and regulation and this Pl3-kinase isoform was

termed p1lÛy (herein referred to as PI3ky) (Stoyanov et al',1995)' In contrast to the

well-established tyrosine kinase-dependent pathway of Pl3-kinase activation, this

novel isoform appeared to be regulated by G proteins' Therefore' PI3ky was

considered to be a potentially unique element in the signal transduction through

chemotactic factor recePtors.

The major aim of this project was to examine the involvement of PI3ky

signalling in chemokine-induced effector functions in vitro md in vivo. At the time

this study coÍtmenced only the human and porcine orthologues of PI3ky had been

isolated and cloned. Since the mouse system is well suited to in vivo studies of the

immune system, the murine orthologue of PI3kl had to be isolated and cloned' The

results presented in this chapter address the cloning of a mus musculus (Mm)PI3ky'
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3.2 Isolation of putative clones

A high level of identity exists between all Class I Pl3-kinases and especially

between the orthologues of each particular isoform. In keeping with this, degenerate

primers based on the human and porcine PI3ky sequences were designed to amplify

the full length murine PI3kycDNA. These primers, p11011F and pl10y-1R' were

subjected to PCR using a murine cDNA template prepared from the 1774 macrophage

cell line. Several attempts involving varying annealing temperatures, and magnesium

concentrations were made to amplify MmPl3kyfrom this template. Furthermore, the

degenerate primers were used in an attempt to enhance the reverse-transcription of

Pl3k¡specific transcripts and the subsequent oDNA subjected to PCR' Despite

extensive attempts to obtain the appropriate conditions, amplification of a MmPI3ky

open reading frame proved unsuccessful using this approach'

Due to the lack of success with the initial PCR-based approach that was

designed to amplify the full-length MmPI3k1, it was decided to isolate MmPI3ky by

screening a murine cDNA library. Primers that annealed at the C-terminal portion of

the human PI3kycDNA, the region of greatest identity amongst the Pl3-kinase family,

were designed (Figure 3.14) to amplify a smaller fragment of the PI3kT gene that

could subsequently be used in the cDNA tibrary screen. The primers p110y2F and

pl10y-2R gave rise to an amplicon of 530bp fromJl74 oDNA (Figure 3"18)' This

amplicon was of the predicted size based on the human and porcine orthologues and

was subsequently cloned into the vectol pGEM-T. Sequencing analysis of the clone

revealed 95Vo andg2Vo \dentity at the nucleotide level to the human and porcine PI3ky
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orthologues respectively (stephens ¿f al., 1997 emb/Y10743; Stoyanov et aI.' 1995

gtt45}5g}2), followed distantly by 63Vo identity to PI3kp, a class IA enzyme (Figure

3.1C gb/lvlg3152).It was concluded that this amplicon was likely to represent part of

a murine orthologue of PI3ky and was therefore deemed to be appropriate to use as a

probe in a cDNA library screen to isolate MmPI3kl'

A murine peritoneal macrophage cDNA library was then probed using the 530

bp fragment. The primary screen consisted of 100,000 plaques, and gave rise to the

isolation of 6 positive clones (Figure 3.2A, B and C). These clones were successfully

taken through to tertiary screens where the 6 clones were isolated and 5 of these

excised into the vector pBluescript sk. These putative clones were n¿ìmed SC-I, 2,3,5

and SC-6. Digestion of the putative clones with Pvutr demonstrated two different

restriction patterns. Clones SC-l, SC-2 and SC-3 alt gave rise to five additional DNA

fragments when compared with the pbluescript vector alone. Putative clones SC-5 and

SC-6 demonstrated a restriction pattern of three additional DNA fragments when

compared with pbluescript. This restriction analysis illustrated that all the clones

appeared to be approximately 3.5kb in size (Figure 3.3)'

3.3 Sequence analysis of putative clones

All clones were sequenced using the "primer walking" method. Primers based

on the promoter sequences of the vector (T7 and T3), were used to initially sequence

all 5 clones. The resultant sequence data from the putative clones allowed nested

primers to be designed in the forward 5'-3' direction until the entire insert had been

sequenced (clones SC-5 and SC-6) or until a region high in adenosine (A) and
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thymidine (T) bases was reached (clones SC-I, SC-2 and SC-3). Primers were

subsequently designed to sequence the clones in the opposing direction to ensure

accuracy of sequencing. Sequencing beyond the AT-rich region of clones SC1-3

proved to be unsuccessful.

Sequence data obtained from all five clones were compared to known

sequences in the Genbank database (nucleotide, nonredundant database). Results from

these sea¡ches revealed that SC-5 and SC-6 displayed a 86Vo identity to the N-

terminus of human and porcine PI3ky at both the nucleotide and amino acid level. In

contrast, clones SC-1, SC-2 and SC-3 showedsTVo andSSVo identity at the nucleotide

and amino acid level with the C-terminus of the human and porcine orthologues

respectively. Alignment of these sequences with each other revealed that SC-5 and

SC-6 were homologous to each other and that SC-I, SC-2 and SC-3 also appeared to

be homologous. Furthermore, the sequence alignments indicated the existence of a

300 bp overlap region between the two groups of clones. Thus, it appeared that two

fragments had been successfully isolated from a murine macrophage cDNA library

and that these together contained the complete open reading frame of murine PI3ky.

3.4 Construction of the MmPI3Klopen'reading frame

In order to create one contiguous sequence, the two fragments were analysed

for restrictions sites, particularly for unique restriction sites occurring in the overlap

region. Fortuitously, restriction analysis revealed the existence of a unique Bgll

restriction site in the overlap region between the N- and the C-terminal portions.

Since, the pBluescript backbone contained mutliple BglI restriction sites both portions
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of Mmpl3ky had to be ligated to each other prior to ligation into the vector. PCR

primers flanking the BglI site in MmPI3ky were designed for both the N- and C-

terminal portions. In addition, the forwa¡d primer of the N-terminal fragment and the

reverse primer of the C-terminal fragment had EcoRl and BamHI restriction sites

engineered, respectively for easy ligation into the mammalian expression vector

pEGFp-CI. Representative clones SC-6 and SC-3 were chosen to use as template for

the amplif,rcation. The rationale behind this approach was to create a single open-

reading frame whilst enabling the ligation of the complete open reading frame into an

expression vector for cellular analysis (Figure 3.4)'

The complete open-reading frame of MmPI3ky was re-sequenced to ensure no

errors had been introduced during the PCR amplification and ligation process. This

revealed that murine pl3ky comprised 3342 bp (Figure 3.5). Translation of this

sequence in frame +l resulted in an open reading frame consisting of 1113 amino acid

residues (Figure 3.5). This sequence was submitted to the Genbank database in late

Iggg (AF20g345, Appendix I). Comparisons of this sequence, using BLAST analysis,

revealed g6Vo identity at the nucleotide and 93Vo identity at the amino acid levels to

both the human and porcine orthologues. Alignment of the predicted amino acid

sequences of all three species confirmed the high tevel of identity between all

sequences (Figure 3.6). Moreover, amino acid differences between the three

sequences appeared to be conserved as predicted by the ClustalW

alignment/comparison program. The most notable region of dissimilarity appoared to

occur in the C-terminus where an additional 11 amino acids, starting from position
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1010 to amino acid position 1021, was observed in MmPI3ky, relative to the human

and porcine sequenees (Figure 3.6).
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3.5 Discussion

In the work detailed in this chapter, the successful cloning of a murine

homologue of PI3kl is reported. By screening a murine macrophage cDNA library'

several clones were isolated. A high level of identity between these putative clones

and the human and porcine orthologues was displayed at both the nucleotide and

amino acid level. Moreover, the minimal differences observed at the nucleotide level

gave rise to no change or resulted in only conserved changes in the amino acid

sequence of MmPl3kycompared with the human and porcine orthologues. The sole

exception was the presence of 11 contiguous amino acids in the C-terminus of

Mmpl3ky that were not present in either the human or porcine orthologues. Overall,

these data suggest that a murine homologue of PI3ky had been successfully isolated.

The similarity that MmPI3kT displayed to porcine PI3ky enabled the

identification of the various domains that have been previously identified by the

resolution of the crystal structure of porcine PI3kl (Watker et aI', 1999)' By analogy,

Mmpl3ky contained all four homology regions (HR1 to HR4) that are found in all

Class I Pl3-kinases (Fig 3.7). Aras-binding domain extends from amino acid residue

220-3ll followed by the C2 domain (residues 357-522). The catalytic domain

consisted of an N-terminal and a C-terminal lobe. The N-terminal lobe incorporates

amino acids 726-883 whilst the C-terminal lobe is much larger beginning at amino

acid gg4 to amino acid 1092. The N-terminal lobe contains the conserved lysine at

position 833, the residue that has been unequivocally been shown to be critical for the

activation of the human and porcine PI3kp (Stoyanova et aI',1997; Wymann et aI''
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1996). Within the C-terminal lobe is the activation loop (residues 964-988) of

PI3ky (Fig 3.7). The conservation of these domains, at least at the primary amino acid

level, suggests that the regulation of MmPI3ky would be similar to that of the human

and porcine orthologues'

The most notable difference between the MmPI3ky and the human and porcine

orthologues was an additional 33 bp in the c-terminal end of the CDNA. To date this

additional region has not been reported for the other members of the Class IB family'

The extra 33 bp, translating to 11 amino acids, occurs downstream of the activation

site (lysine at 833) and is also downstream of the activation loop (amino acids

residues 964-988). However, the 11 amino acids are encompassed in the c-terminal

lobe of the catalytic domain. considering this, it is feasible to assume that the

additional region, may in Some manner, change or influence the structural

conformation of the MmPI3ky in the catalytic domain, and thus potentially affect the

enzymatic activity of the Pl3-kinase.

In summary, the results presented in this chapter suggest that a murine PI3ky

has been successfully cloned. The activity and physiological importance of this

MmPI3ky will subsequently be examined in'vitro and in vivo.
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Figure 3.1 Generation of a murine PI3ky probe with which to screen a murine

cDNA library

(A) A schematic representation of the annealing sites of primers p11Ûy-2F and

plt0y2R, based on the human PI3ky sequence, to amplify a 530bp product from a

murine template. (B) The amplicon was generated by RT-PCR using primers pl ltf-

2F and p110y-2R on murine cDNA made from the J774 macrophage cell line.

Products were analysed on a I.2Vo agarose gel, and the amplified DNA was of the

expected size of 530bp. M - Sppl molecular weight markers. (C) The PCR product

was cloned into the pGEM-T vector and sequenced. The sequence was compared to

other known sequences in the Genbank database (nucleotide, non-redundant) and

percentage identity to the amplicon are schematically illustrated. HsPI3ky -

gil 45058O2; S sPl3ky - emb/Y 1 0 7 43 ; MmPI3kp - gb tM93252
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Figure 3.2 Isolation of putative PI3ky cDNA clones from a Tuzap murine

macrophage cDNA library

The 530 bp amplicon was labelled and used to probe a 7u zap murine macrophage

cDNA library. The primary screen consisted of 100,000 plaques. Filters displaying

positive plaques are shown (4, B and C). The clones, indicated by numbers 1-6,

were deemed positive by the use of duplicate filters. These 6 positive clones were

amplified and successfully taken through to tertiary screens.
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Figure 3.3 Restriction analysis of putative murine Pl3ky clones isolated from a

murine macrophage cDNA library

Restriction analysis was conducted on all putative clones (SC-l, SC-2, SC-3, SC-5,

and SC-6) and the backbone vector, pbluescrþt, using the Pvun restriction enzyme.

Restricted DNA samples were resolved on a l.2%o agarose gel and visualised using

ethidium bromide. The lkb and 3kb bands of the 100 bp ladder markers a¡e

indicated for reference.
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Figure 3.4 Strategy to obtain the complete MmPI3kycDNA

Representative members from the clones that demonstrated the highest identity to

the N-terminal (clone SC-6) and the Cterminal portion (clone SC-3) of PI3þ were

used as template for the amplification of the respective portions of the MmPI3ky

cDNA. Primers were designed to flank the coÍrmon BglI site in the overlap region of

the two representative clones. In addition the forward primer for clone SC-6 and the

reverse primer for clone SC-3 were designed to contain appropriate restriction sites

to enable ligation of fullJength cDNA into the mammalian expression vector

pEGFP-CI.
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Figure 3.5 The complete nucleotide and predicted amino acid sequence of

MmPI3kl

The full length cDNA of MmPI3kl was sequenced in both directions using the

primers designed for "primer walking" of the isolated clones. Translation of the

3342ntcleotides in frame +1 gave rise to the largest open reading frame of 1113

amino acids. The nucleotide sequence is presented with the encoded amino acids

below (Genbank 4F208345).
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Figure 3.6 Amino acid alignment of MmPI3kl and the human and porcine

PI3ky

The ClustalV/ alignment progïam was used to align human (gil4505802), porcine

(emb/y10743) and murine (AF208345) PI3ky at the amino acid level. The dark

shaded regions represent amino acids that are identical between sequences.

Conserved changes in amino acids are indicated in grey, while non-conserved

changes are represented in white. Percentage identity of each PI3kY sequence is

indicated at the extreme 3' end of the alignment.
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Figure 3.7 The conserved domains of MmPI3ky

By analogy to the crystal structure of porcine PI3ky (Walker et al., L999), conserved

domains of the Class IB Pl3-kinases are illustrated. The ras-binding domain

encompasses amino acids 22}-311(pink), the C2 domain extends from residues 357-

522 (b1ue).The catalytic domain consists of an N-terminal and C-terminal lobe. The

N-terminal lobe is made up of amino acid residues 726-833 (green) while the C-

terminal lobe extends from amino acid 834 to lO92 (yellow). The critical residue for

activation is located in the N-terminal lobe of the catalytic domain (lysine at position

833; pink), and the activation loop consists of amino acids 964-988.
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4.1. Introduction

Over the past decade studies examining the characteristics of the Pl3-kinase

family, and their role in various cellula¡ systems, have centred round the use of iz

vitro expression models. This relatively limited approach taken mostly reflects a lack

of availability of reagents that specifically recognise the individual members of the

Pl3-kinase family, a situation that still exists for PI3ky'

In the early 1990's, the baculovirus expression system was used to produce

large quantities of recombinant Class I Pl3-kinases. These were subsequently used to

examine functional characteristics using in vitro kinase assays. The assays primarily

involved reconstitution of known, as well as putative signalling components of

hypothesised pathways (Dhand et a1.,1994a; Hiles er a1.,1992; Otsu er aI.,I99L).ln

spite of the limitations in creating an in vitro system, these approaches have provided

a great deal of information regarding the functional capabilities of the Pl3-kinase

family. More recently, mammalian over-expression systems that take advantage of

the ability to epitope-tag the expressed protein, have been employed (Ma & Abrams"

ßgg). This allows detection and purification of the recombinant protein, in the

absence of specific antibodies, whilst maintaining a true cell-based system. In the

experiments presented in this chapter this latter approach has been adopted to examine

the in vitro characteristics of the cloned PI3k1.

Results presented in the previous chapter regarding the isolation of a clone

with high identity to human and porcine PI3ky suggested that a murine PI3kY

homologue had been successfully isolated. In the work presented in this chapter,
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experiments were conducted firstly, to determine whether the cloned gene is

expressed in vivo; secondly, to determine the pattem of expression, and finally' to

determine whether the gene product displays lipid and protein kinase activity. During

the in vitro characterisation of MmPI3kT11l1, the independent cloning and

characterisation of another MmPI3ky was reported (Hirsch et al', 2000b)' This

recently-identified murine orthologue lacked the 33 nucleotides identified (3030-3063

bp) in the clone isolated in the present study and thus exhibited a greater degree of

homology to both the human and porcine orthologues already cloned. This particular

.DNA (here after referred to as MmPI3kyl100) was obtained from Matthias'Wymann

in order to compare its in vitro characteristics with those of the PI3kT cloned in the

present study (here after referred to as MmPI3k11111)'
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4.2ln rr'vo expression of MmPI3kyL111

An RT-pCR based approach was taken to assess MmPI3kTl111 transcripts in

a range of murine tissues. In addition, it was decided to investigate further the

presence of the 33 nucleotides (3030-3063 bp) found in MmPl3kyll11' Therefore,

primers pl10{2389 and pllqp150, were designed to flank the region containing the

additional 33 base pairs (Figure 4.14). These primers were predicted to give a 261bp

product if the additional region was present (MmPI3kyl11l), and a 228bp product if

the additional region was absent (MmPI3ky1100). RNA was extracted from several

organs from Balb/c mice and equivalent amounts of RNA were reverse-transcribed'

The PCR was conducted on these samples and the amplicons analysed by agarose gel

electrophoresis. MmPl3lqllll transcripts appeared to be ubiquitously expressed

throughout murine tissues with products of approximately 260 bp identifred in the

testes, liver, lung, kidney, skin, small and large intestines and brain (Figure 4'18)'

Two additional products, of approximate sizes 300 and 23Obp, were also amplified in

the spleen (Figure 4.18).

To unequivocally identify all amplicons, each of the three products amplified

in the spleen was cloned into the pGEMT-easy vector. These products were sequenced

using primers based on the promoter sequences, T7 and T3, of the vector' Sequence

analysis indicated that the 26I bp product was identical to MmPI3ky1111, including,

the additional 33 bp. The smaller amplicon (228bp in size) shared the greatest level of

identity with MmPI3ky1111 however it appeared not to contain the extra 33 bp and

was identical to MmPI3kYl100 (Figure 4.2). Analysis of the largest amplicon of 294
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bp indicated that the product was of non-specific origin, namely a B-galactosidase

(data not shown). Further investigation of the ability of the primers pl10{2889 and

p110{3150 to anneal to template coresponding to such a product, revealedTOVo

identity between the regions. Overall, these results illustrated that MmPI3ky1l11 is

not only expressed in vivo but also appears to be the dominant product expressed in

the mouse.

4.3 Generation of polyclonal antibodies specific for PI3ky

At the onset of this study, specific antibodies against PI3ky were commercially

unavailable and the murine PI3ky had not been cloned. Under the assumption that a

high degree of homology existed between the human and murine orthologues a

peptide based on the C-terminal portion of human PI3ky was designed and used to

generate polyclonal antibodies. The choice of peptide for immunisation was based on

the original work conducted by Stoyanov and colleagues (Stoyaîov et al., 1995).

Rabbits were immunised with a 15 amino acid peptide coffesponding to residues 742

to 756 of the original PI3ky sequence (Stoyanov et aI., 1995), gtl45058o2). The

peptide was coupled to keyhole limpet haemocyanin (KLH) in complete Freund's

adjuvant and standard immunisation protocols were followed to generate antibodies.

Antiserum was collected and shown in direct ELISA to recognise the immunising

peptide (data not shown).

Multiple attempts were made using the resultant antiserum to detect the FI3ky

protein by western analysis with little success. Immunoblots on whole cell lysates
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from the human Ug37 pre-monocytic cell line and the murine macrophage cell line,

Jjj4, demonstrated the general lack of sole specificity to PI3kl(data not shown). In

an effort to purify the antibody the polyclonal antiserum was subjected to Protein A

chromatography. Results presented in Figure 4.3A demonstrate a decrease in protein

concentration with wash fractions, followed by a sharp increase in protein

concentration in the second elution fraction. Selected fractions were subsequently

analysed by SDS-PAGE and coomassie blue staining to verify the recovery of

antibody molecules. As seen in figure 4.38, fractions corresponding to column elution

show the presence of proteins corresponding to the heavy chain (-55-60kD) and light

chain (-ZO-251Ð). Wash fractions did not appear to contain these proteins. Following

successful purification the antibody was again used to examine Pl3kyprotein in whole

cell lysates by western analysis. once again this proved unsuccessful (data not

shown).

During the mid-stages of the present study, a sample of a monoclonal antibody

(hybridoma supernatant) against the Nterminal portion of HsPI3ky was generously

provided by Professor Reinhard Wetzker (Jena, Germany) (Stoyanova et al-, 1997).

This antibody was highly-specific in western analysis for the human Pl3kyprotein and

was established to cross react with the murine orthologue (Hirsch et al., 20O0a;

Stoyanova et aL, IggT). The antibody was not suitable for use in

immunoprecitpitation (personal communication Reinhard Wetzker). This monoclonal

antibody was subsequently used for all western analysis in the present study.
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4.4 Over'expression of MmPI3kY

In order to examine the function of MmPI31q1111 an eff,rcient system for the

expression and purification of MmPI3kY was required. Studies by Stoyanova and

colleagues characterised the lipid and protein activities of human PI3ky by use of

cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter based mammalian expression system (Stoyanova er

al., lg97). Similarly, the examination of the bifurcation of signalling pathways

downstream of either the lipid or protein kinase activities, were conducted using

transient transfections of mammalian cells by CMV-based expression systems

(Bondeva et a1.,1998). As mentioned in section4.l, constructs of the independently

cloned Mmpl3kyl l00 were obtained for comparison from Matthias 'Wymann- These

constructs consisted of the CMV promoter-based eukaryotic expression plasmid

pcDNA3, with a His-6 tag at the N-terminus of MmPI3kyl100. The use of a tag was

essential considering the unavailability of specific monoclonal and polyclonal

antibodies for immunoprecipitation and hence purification of the protein prior to

conducting kinase assays. In order to maintain consistency in the examination and

comparison of MmPI3k1111l activity, the ORF was similarly sub-cloned into

pcDNA3 to result in the over-expression of the His-6 tagged MmPI3kY1111 protein

(Figure 4.44).

I¡EK Zg3 cells were transiently transfected with the pcDNA3 constructs

containing either Mmpl3kyl l l l or MmPI3kyll00. Cells were collected and lysed 48

hours post-transfection. To ensure efficient expression of full-length protein occurred'

whole cell lysates were subjected to SDS-PAGE and western analysis. Both constructs
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efficiently expressed proteins of -116kD in size (Figure 4.48)' Following

confirmation of protein expression, lysates were subjected to protein precipitation

using Talon charged resin. Immobilised proteins were denatured and separated by

SDS-PAGE and the purif,rcation of MmPI3ky proteins verified by western analysis

(Figure 4.4C). In both Figure 4.4B and 4.4C the protein bands detected at

approximately 60kD and 33kD are background bands detected by the goat anti-mouse

secondary antibody. successful protein expression and purification of full-length

MmPI3ky1111 and MmPI3kT1100 were observed using pcDNA3 expression of

histidine-tagged proteins and Talon resin based purification. This over-expression

slstem; was deemed suitable for the analysis of the in vitro characteristics of

MmPI3kTl111.

4.5 Lipid kinase activity MmPI3ky1L11

All Class I pl3-kinases are reported to be able to phosphorylate the lipids PI'

PI 4 P and PI 4,5 Pz in vitro (reviewed in (Vanhaesebroeck et al',2001)' Due to the

presence of the additional 11 amino acids in the catalytic domain of MmPI3ky11l1,

there was a possibility that the catalytic activity of MmPI3k11111 would be affected'

Therefore, in order to examine the in vitro abiLity of MmPI3kyl111 to phosphorylate

the 3-hydroxyl position of inositol lipids, a lipid kinase assay was utilised.

HEK 2g3 cells were transfected with the established pcDNA3 constructs

containing either MmPI3k11100 or MmPI3ky1111. Proteins were purified 48 hours

post-transfection and lipid kinase assays conducted on the immobilised proteins" Due
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to the high cost of purified inositol lipids, phosphoinositide was the only lipid used in

the assays to determine the lipid kinase activity of MmPI3k1111l in comparison to the

independently cloned MmPI3ky1100. Thin layer chromatography of extracted lipid

products illustrated the presence of a phosphorylated product of MmPI3k111ll

migrating at the same distance as the phosphorylated product of MmPI3ky1100

(Figure 4.5 bottom panel). The results from these experiments indicate that

MmPI3ky1111 does possess lipid kinase activity, similar to that observed with

MmPI3k11100, a murine orthologue that does not contain the additional 11 amino

acids in the catalYtic domain'

4.6 Protein kinase activity of MmPI3ky1111

A novel characteristic of the Class IB Pl3-kinases is their dual kinase activity

(Stoyanova et al., tgg7). Both the human and porcine Pl3kl orthologues display the

ability to autophosphorylate, in addition to the ability to phosphorylate lipids

(Stoyanova et aI., IggT). This characteristic has been well established for

MmPI3ky1100.

In order to determine whether MmPI3k11111 was phosphorylated, in a similar

fashion to other Class IB Pl3-kinase orthologues, HEK 293 cells were transfected with

pcDNA3 constructs containing either MmPI3kT1100 or MmPI3k11111 and the

proteins purified using Talon charged resin. The immobilised proteins were subjected

to a protein kinase assay. This essentially involved the incubation of the over-

expressed proteins with 32P-ATP. These proteins were analysed by SDS-PAGE and
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autoradiography. The results of this assay clearly indicate that MmPI3k11111 was

phosphorylated. in vitro to a similar extent as MmPI3ky1100 (Figure 4'6 bottom

panel).

4.7 The relationship between phosphorylation status of MmPI3kl and its lipid

kinase activitY

Studies by Bondev a et al., illustrated a bifurcation in the activity of the PI3kY.

Using hybrid molecules possessing either lipid or protein kinase activity' they

demonstrated that the lipid kinase activity mediated activation of the downstream

messenger PKB/Akt. In contrast, the recombinant molecules possessing only protein

kinase activity mediated activation of the MAP kinase pathway' In addition' it was

suggested that the PI3ky was not able to possess both activities simultaneously

(Bondeva et a1.,1998). Although it has been shown that PI3kT acts either as a lipid

kinase or a protein kinase, the mechanism that regulates one activity over the other has

not been elucidated. work carried out by vanhaesebroeck and colleagues with PI3kô

(a class IA Pl3-kinase) has shown that a phosphorylated form of PI3kõ is unable to act

as a lipid kinase and vice versa for the un-phosphorylated version (vanhaesebtoeck et

al"" 1999).

In order to examine the influence that phosphorylation of PI3ky has on its lipid

kinase activity MmPI3kY1111 MmPI3ky1100 were expressed in HEK 293 cells'

Proteins were purified from whole cell lysates and anaþsed by coomassie blue

staining (Figure 4.7A) and western analysis using the anti-Pl3kymAb (Figure 4'78)to
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ensure equal levels of protein purification were observed for each construct' Equal

quantities of MmPI3k11100 and MmPI3k11111 were either pre-phosphorylated

(Figure 4.7 2C and 4C) or left in an unphosphorylated state (Figure 4'7 IC and 3C)'

These proteins were subsequently subjected to lipid kinase assays and, the production

of the 3-phosphorylated lipid, PI3 P was examined by TLC (Figure 4'7D)' The results

demonstrate that the phosphorylation of MmPI3ky1100 and MmPI3kT1111 (Figure

4.7 2C and 4C) prior to exposure to lipids resulted in a significant decrease in the

quantity of pI 3 p production (Figure 4.7 2D and 4D) where little lipid kinase activity

was observed. conversely, immobilised MmPI3k11111 and MmPI3k11100 were

subjected to lipid kinase assays, and subsequently analysed for phosphorylation by

SDS-PAGE and autoradiography. During the lipid kinase activity of the immobilised

MmPI3kT1100 and MmPI3kY1111 proteins Figure 4.7 lD and 3D there was no

phosphorylation observed (Figure 4.7 lC and 3C). Taken together these results

suggest that either the lipid or protein kinase activity of PI3ky dominates at one time,

and that phosphorylation of PI3kT is able to downregulate lipid kinase activity"
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4.8 Discussion

At the time sequence data was obtained for MmPI3kT1111 no other murine

orthologue had been identified, and the presence of 33 nucleotides in the catalytic

domain of PI3ky had not been previously reported in either the human and porcine

orthologues. Although MmPI3k11111 shared a high level of identity with the human

and porcine PI3k1s, it was important to determine whether MmPl3kyllll was

expressed in vivo and to determine the functional characteristics of the cloned product'

RT-PCR and sequence analysis of amplicons illustrated the presence of

Mmpl3ky1111 transcripts in various murine tissues, with two additional transcripts

identif,red in the spleen, the larger product being non-specific' Sequence analysis

determined that the smaller 2}8bpproduct was also PI3k1. This 228 bp amplicon was

highly homologous to MmPI3ky1111 (equivalent amplified region), however'

interestingly it lacked the additional 33 bp. In late 2000, another murine orthologue of

PI3kywas cloned (MmPI3ky1100) (Hirsch et a1.,2000b). The MmPI3ky1100 ORF

shared over 957o identity at both the nucleotide and amino acid level with the human

and porcine orthologues, did not contain the 33 bp insert observed for MmPI3kyl111

and was identical to the 228 bp product in that region' During the isolation and

cloning of the porcine PI3kT orthologue and its putative adaptor p101, Stephens et al"

reported the identification of two peaks of Gpy-activated Pl3-kinase activity (Stephens

et aI., Iggl). Following purification, these activities were established to consist of a

plt|/pl}I, or a pl2}lptOl heterodimer (names being representative of their

molecular weight). The heterodimers were indistinguishable on the basis of their lipid
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kinase activity (stephens et al., LggT). The cDNA putatively encoding pl17 has yet to

be isolated. Although the work by Stephens et al., indicated the possibility of other

members of ClasS IB Pl3-kinases, the present study is the fîrst example where cDNA

cloning has pointed to the existence of two forms of PI3kl'

At the outset, three possibilities were considered: first, the possibility that

genomic DNA was the source of MmPI3k11111 transcripts detected; second, that

MmPI3kTl111 \ryas the product of an independent gene; and finally, that

MmPI3kTl111 was an alternatively spliced product of one gene encoding PI3ky'

To ensure that the observed MmPI3kT1111 transcript was not an artefact of

genomic DNA contamination, all RNA samples were treated with RNase-free DNase

prior to reverse transcription and subsequent PCR. Moreover, the availability of some

details of the genomic organization of MmPI3ky gene (accession no. AJ2494I3 -

AJZ4¡4Z0) also indicated that the forward and reverse primer designed for the PCR,

were located in separate exons (exon 10 and exon 11, respectively) separated by a

pafially characterised 15 kb intron, suggesting that genomic contamination would be

detected by the existence of a larger difference in amplicon sizes than the 33 bp

observed.

Fluorescence in-situ hybridisation (FISH) has been used to examine the

chromosomal location of the PI3ky gene. These studies indicated that MmPI3ky was

located on chromosome 12 band B and that the human orthologue is positioned on

chromosome 7 (segmenr 7q22.2-22.3.) (Hirsch et a1.,2000b). Although the resolution
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of FISH is arguably not high enough to show the presence of two genes in close

proximity, it was thought to be unlikely that a second gene was present. Consistent

with these studies, three independent groups published data using mice in which

pl3kyhad been disrupted by homologous recombination (Hirsch et a1.,2000; Li et al,

2000; Sasaki et al., 2000). The reliance that this technique has on homologous

recombination would make it highly unlikely that if there were two independent genes

encoding two functional Pl3ky proteins, the generation of knockout mice would be

successful.

The genomi c organization also demonstrated that the additional 33 nucleotides

occurred precisely at the boundary of two exons (exon 10 and exon 11). Boundaries

between exons have been well established to be the region where splice donor and

acceptor sites are located, suggesting that MmPI3kY1111 is an alternatively-spliced

gene product. Subsequently, efforts were concentrated towards the amplif,rcation of

the intervening intron (intron 10) to examine the possibility of MmPI3k1111l being

an alternatively-spliced product of the gene. Several attempts aimed at the

amplification of the intron, and subsequent attempts to obtain the detailed sequence

from colleagues who had published the genomic organisation of the gene (Hirsch e/

al., 2000b), proved unsuccessful (intron 10 has only been partially sequenced).

Although the present study has not been able to conclusively prove that

Mmpl3ky1111 is an alternatively-spliced product rather than a product of an

independent gene, indications from the literature suggest that the former is more

probable. Future work, using the Celera database should resolve this issue.
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Expression analysis suggested that MmPI3kTl111 was expressed ubiquitously

throughout murine tissues, including peripheral blood leukocytes, from the Balb/c

mouse. Studies by Stoyanov et al., during the initial cloning of the human PI3kT

orthologue detected mRNA transcripts in the pancreas, skeletal muscle, liver and

heart, by northern analysis (Stoyanov et a1.,1995). Now it is more widely appreciated

that Pl3kyexpression is limited to the leukocyte compartment in eukaryotes (reviewed

in (Vanhaesebroeck et a1.,2001). This suggested that the mRNA detected in the

Northern blots (Stoyanov et al., 1995) may have been due to the presence of

leukocytes in the vasculature of the organs from which the RNA was extracted' It is

important to note that there is some inconsistency with the work presented here and

the current literature in that the smaller amplicon, presumably MmPI3ky1100, was

only detected in the spleen and not in any of the other tissues examined. Surprisingly,

the results presented in this study suggest that MmPI3k11111 is the predominant form

of pl3ky expressed in the mouse. The potential biological significance of two PI3ky

isoforms is discussed in fuither detail in Chapter 6'

The 11 amino acid insert in the catalytic domain of MmPI3ky1111 raised the

possibitity that the native conformation of the protein might be different from

PI3ky1100, and as a consequence this may have affected the functional capacity of the

kinase. This could be manifested by increased activity, reduced activity, or no activity,

the latter raising the interesting possibility that MmPI3ky1111 may function as a

dominant-negative kinase. Therefore, having determined that MmPI3ky1111 was

expressed in vivo,the functional characteristics of the MmPI3kYl11l in comparison to

MmPI3k1l100 were examined. Although, the additional region was downstream of
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the ATp transfer site, the in vitro lipid and protein kinase activities of MmPI3ky111l

were initially examined. These experiments were conducted on histidine-tagged PI3kT

proteins, which were easily purified using charged resin. MmPI3ky1111 displayed the

abitity to phosphorylate the lipid PI as efficiently as MmPI3kyl100. At this stage, it is

difficult to unequivocally prove that the product observed by TLC is the 3-hydroxy

phosphorylated lipid, PI 3 P, due to the lack of commercial standards for

phosphorylated lipids, and the inability in the present study to conduct appropriate

HPLC analysis. However, the use of purified PI as a substrate and the separation of

lipid products in the presence of oxalate, a reagent described as being able to

distinguish between different phosphorylated hydroxyl groups and in the presence of

the positive control MmPI3k11100, strongly suggests that the observed lipid product

is pI 3 p. The in vitro rest\ts presented in this chapter therefore demonstrate that

MmFI3ky1111 is a functional lipid kinase and that the presence of the additional 11

amino acids has little or no effect on the lipid kinase activity of the enzyme.

Bifunctional kinase activity of Class I Pl3-kinases has been well established

(carpenter et al., 1993; Vanhaesebroeck et aI., 1999). Most Class IA Pl3-kinase

catalytic subunits are able to phosphorylate serine residues in their cognate regulatory

subunit and subsequently downregulate their lipid kinase activity (Carpenter et aI',

1993). One exception to this general pattern is with the Class IA kinase PI3kõ'

Vanhaesebroeck and colleagues demonstrated that the catalytic subunit of PI3kõ was

able to autophosphorylate and that this phosphorylation of the PI3kô catalytic subunit

also resulted in a downregulation of its lipid kinase activity (Vanhaesebroeck et al.,

1999). To date, autophosphorylation has been demonstrated for all identified PI3ky
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orthologues (Bondeva et a1.,1998; Stoyanova et aI., 1997). This is believed to involve

serine phosphorylation, however, the precise residues involved are yet to be mapped.

In order to determine whether MmPl3ky1lll was phosphorylated, the purified

proteins were incubated in the presence of 3'P-ATP, resolved by SDS-PAGE and

analysed by autoradiography. MmPI3kyl l l l and MmPI3ky1100 demonstrated

phosphorylation. However, the results presented in this chapter do not distinguish

between whether this is due to autophosphorylation or phosphorylation by an

associated kinase present in the protein extracts. In order to determine whether the

phosphorylation observed is autophosphorylation, a catalytically-inactive mutant of

Mmpl3k11111 will have to be made and examined. This particular aspect is addressed

in Chapter 5.

Analysis of both the human and murine (MmPI3kT1100) orthologues of PI3ky

has demonstrated that either the lipid or protein kinase activity of the enzyme

dominates at one time (Bondeva et al., 1998; Stoyanova et al., 1997). This similar

concept was examined for MmPI3ky1111. Consistent with the literature, the results

presented in this study clearly demonstrate that during lipid kinase activity there is

little or no protein kinase activity and phosphorylated PI3kf displays little lipid kinase

activity. Similarty to all Class I Pl3-kinases, these results demonstrate that

phosphorylation of MmPI3k11l11 downregulates its ability to act as a lipid kinase. It

is still not known what signals trigger the activation of one kinase activity over the

other, however these results indicate that elucidation of agonists that generate

phosphorylation of PI3ky may be involved in the mechanisms behind the regulation of

Class IB Pl3-kinases.
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In summary, the focus of this chapter was to establish the in vivo expression

and functionar characteristics of the pI3kT clone (Mmpl3kyl111) isolated in chapter

3. The use of mammalian over-expression systems in this study illustrated that

MmPI3kTl111, consistent with other class IB enzymes, was functional as both a lipid

and protein kinase. Moreovef, phosphorylation of MmPI3lq1111 appeared to

significantly downregulate the lipid kinase activity of the protein providing further

support for the concept that phosphorylation might be involved in regulating one

activity over the other. At present, the signif,rcance of the additional 11 amino acids in

the catalytic domain of MmPI3k11111 is unclear. However, the results presented in

this chapter unequivocally demonstrate that MmPI3ky1111 is a murine orthologue of

PI3kT.
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Figure A.tlnvivo expression of MmPI3kf111in murine tissue

A. A schematic representation showing the positioning of primers pl10{2889

and Pllqp150 which were designed to flank the 33 base pair insert (green)

of MmPI3kY1111 for use in RT-PCR.

B. PCR was carried out using the primers pl1Û¡p030 and Pl lÙ13290 on cDNA

samples generated from various murine tissues (as indicated on the figure).

Amplicons were sepafated on a 3.OVo agarose gel, and visualised by

ethidium bromide staining. Arrow indicates 26obp product.
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Figure 4.2 Sequence analysis of MmPl3kyprimer specific PCR products

The three products amptifîed from spleen cDNA, and the single product ftomJ'174

cDNA were cloned into the pGEM-T easy vector and sequenced (only shown for

the J774, 260 bp and 227 bp products). Sequences were translated using the raw

translation program and amino acid sequences aligned using the CLUSTAL W

program (www.microbiology.adelaide.edu.au/learn/index.htm). The additional I1

amino acids are represented in pink and deviation from the 1774 cloned FCR

product is labelled "-".



J7 7 4 FHIDFGHILGI{YKSF LGINKERVPFWTPD FLWMGSSGKKTSPH FQKFQ DCCVSTLQYY

260bp x,HrDFcHrLGflyKsF LGTNKERVPFVLTPD FLVVMGSSGKKTSPH FQKFQ DCCVSTLQYY

227bp FHTDFGHILGNYKSF LGTNKERVPFWTPD FLFVMGTSGKKTSLH FQKFa - - -

J774 GDVCYRAYLALRIIHT NLLIILFSMMLMTGM

260bp GDVCVRAYLALRIIHT NLLIILFSMMLMTGM

227bp -DVCVKAYLALRIIHT NLLIIFSMMLMTGM



Figure 4.3 Protein A purification of polyclonal rabbit anti'Pl3kyantibody

A. One mL fractions from the Protein A column were collected (samples 1-10

represent wash fractions, samples 10-31 represent elution fractions) and

samples analysed for the presence of protein by optical density at 280nm

(oDzaonJ.

B. Five tú of selected fractions (as indicated on figure) lryere

electrophoretically separated and analysed for IgG purity by I2.0Vo SDS-

PAGE, and visualised by coomassie blue staining.

MW - broad range molecular weight markers (Biorad)
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Figure 4.4 Over-expression and purifîcation of MmPI3ky1100 and

MmPI3kflL11

A. Schematic representation of pcDNA3 constructs made for the over-

expression of MmPI3kyl11l and MmPI3k11100 in mammalian cells.

B. IIEK 293 cells were transiently transfected with either

pcDNA3::MmPI3kyl 100 or the pcDNA3::MmPI3k11 1 1 1 construct (3pg).

Forty eight hours post transfection, cells were lysed and membrane fractions

removed by centrifugation. Samples of whole cell lysates were resolved by

9.0% SDS-PAGE and PI3ky protein detected by western analysis using a

mouse anti-Pl3ky monoclonal antibody. MmPI3kf proteins are indicated by

the arrow. MmPI3ky1100 (lane 1), MmPI3ky1111 (lane 2) and mock

transfected (lane 3).

C. ÉIEK 293 cells were transiently transfected with either

pcDNA3::MmPI3kyl 100 or the pcDNA3::MmPI3k1l I I 1 construct (3pg).

Forty eight hours post transfection, cells were lysed and membrane fractions

removed by centrifugation. Over-expressed proteins were purified using

Talon charged resin, and immobilised proteins were resolved by 9.07o SDS-

PAGE and PI3ky protein detected by western analysis using a mouse anti-

Pl3ky monoclonal antibody. MmPI3ky proteins are indicated by the arrow.

Mmpl3kyl100 (lane 1), MmPI3kyl111 (lane 2) and mock transfected (lane

3).

MW - broad range molecular weight standards (Biorad)
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Figure 4.5 Lipid kinase activity of MmPI3ky1100 and MmPI3ky1111

HEK293 cells were transiently transfected with either the pcDNA3::MmPI3ky1100

or the pcDNA3::MmPI3k11111 construct (3pg). Over-expressed proteins were

purified using Talon resin.

Top panel - 'Western analysis of the purified proteins MmPI3ky1111 and

MmPI3ky1100. One third of purified proteins were separated by 9.07o SDS-

PAGE and examined by western analysis using a mouse anti-Pl3ky monoclonal

antibody.

Bottom panel - Immobilised proteins were resuspended in kinase buffer and

incubated with the lipid substrate, PI, and 32Py-ATP for 20 min at RT" Lipids

were extracted and analysed by TLC. Products were visualised by

autoradiography.
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Figure 4.6 Phosphorylation of MmPI3ky1100 and MmPI3kflL11

IßK293 cells were transiently transfected with either the pcDNA3::MmPI3ky1100

or the pcDNA3::MmPI3ky1111 construct (3pg). Over-expressed proteins were

purif,red using Talon resin.

Top panel - Westem analysis of the purified proteins MmPI3k1111l and

MmPI3kT1100. One third of purified proteins were separated by 9.07o SDS-

PAGE and examined by western analysis using a mouse anti-Pl3ky monoclonal

antibody.

Bottom panel - Immobilised proteins were resuspended in kinase buffer and

incubated wittr t'2t-l,tP for 20 min at RT. Proteins were analysedby 9.0Vo

SDS-PAGE and autoradiography.
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Figure 4.7 phosphorylation of MmPI3ky downregulates lipid kinase activity

IßKZ13 cells were transiently transfected with either the pcDNA3::MmPI3kyl100

or the pcDNA3::MmPI3k11111 construct (3pg). Over-expressed proteins were

purified using Talon resin.

A. Five ¡rL of immobilised proteins were separated by 9.0Vo SDS-PAGE and

proteins visualised by coomasssie blue staining'

B. Five pL of immobilised proteins were separated by 9.OVo SDS-PAGE and

western analysis conducted using mouse anti-Pl3ky monoclonal antibody.

C. Five [L of immobilised proteins were incubated wittr t'2e-ATP for

phosphorylation (panels 2C and 4C) and compared to 5ul of immobilised

proteins without f'e-nfe (panels 1C and 3C)'

D. Five ¡rL of immobilised proteins were examined for lipid kinase activity of

phosphorylated proteins was examined. Panels lD and 3D represent

unphosphorylated proteins, and panels 2D and 4D represent the lipid kinase

activity of phosphorylated proteins.
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Chapter Five

The role of MmPI3kYl 111
in lymphocyte mig ration

in vitro and in vivo



5.1. Introduction

The pl3-kinase family has been implicated in signalling pathways controlling a

range of effector functions such as cell cycle regulation, cell survival (Kumar et al',

2001), cytokine production, antigen presentation (Song et al., 1997) and cytoskeletal

reaffangement (Ma & Abrams, Tggg). Much of the work to establish the importance

of this family in such effector functions was initially conducted using the two

structurally unrelated inhibitors of Pl3-kinase activity, wortmannin and LyZS+OOZ':Ir-

the mid to late 1990's, with discovery of an increasing number of Pl3-kinase members

and isoforms, and the finding that wortmannin andLY294002 were not specific PI3-

kinase inhibitors attention focussed on techniques that would enable the dissection of

the individual functions of each member and their respective signalling pathways.

Arguably, one of the most definitive approaches to examine the role of an individual

member of the Pl3-kinase family is through the generation of mice in which the gene

encoding the Pl3-kinase has been disrupted. This approach has been used extensively

to examine the functions of particular class IA family members (Bi et al', 1999;

Fruman et aI., Iggg), and more recently the class IB family member PI3ky (Hirsch ef

aI.,200Oa;Li et a1.,2000; Sasaki et a1.,2000). A major outcome that has resulted

from these studies has been the demonstration of developmental defects in mice

during embryonic development (in the cases of p1104, p85cr, p110B) and in the

maturation/development of cellular components of the immune system in adult mice

(PI3ky). Neutrophils from mice deficient in PI3kY have demonstrated a loss of the

migratory ability in response to chemotactic factors such as fMLP, C5cr and IL-8 and,

murine models of peritonitis in these mice demonstrate a reduced infiltration of
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granulocyte populations (Hirsch et a1.,2000a; Sasaki et a1.,2000)' These observations

confirm the postulated role of PI3ky in chemotactic factor-mediated migration of

granulocytes. Some resea¡chers have also examined the functional capacity of the

lymphocyte compartment in Pßkfr mice concluding that adaptive immunity

involving T cells is hampered, whereas functional responses of B cells appear to be

independent of PI3ky (Sasaki et a1.,2000). However, the mice in which these studies

were conducted clearly demonstrated defects in lymphocyte development calling into

question the validity of the data obtained'

The aim of the experiments described in this chapter was to attempt to

examine the role of MmPI3kyl1 11 in chemotactic responses of mature lymphocytes in

vitro and in vivo. To avoid the developmental problems encountered with the gene

knockout approach, an approach using a dominant-negative over-expression system

involving a catalytically inactive mutant of MmPI3kyl l 1 I was adopted'
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5.2 Mutagenesis of MmPI3kf'111

When comparing the structural traits of the Pl3-kinase family, the most

conserved domain is the c-terminal catalytic domain. Studies examining the regions

essential for the kinase activity of these enzymes highlight the importance of the ATP

transfer site, and in particular, a highly conserved lysine residue. In the class IA PI3-

kinases this lysine is mapped to position 802 (Dhand et aI', L994b)' Mutation of this

residue renders the members of the class IA family kinase inactive and over-

expression of this mutant in COS cells results in inhibition of endogenous Pl3-kinase

activity (Dhand et al., I994a; Dhand et al., I9g4b). PI3kyhas an equivalent lysine

residue that has been mapped to 833. Studies mutating this residue in the human

orthologue have also resulted in a loss of lipid and protein kinase activity (stoyanova

et aI.,1997)

In order to examine the cellular role of the murine orthologue MmPI3kyl l 11

using a dominant-negative expression system, the murine PI3ky was mutated to

abolish protein and lipid kinase activities. Site-directed mutagenesis using the

'quikchange' method was used to mutate the lysine residue at 833 (Figure 5'1)' This

approach takes advantage of the methylated state of the parental plasmid DNA

construct. Mutagenic primers are designed to anneal to both the sense and anti-sense

strands of the DNA template. Extension from these primers incorporates the changes

in a non-metþtated product. Finally, Dpnlis used to restrict the methylated parental

strands, whilst maintaining the mutagenised (non-methylated) extension products

(Figure 5.2).
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In order to abolish enzymatic activity of MmPI3kyl111, the lysine residue was

mutated to encode for an arginine residue (Figure 5.1). Investigation of the

MmPI3ky1111 nucleotide sequence demonstrated that the lysine at position 833 is

encoded by the codon AAA. To minimise the extent of the mutagenesis, primers

incorporating a single base pair change to AGA (Figure 5'1) were designed' The

minor change of codon form AAA to AGA was predicted to result in a change from a

lysine to an arginine residue (Figure 5.1). h addition, this particular nucleotide change

also resulted in a loss of a DraI restriction enzyme site thereby enabling restriction

analysis to be used to identify constructs positive for the mutation prior to sequencing'

putative clones obtained after the site-directed mutagenesis of MmPI3kY1111

(in pcDNA3) were analysed by DraI restriction. Products were resolved on a I'2Vo

agarose gel and visualised by ethidium bromide staining. of 5 putative clones, 2

resulted in a restriction pattern consistent with the parental construct, whilst three

gave rise to a restriction pattern indicating the loss of a DraI restriction site (Figure

5.3A). Sequence analysis was carried out on all five clones. consistent with the

restriction patterns, clones 2,3 and 5 all demonstrated a change from the AAA codon

to the AGA codon, representing a change from a lysine to an arginine in the translated

product (Figure 5.3B). Proteins carrying this mutation ale here after referred to as

MmPI3kYKR
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5.3 Lipid Kinase activity of MmPI3klKR

HEKZI3 cells were transfected with the pcDNA3 construct containing either

MmPI3k11111 or MmPI3kyKR. The PI3ky proteins were purif,ted using Talon

charged resin 48 hours post-transfection and either western blots or lipid kinase assays

were conducted. W'estern blot analysis of the purified proteins indicated extraction of

approximately equivalent amounts in each of the 2 transfected populations (Figure 5'4

upper panel). Thin layer chromatography of extracted lipid products revealed the

presence of a 3-phosphorylated lipid product of MmPI3kY1111 (Figure 5"4 bottom

panel). In contrast, no 3-phosphorylated lipid was detectable in the lipid kinase assays

of the MmPI3kyKR protein (Figure 5.4 bottom panel). The results from these

experiments indicate that the site-directed mutagenesis to alter lysine 833 to an

arginine had removed the lipid kinase activity of MmPI3k11111'

5.4 Protein kinase activity of MmPI3kyKR

Mutagenesis studies of the family of Pl3-kinases have illustrated that both the

protein and lipid kinase activities of Class I Pl3kinases are dependent on the ATP

transfer site. Having determined above that mutation of the lysine residue had resulted

in a loss of lipid kinase activity, the protein kinase activity of MmPI3kyKR was then

examined.

Ii{EK Zg3 cells were transfected with pcDNA3 constructs containing either

MmPI3kyl111or MmPI3kyKR, and proteins purified using Talon charged resin" The
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purified proteins were then subjected to a protein kinase assay' The western blot

presented in Figure 5.4 (upper panel) demonstrating equal levels of protein

purification is duplicated for reference in Figure 5.5 (upper panel) as the proteins

subjected to a protein kinase assay were a sample from the purification of those

resolved on the SDS-PAGE. Following incubation with t''P-AtP, proteins were

resolved on a SDS-PAGE and analysed by autoradiography' In contrast to the

phosphorylation observed by MmPI3kT1111, MpPI3kTKR demonstrated a lack of

phosphorylation (Figure 5.5 bottom panel). The results of this assay clearly indicate

that the phosphorylation of MmPI3kTl111 is a result of autophosphorylation' and not

due to the presence of other kinases in the protein extracts. Taken together with the

Section 5.3, the results confirm that MmPI3kyKR is catalytically inactive'

5.5 Development of a retroviral dominant'negative expression system

In order to address the role of MmPI3ky1111 in chemotactic factor-induced

lymphocyte migration in vivo, a mammalian expression system was required'

According to the literature, the most efficient technique for the over-expression of

proteins in primary lymphocytes are retroviral expression systems (Parijs et al" l999a;

Parijs et aI., 1999b; Peat et at., 1998). These systems are likely to permit the

constitutive expression of the MmPI3klKR protein at a level that is able to compete

with the endogenous kinase and its associated signalling partners' However' perhaps

more importantly, the retroviral system has been reported to enable expression of

exogenous proteins in primary lymphocytes to allow the examination of their cellular
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function, a process not yet consistently achieved using standard plasmid-based

expression systems.

The retroviral vector pMIG was obtained from David Baltimore (cA, usA)'

This vector was based on the murine stem cell virus with a unique internal ribosome

entry site that enables use of the enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) as a

reporter gene (Figure 5.64) (Parijs et al.,I999a; Parijs et al',1999b)' The utility of

this system is based on the ability to identify and select for cells expressing the

candidate gene through the concomitant expression of EGFP. This is achieved by

fluorescence activated cell sorting. The general process of a retroviral expression

system is schematically illustrated in Figure 5.68. The CDNA of interest is cloned into

the poly-linker of the retroviral vector and the construct is subsequently transfected

into a packaging cell line. The long terminal repeats engineered into the construct

enable the packaging of the cDNA into viral particles which are subsequently released

into the growth medium of the cells. The supernatant is harvested and incubated with

the target cells to facilitate viral infection and resultant integration into the target cell

chromosome.

In order to use the retroviral system several variables had to be optimised'

virus production in this system was deemed to be a direct reflection of the efficiency

of transfection of the packaging cell line. In turn, efficiency of transfection was

dependent upon the construct and the cell density used. The ectotropic Ecopack2 cell

line was purchased from clontech (cA, usA) for this approach' Guided by

manufacturer,s instructions two cell densities (5x105 and 1x106) were transfected each

with 2 concentrations of pMIG plasmid DNA (0.5pe and 3pg) using the FuGENE 6
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reagent (Boerhinger Mannheim). Approximately 50 hours post-transfection

supernatants were harvested and incubated with target cells, NIH 3T3 murine

fibroblasts. Target cells were harvested and examined for EGFP expression using a

FACScan (Beckton Dickinson). To determine the level of autofluorescence of the NIH

3T3 population, cells were incubated with the supematant of untransfected Ecopack 2

cells. cells expressing a higher level of fluorescence than these cells were deemed to

be positive for EGFP expression. When comparing the EcoPack2 cell densities used

for transfection and the two quantities of DNA, the number of EGFP-positive NIH

3T3 cells was greater when using a cell density of 106 cells/dish and 3pg of plasmid

DNA (Figure 5.7). using these conditions approximately 8'OVo of the target cell

population was positive for viral uptake and gene expression'

Based on these results, efforts focussed on further increasing the efficiency of

transfection of the packaging cells and therefore increasing the target cell viral

infection. In order to do this, a wider range of DNA quantity, and quality' and

alternative transfection protocols were examined' successful transfection of cell lines

is reported to resemble a bell shaped curve in which increasing concentrations of

DNA are used. For every DNA construct and cell line there is an optimum

concentration of DNA to use in order to obtain high transfection effîciencies' The use

of DNA concentrations higher or lower than this, result in sub-optimal transfections'

To determine the optimum concentration for the transfection of EcoPack2 cells with

pMIG, increasing levels of plasmid DNA were used for transfection of 106 packaging

cells. The results demonstrated an initial dose-dependent increase in NIH 3T3 cells

positive for EGFP expression using 0.5-3ug of plasmid DNA' The level of EGFP

expression for 3 and 6ug of DNA were both -87o. These results indicated that the
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optimum concentration of DNA was between 3 and 6ug of DNA (Figure 5'9)'

Alternative DNA qualities were subsequently examined' Five pg of pMIG Dl'{A

prepared by various methods ranging from traditional alkaline lysis midi-preps to

various column purification kits, were used to transfect 106 EcoPack2 cells' On

analysis of target NIH 3T3 cells the highest level of viral infection (-lovo) was

observed using DNA purifìed by traditional alkaline lysis and a column DNA

purification kit obtained from Geneworks, Australia. Finally, various transfection

protocols/reagents were tested using 5pg of pMIG on 106 Ecopack1 cells' The

reagents examined were FuGENE 6, Effectene (Qiagen, Germany), Lipofectamine

2000 (clontech, usA) and caclz-based transfection (Pear et al., 7998)' Once again

the highest level of expression of NIH 3T3 cells was - 8-lo7o' During the latter

stages, viral supernatant was incubated with proliferating primary T lymphocytes'

Experiments using these primaly tafget cells for viral infection resulted in less than

SVo of the population expressing EGFP, a level insufficient for the planned

experiments to be completed successfully. Although further parameters could have

been examined it was deemed at this stage that sufficient time had been spent in

developing this method. It was therefore decided to conduct further experimentation

usingplasmid-basedtransfectionofalymphocyticcellline.

5.6 Generation of B lymphocytes stably-transfected with pcDNA3::MmPI3klKR

The pcDNA3 constructs were next transfected into the murine B lymphocyte

cell line (B300.19) expressing the human ccR6 chemokine receptor' To generate

stable B300.19 cells expressing MmPI3klKR, the B cell line was electroporated with
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either pcDNA3 vector alone or with the dominant-negative construct'

pcDNA3::MmPI3klKR. Forty eight hours post-electroporation, the antibiotic G418

(geneticin; I.2mglÍtL) was used to begin selection for transfectants' Following 2

weeks of selection, cells were analysed for protein expression by western analysis of

whole cell lysates. Figure 5.8 (top panel) illustrates the presence of endogenous

MmPI3kl protein in the lysates of untransfected cells, and in cells transfected with

pcDNA3 or pcDNA::MmPI3kyKR. Due to the presence of endogenous MmPI3kl it

was impossible to distinguish between this and MmPI3klKR in a simple western blot'

In order to specif,rcally demonstrate expression of MmPI3kyKR, whole cell lysates

were incubated with Talon-charged resin and the purified proteins subjected to

westem analysis (Figure 5.8 bottom panel). Protein precipitation followed by western

analysis clearly demonstrated the presence of MmPI3kyKR (Figure 5'8 bottom panel)

in comparison to the untransfected and the mock-transfected 8300.19 cells, indicating

that MmPI3kyKR was being expressed in these cells'

5.7 Protein and lipid kinase activity of the MmPI3kyKR

To ensure that the stably-transfected cells were expressing the catalytically-

inactive form of MmPI3ky1111, lipid and protein kinase assays were conducted'

Transfected cells were lysed and proteins purified using Talon resin' In comparison to

the production of the 3-phosphorylated lipids by the wild type MmPl3klllll' the

proteins purified from the MmPI3kyKR transfected B cells demonstrated little lipid

kinase activity (Figure 5.9 middle panel). Similarly, autophosphorylation was not
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observed for MmPI3kYKR protein purified from transfected B cells (Figure 5'9

bottom panel).

5.g Effect of transfection with Mmpr3kyKR on in vifro chemotaxis of 8300.L9'

huCCR6 cells in response to human MIP'3cr

In order to determine whether MmPI3ky1111 is involved in the ccR6 signal

transduction pathway that regulates the directed recruitment of the 8300'19-huCCR6

cell line, invitrotranswell chemotaxis assays were employed. B300'19-huccR6 cells

stably-transfected with pcDNA3 alone and those transfected with MmPI3kyKR were

loaded with the fluorophore calcein-AM. Calcein-AM loaded cells were exposed to a

range of concentrations of human MIP-34, the ligand for the human CCR6 receptor'

and their migration examined using transwell chemotaxis chambers' Cells were

allowed to migrate for 3 hr at37"C, after which they were collected and the level of

fluorescence measured in the lower chambers. The percentage of migrated cells for

the various concentrations of human MIP-3ct, are depicted for 8300'19-huCCR6 cells

transfected with either MmpI3kyKR or the vector alone (Figure 5.10). 8300"19-

huccR6 cells transfected with pcDNA3 alone demonstrate a typical bell shaped dose-

response curve, where the increasing levels of migration are observed from 3nglml to

300ng/ml of huMIP-3cr, the latter being the concentration for which the greatest

migration is observed. The percentage of migrated pcDNA3 transfected cells declined

at lpg/rnl huMIP-3cr. Upon examination of the MmPl3kyKR-transfected 8300'19-

huCCR6 cells in in vitro chemotaxis, using the same range of huMIP-3cr

concentrations, a significantly lower level of migration was observed (Figure 5'10)'
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Approximat e\y 30vo - 50vo reduction in migration was observed for all doses from

3n{mtto 300ng/ml. These results suggest an important role for MmPI3ky1111 in the

chemotactic function of B300.19-huccR6 cells in response to huMIP-3cr'

5.9 CCR6 expression on 8300.19-huCCR6::MmPI3kyKR cells

In view that transfection of 8300.19 cells significantly reduced in vitro

chemotaxis in response to MIP-3C[, it was imperative to ensure that the over-

expression of MmPI3kTKR did not alter the level of expression of the chemokine

receptor CCR6, in comparison to the wild type cells'

In order to evaluate the effect of over-expression of MmPI3kyKR on the level

of CCR6 receptor expression flow cytometric analyses were conducted" Cells

transfected with pcDNA3 alone, or with MmPI3klKR were labelled using a

monoclonal antibody against the human ccR6 receptor, followed by a mouse biotin

conjugate and finally a PECy5 streptavidin conjugate. Gates were set based on the

forward- and side-scatter profiles and background autofluorescence determined using

an isotype-matched control primary antibody. The mean fluorescence intensities for

both populations are shown in Figure 5.11.8300.19 cells transfected with pcDNA3

alone demonstrate a mean fluorescence intensity of 1.67 in comparison to a mean

fluorescence intensity of 2.99 for pcDNA3- transfected cells stained with a control

antibody (Figure 5.11 A and B). The mean fluorescence levels of the MmPI3kyKR

transfected cells were approximately 8.45 (Figure 5.11 C). These data indicate that

neither the transfection and the selection processes nor the over-expression of

MmPI3kyKR, appears to significantly influence the level of ccR6 expression on the
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8300.19 lymphocytes, and the inhibitory effect of MmPI3kyKR overexpresslon on 
'n

vitro chemotaxis is not due to alterations in CCR6 expression.

S.10 Calcium mobilisation of 8300.L9-huCCR6 cells stably-tranfected with

pcDNA3::MmPI3kYKR

The results of the previous experiments demonstrated that over-expression of

the MmpI3kyKR did not affect the level of expression of CCR6 on the cell surface.

However, it was still important to demonstrate that the inhibition of in vitro

chemotaxis observed was not the result of a general non-specific inhibitory effect on

8300.19 function. Therefore, a second assay of chemokine function was investigated'

Chemokines are capable of mobilising intracellular calcium upon ligation of their

cognate receptors, and this increase in the level of intracellular calcium is presently

known to be independent of PI3kY activity (Thelen, 2001). over-expression of

MmpI3kyKR should therefore not inhibit MlP-3cr-induced calcium mobilisation.

A calcium mobilisation assay was ca:ried out on both the 8300.19 cells

transfected with pcDNA alone and those transfected with the MmPI3kYKR construct'

Cells were loaded with Fura-2-AM, and exposed to various concentrations of the

CCR6 ligand, MIP-3cr. The level of intracellular calcium in response to MIP-3cr, was

then calculated for each transfected cell line. Figure 5.72 depicts a representative time

trace of intracellular calcium mobilisation of 8300.19-huCCR6 cells transfected with

pcDNA3 alone (Figure 5.12A) or MmPI3kyKR (Figure 5-l2B), in response to

3¡nglffil, of human MIP-3cx,. No significant difference was observed in the level of
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calcium mobilised in the MmPl3kYKR-transfected cells, in response to human MIP-

3U", when compared with the cells transfected with the vector alone' Upon

examination of various concentrations of huMIP-3cr ranging from lng/ml to lpg/ml

no detectable difference was observed between the cell lines in their ability to release

intracellular calcium stores upon huCCR6 receptor ligation (data not shown). These

results demonstrate that receptor ligation of huCCR6, by huMIP-3cr, is able to mediate

the mobilisation of intracellular calcium equally well, independently of the presence

or absence of MmPI3klKR'

5.ll In vivo recruitment of 8300'19-huCCR6 cells

In order to investigate the impact of MmPI3k11111 on lymphocyte migration

in vivo,a mouse model examining the directed migratory patterns of the 8300'19 cells

was developed. A well-established technique in the laboratory to observe directed

movement of cells in vivo is the murine subcutaneous air-pouch model. This

technique creates a vascularized cavity on the dorsum of mice in which reagents can

be injected and cellular infiltrates easily collected and measured (Coates & McColl'

2001). Experiments were therefore conducted to determine whether recruitment of

passively transferred 8300.19-huCCR6 cells could be measured in the subcutaneous

air-pouches in response to huMIP-3cr'

TheB300.lgBlymphocyticcelllinewasgeneratedfromNllVswissoutbred

mice. Therefore, to minimise potential problems with host recognition of the 8300'19

cells as foreign, Swiss outbred mice were used for all of these in vivo experiments"
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Air-pouches were raised on the dorsum of mice on day 0 and reinflated on day 3' on

day 6, 107 8300.19-huCCR6 cells were intravenously injected into each mouse,

followed by injection of either PBS or huMIP-3ø (3 or 10pg) into the air pouch' The

cellular infiltrates were collected from the air pouches either 4 hr or Z4hrlater' Total

recovered cells were determined and compared for each of the chosen concentrations

and time points. Ir addition, a fraction of the collected cells were labelled with the

anti-human CCR6 monoclonal antibody for analysis by flow cytometry to determine

the number of huCCR6-positive cells recruited into the air pouch at each dose and

time point.

The total number of cells recovered at 4 hr from the air pouches of mice, was

clearly dose-dependent (Figure 5.134). The total number of cells recovered from the

air pouches of mice injected with 3pg and 10pg was significantly higher than in the

diluent control (PBS). Furthermore, administration of 10pg of huMIP-3cr resulted in a

significant increase in cellular recruitment as compared with 3pg of huMIP-3cx " At 24

hr post-injection, a greater number of total cells were recovered from the air pouches

of mice injected with 10pg when compared with PBS or 3¡rg of huMIP-3cr' In contrast

to the observations at 4 hr, injection of 3pg of huMIP-3ct for 24 hl did not result in a

significant increase of cellular recruitment compared with the diluent control (Figure

5. 134). When comparing the total number of cells recruited at 4 lv verses 24 hr it was

evident that the number of cells accumulating in the air pouches had begun to decline

by 24 hr post agonist injection.
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Flow cytometric analysis of cellular infiltrates to determine the number of

huCCR6-positive 8300.19 cells recovered from the air pouches demonstrated results

consistent with the data obtained for total cell counts. Ten pg of huMIP-3cr stimulated

recruitment of a significantly greater number of huCCR6-positive cells than either

pBS or 3pg huMIP -3u at borh 4 hr and 24 hr post-injection. At 4 hr post-injection,

3pg of huMIP-3a also stimulated recruitment of a gteater number of huCCR6-

positive cells. However, at 24 hr post-injection no significant increase was observed

(Figure 5.138). Once again, more CCR6-positive cells were observed at 4 hr than at

24 hr post-injection at each of the concentrations of agonist used.

Taken together, these results demonstrate that directed recruitment of

B300.19-huCCR6 cells, in response to huMIP-3c is measurable using the murine air

pouch model. In addition, lo¡rg of huMIP-3a and examination of the cellular inf,rltrate

4 hr post agonist injection appear to be suitable parameters for use in further

experiments to examine the effect of MmPI3kyKR over-expression on the recruitment

of 8300.19 cells in vivo.

5.L2 The effect of transfection with MmPI3kfL11 on in vivo migration of

8300.19-huCCR6 cells

To determine the in vivo role of MmPI3kyl l I 1 in the recruitment of 8300" 19

cells in response to MIP-3cr, subcutaneous air pouches were raised on the backs of

mice on day 0 and reinflated on day 3. Three days post reinflation, 107 8300"19-

huCCR6 cells transfected with pcDNA3 or pcDNA3::MmPI3kyKR were injected
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intravenously into the mouse. The air pouches were subsequently injected with either

10pg huMIP-3cr or PBS. Four hr post-agonist injection, cellular infiltrates were

collected and total cell counts determined using trypan blue exclusion. A portion of

the cells were labelled using an anti-human CCR6 monoclonal antibody for flow

cytometric analysis in order to specifically quantify the number of 8300'19-huCCR6

cells recruited.

Examination of total recovered cells demonstrated a significant increase in

infiltration of leukocytes in response to 10pg huMIP-3G in comparison to the diluent

control for mice intravenously injected with 8300'19-huCCR6 cells transfected with

the vector alone (Figure 5.144). These results were consistent with those obtained in

Section 5.10. Similarly, mice injected with B300.19-huccR6 cells expressing

MmPI3krKR, the catalytically-inactive form of MmPI3ky1111, also demonstrated a

significant increase in cellular infiltration in response to huMIP-3d' as compared with

the diluent control. There was no significant difference observed in the total number

of eells recruited into the pouch in response to huMIP-30, between mice injected with

8300.19-huCCR6 cells transfected with vector alone and those with MmPI3kyKR

(Figure 5.144).

Upon examination of the total number of CCR6-positive cells present in air

pouehes following agonist injection, a similar pattern was observed. Mice injected

with either cells transfected with pcDNA3 alone or MmPI3kTKR demonstrated a

significant increase in the number of ccR6-positive cells recruited in fesponse to

lOpg of huMIP-3cr, when compared with the diluent control. However, no significant
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difference was observed in the number of ccR6-positive cells obtained from air

pouehes, in response to huMIP-3cr when comparing cells transfected with vector alone

or the dominant-negative construct (Figure 5'148)'
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5.13 Discussion

The broad aim of the present study was to clone the murine orthologue of

PI3kT, and examine its cellular role in lymphocyte migration in vitro and in vivo"The

work presented in this chapter focussed on the generation of a catalytically-inactive

form of MmPI3k11111, termed MmPI3klKR, in order to examine the importance of

this molecule in the generation of lymphocyte chemotaxis downstream of chemokine

receptor ligation using of a dominant-negative expression system.

The level of identity that exists between all Pl3-kinases and some Pl4-kinases

in the catalytic domain has enabled the adoption of information gained regarding

essential residues required for activation, from one isoform to another. The catalytic

activity of the pl3-kinases resides in a lysine residue that is essential for the transfer of

the ATp to activate the kinase (reviewed in Wymann & Pirola, 1998)). In the Class IA

pl3-kinases, this lysine residue is mapped to position 802 (Carpentet et al" t993), and

in the class IB Pl3-kinases the lysine residue is mapped to position 833 (Stoyanova et

aI., 1997). Previous studies have demonstrated that mutagenesis of the lysine residue

results in the loss of both protein and lipid kinase activity and sequence analysis of

MmPI3kyl111 indicated the pfesence of the same lysine at position 833' Using the

quikchange mutagenesis method, the lysine residue at 833 was mutated by a single

base pair resulting in a change to an arginine residue. The resultant protein product

was referred to as MmPI3kyKR. Consistent with other class IB orthologues,

examination of lipid kinase activity demonstrated that site-directed mutagenesis of the

lysine residue resulted in the loss of PI 3 P production' Moreover' this was also
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accompanied by a loss of protein phosphorylation of the PI3ky' The loss of protein

phosphorylation not only demonstrated that the phosphorylation of MmPI3ky

observed in chapter 4 was due to the inherent protein kinase activity of

Mmpl3ky1111, but that mutagenesis of the lysine residue was integral for both the

lipid and protein kinase activities.

Because disruption of Class IA Pl3-kinase catalytic subunits is embryonic

lethat and disruption of the class IB Pl3-kinase catalytic subunit leads to

developmental defects observed in the lymphocyte compartment, it was decided to

take an alternative approach to examine the role of PI3kl in lymphocyte trafficking iz

vitro and in vivo. Using the catalytically-inactive form of PI3ky was used to generate a

dominant-negative expression system. This system relies on the ability to express

higher levels of the MmPI3kyKR protein than endogenous levels of the wild-type

protein. This enables the catalytically-inactive protein to competitively bind any

endogenous signalling partners or molecules required for correct spatial arrangement,

thereby preventing the activation of the wild-type protein. Hence effector functions

dependent on the activation of MmPI3ky are inhibited. The advantage of such a

system is that it avoids developmental defects that may result from the lack of PI3ky

action during embryogenesis and therefore allows examination of the function PI3kY

in mature cells.

In the present study initial attempts were made to utilise a retroviral system to

express the dominant-negative construct. This approach was initially chosen because,

according to the literature, it was the only consistent way to express exogenous
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proteins in primary tymphocytes, the cell type of interest (Parijs et al.,1999a; Parijs el

al., !999b;Peat et at.,I998).However, a lack of successful viral production led to the

adoption of an alternative approach involving plasmid-based transfection of a

lymphocytic cell line. The 8300.19 cell line was obtained for the generation of these

particular cells. This B cell line was initially derived from the bone marrow of

NIIUSwiss outbred mice for the examination of gene reaffangements involved in the

production of variable regions of the immunoglobulin heavy chain during B cell

development (Reth et a1.,1985; Reth ¿/ aI-, 1986). The particular 8300'19 cell line

used in the present study, referred to as 8300.19-huCCR6 was developed to express

the human CCR6 chemokine receptor, enabling the downstream analysis of activation

induced by MIP-3cr, the chemokine ligand for ccR6. B300.19-huccR6 cell lines

stably-transfected with either pcDNA3 alone or pcDNA3::MmPI3kTKR wefe

generated and to ensure the over-expressed proteins maintained the catalytically-

inactive phenotype, the MmPI3kyKR protein was purifîed and examined in a lipid

kinase and protein kinase assay. consistent with the in vitro analysis in chapter 4, the

over-expressed protein demonstrated no kinase activity in 8300::huccR6 cells'

Chemokines were initially identified on the basis of their ability to direct

migration of various leukocyte populations both in vitro and in vivo' ln order to

determine the role of MmPI3k111l1 downstream of chemokine signalling, the stably

transfected cells were examined for their ability to migrate in response to MIP-3cr'

Chemotaxis of B300.19-huCCR6 cells transfected with pcDNA3 alone demonstrated

a standard ,,bell shaped response curve" upon exposure to increasing concentrations of

huMIP-3a. 8300.19-huCCR6 cells expressing MmPI3klKR exhibited a marked
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decrease in the percent of cells migrating in response to the same doses of huMIP-3cr'

These results suggested that the chemotactic response of 8300.19 cells in response to

huMIP-3o is dependent on MmPI3kyKR'

To ensure that the decrease in migration of the cells transfected with

MmPI3kyKR observed was not due to a decrease in huCCR6 receptor expression on

the cell surface, flow cytometric analysis was conducted. No signifîcant difference

was observed in the levels of huCCR6 expression between the 8300'19-huCCR6

MmpI3kTKR cells and the cells transfected with vector alone. Further to this" the

ability of these cells to signal through the huCCR6 receptor was examined' Activation

of the majority of GPCRs by chemotactic factors leads to the mobilisation of

intracellular stores of calcium resulting in a transient increase in the level of

intracellular calcium (Thelen, 2001). This is directly due to the activation of FLC by

GpCRs. pLC is known to metabolise PIPz into DAG and IP¡. It is the production of

Ip3 that results in the mobilisation of calcium from intracellular stores. The increase in

intracellular calcium in conjunction with DAG is subsequently able to mediate the

activation of other second messengers and resulting in the activation of a range of

effector functions (Benidge & kvine, 1939). This particular pathway to the release of

calcium stores is, to date, known to be independent of Pl3-kinase activation (Thelen,

2001). In order to ensure that signal transduction downstream of ccR6 ligation was

not generally suppressed by the over-expression of MmPI3kyKR thereby resulting in

the inhibition of cell migration, calcium mobilisation assays wefe conducted' The

results obtained from these assays confirmed that both the control 8300.19 cells and

B300.19 cells expressing MmPI3klKR were able to mobilise calcium with equal
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efficiency. Taken together these results indicate that the loss of MmPI3kTl111 activity

results in the downregulation of in vitro migration in response to huMIP-3g and that

this is not due to non-specific inhibition of GPCR-dependent lymphocyte activation.

To extend these findings to an in vivo model of migration the subcutaneous arr

pouch model was employed. This model creates a vascularized cavity on the dorsum

of mice where the enumeration and manipulation of cellular infiltrates in response to

agonists are easily examined (Coates & McColl, 2001)' Air pouches were generated

onthedorsumofNllVswissoutbredmice.UntransfectedB300.l9cellswere

intravenously injected into these mice, followed immediately by an injection of

huMIP-3cr into the air pouches. A significant accumulation of total cells and hucc6-

positive cells was demonstrated 4 hr later, in response to 10pg of MIP-3cr' This is the

first time the in vivo recruitment of passively transferred lymphoid cells expressing a

specific chemokine receptor has been demonstrated in response to a chemokine'

This model was subsequently utilised to determine the role of MmPI3k11111

in the in vivomigration of 8300.19-huccR6 cells in response to huMIP-3ct. 8300.19-

huccR6 cells transfected with either MmPI3kyKR or with pcDNA3 alone were

passively transferred into NIIVSwiss outbred mice prior to the injection of PBS or

huMIP-3cr. 8330.19::huccR6 cells transfected with vector alone of

pcDNA3::MmPI3klKR both demonstrated the significant accumulation of total eells

and ccR6-positive cells in response to MIP-34. No difference was observed between

the two cell lines in their in vivo response to huMIP-3c using the subcutaneous air

pouch model. These data suggest that, in contrast to the in vitro data obtained'
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Mmpl3kyl11 1 is not essential for the migration of 8300.19 cells into the air pouch in

response to huMIP-3o.

It is possible that the discrepancy between the in vitro and in vivo data is due

to inherent differences between the assays used. The transwell chemotaxis assay relies

on cellular migration through a porous polycarbonate membrane whereas, in vivo'

leukocyte extravasation involves the coordinated action of a range of expression

molecules that control the movement of cells from the circulation, through the

endothelium into peripheral tissues (Vaday et al., 2001)' The simplistic in vitro

system does not encompass the various factors present in the in vivo system and it is

possible that PI3k1 signalling is redundant during chemotæris in vivo' It is therefore

possible that the use of these two different assays accounts for the inconsistency

observed.

It is also possible that further development of the invivo migration model used

in the present study to provide more optimal conditions for the recruitment of

passively-transferred cells will reveal dependence of the assay on MmPI3ky1111'

Particular parameters may involve examination of the number of cells transferred per

animal, and the examination of alternative mammalian expression systems for use in

the 8300.19 B lymphocyte cell line to enhance MmPI3kTKR expression'

Finally, in keeping with the complexity of leukocyte extravasation in vivo' the

results obtained in the present study may represent an accurate account of the role of

pI3kT in in vivo recruitment of 8300.19-huccR6 cells in response to MIP-3cr' It is
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still possible that MmPI3ky1111 has a role in the migration of lymphocytes in

response to chemoki nes in vivo, however future experiments may need to employ

alternative in vivo migratory models to confirm or eliminate a role for PI3ky in

leukocyte recruitment.

In summary, the results presented in this chapter demonstrate the importance

of lysine residue 833 for the activation of both the protein and lipid kinase activities'

Generation of a catalytically-inactive form of MmPI3k1111l, and its over expression

in a B tymphocyte cell line enabled the examination of the role of MmPI3ky1111 in

the chemotactic response of these cells to MIP-34 . In vitro data suggest a critical role

for MmPI3k1l111 in the chemotactic response. However, in using the air pouch

model to assess in vivo migration, no role could be attributed to MmPI3kY1111 in the

migratory response of the B cell line in response to chemokines' Alternative

approaches to examine the role of MmPI3kyl l11 in lymphocyte migration in vivo and

the implications of the data generated in the present study are addressed in Chapter 6'
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Figure 5"1 A diagrammatic representation of the ATP transfer site in the

catalytic domain of MmPI3kY1111

The amino acid conservation in the region of ATP transfer between the human (Hs),

the porcine (Ss) and MmPI3ky1111 are represented. The lysine residue integral for

the ATP transfer and activation of the kinases is illustrated in green. In order to

mutate the lysine residue a single base pair change was created resulting in a change

from lysine to arginine.
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Figure 5.2 Schematic representation of the 'quikchange' mutagenesis

technique used to generate a catalytically'inactive MmPI3kfl1L1'

Mutagenic primers anneal to the methylated parental DNA template, and enable the

primer extension incorporating base changes. Dpnlrestnction endonuclease cleaves

methylated DNA. Because of the methylated state of the parental DNA, and the

non-methylated state of the mutagenised extension products, restriction digestion

using DpnI only degrades the parental template. The restricted reaction is

transformed into bacterial cells giving rise to mutagenised clones.
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Figure 5.3 Restriction and sequence analysis of putative MmPI3kyKR clones

A. Site-directed mutagenesis was performed using the

pcDNA3::MmPI3kyl111 construct as template. Primers incorporating the

desired base change were used to generate mutated extension products, and

the parental DNA was digested using DpnI. Following bacterial

transformation, putative clones were analysed by Dralrcsttiction. Restricted

products were resolved on a t.2Vo agarose gel and visualised by ethidium

bromide staining.

B. All putative clones of MmPI3kTKR were sequenced using the primer

pIlOf2157F and p110,{2890R. Sequences were aligned against the wild-

type MmPI3ky11l1 and examined for a base pair change, from the base

adenosine to guanine, at base pair position 2500' Clones harbouring the

change at nucleotide position 2500 are illustrated with the guanine base

highlighted in green.
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Figure 5.4 Lack of lipid kinase activity of MmPI3klKR

IßK293 cells were transiently transfected with either the pcDNA3::MmPI3þl 111

or the pcDNA3::MmPI3kyKR construct (3ttg). Over-expressed proteins were

purified using Talon resin.

Top panel - 'Western analysis of the purified proteins MmPI3ky1111 and

MmPI3kyKR. One third of purified proteins were sepafated by 9% SDS-PAGE

and examined by western analysis using a mouse anti-Pl3ky monoclonal

antibody.

Bottom panel - Immobilised proteins were resuspended in kinase buffer and

incubated with the lipid substrate, PI, ana t'2f-RfP for 20 min at RT. Lipids

were extracted and analysed by TLC. Products were visualised by

autoradiography.
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Figure 5.5 tack of phosphorylation of MmPI3kyKR

IßK293 cells were transiently transfected with either the pcDNA3::MmPI3k111l1

or the pcDNA3::MmPI3kyKR construct (3pg). Over-expressed proteins were

purified using Talon resin.

Top panel - W'estem analysis of the purified proteins MmPI3k11111 and

MmPI3kyKR. One third of purified proteins were separated by 97o SDS-PAGE

and examined by western analysis using a mouse anti-Pl3ky monoclonal

antibody. Same data as Figure 5.3 upper panel.

Bottom panel - Immobilised proteins were resuspended in kinase buffer and

incubated wittr t'2e-RtP for 20 min at RT. Proteins were analysed by 9Vo SDS-

PAGE and autoradiography.
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Figure 5.6 pMIG retroviral expression system

A. The pMIG retroviral vector obtained from D. Baltimore (CA, USA) for the

expression of MmPI3lqKR. The expression vector is comprised of long

terminal repeats (LTR) flanking a multiple cloning site (MCS), an internal

ribosome entry site (IRES) and the enhanced green fluorescent protein

(EGFP) gene.

B. A diagrammatic representation of the retroviral expression system. The

retroviral vector containing the gene of interest is transfected into a

packaging cell line. Approximately 48 to 72 hr later the supernatants ftom

the transfected packaging cells are harvested and incubated with the target

cells. Approximately 48 hr post-viral infection, target cells are harvested and

sorted based on EGFP expression. These cells can then be used to address

cellular function using invitro assays andin vivo models.
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Figure 5.7 Optimisation of the plvtrG retroviral expression system

A. The EcoP ack2 ceIL line was plated at either 5xlOscells/35mm dish or

1x106cel1s/35mm dish. Cells were transiently transfected with 0.5pg pMIG,

and 3.0pg pMIG at both cell densities. Fifty hI post-transfection

supernatants were harvested and incubated with 5x105 NIH 3T3 murine

fibroblasts. Forty eight hr later cells were examined for EGFP expression

using a FACScan. The percent of NIH 3T3 cells positive for EGFP

expression are indicated for each cell density. Representative values from 2

independent experiments are indicated.

B. The EcoPack2 cell line was plated at 1x106 cells/35mm dish. Cells were

transiently transfected with a range of concentrations of pMIG DNA (as

indicated). Fifty hr post-transfection supernatants were harvested and

incubated with 5x105 NIH 3T3 murine fibroblasts. Forty eight hr later cells

were examined for EGFP expression using a FACScan. The percent of NIH

3T3 cells positive for EGFP expression are indicated for each cell density'

Representative values ftom2 independent experiments are indicated.
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Figure 5.8 MmPI3kyKR expression in 8300.19'huCCR6 cells

Murine 8300.19 B lymphocytes were electroporated with either the

pcDNA3::MrnPI3kTKR construct or pcDNA3 alone. Fony-eight hr post-

electroporation cells were cultured in the presence of the antibiotic, G418

(geneticin). Following this, cells were always cultured in the presence of G418.

Top panel - Following 15 days of selection, cells were lysed and membrane

fractions removed by centrifugation. Samples of whole cell lysates were

resolved by 9Vo SDS-PAGE and PI3ky protein detected by western analysis

using a mouse anti-Pl3kymonoclonal antibody.

Bottom panel - Following 15 days of selection, cells were lysed and membrane

fractions removed by centrifugation. Over-expressed proteins were purified

using Talon-charged resin, immobilised proteins were resolved by 97o SDS-

PAGE and Pl3kyprotein detected by western analysis using a mouse anti-Pl3kT

monoclonal antibody.
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Figure 5.9 Lipid and protein kinase activities of MmPI3kyKR purified from

stably-transfected 8300.19'huCCR6 cells

Top panel - western analysis of the purified proteins, MmPI3kyKR (from the

transfected B300.19-huCCR6 cell line) and MmPI3ky1111 from transiently-

transfected IIEK 2g3 cells as reference. One third of purif,red proteins were

separated by 9Vo SDS-PAGE and examined by western analysis using a mouse

anti-Pl3ky monoclonal antibodY.

Middle panel - Immobilised proteins tüere resuspended in kinase buffer and

incubated with the lipid substrate PI, ana t'2r-RtP for 20 min at RT' Lipids

were extracted and analysed by TLC. Products were visualised by

autoradiograPhY.

Bottom panel - Immobilised proteins were resuspended in kinase buffer and

incubated wittr t'2f-RfP for 20 min at RT. Proteins were analysed by 9Vo SDS-

PAGE and autoradiograPhY.
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Figure 5.10 Chemotactic response of 8300.19-huCCR6 cells transfected with

either MmPI3kyKR or the vector control, in response to human MIP-3cr

8300.19-huCCR6 cells transfected with either pcDNA3 alone or MmPI3kyKR were

loaded with calcein-AM. Six hundred pl of the indicated concentration of human

MIP-3a added into the lower chamber of transwell chambers, and 100 FL of a cell

suspension (107cells/ml) were added to the upper compartment, and. Chemota,xis

assays were conducted at 37"C for 3hr, after which the level of fluorescence in the

lower chambers was determined. The data are depicted as the percentage of cells

migrating in response to the various concentrations of human MIP-34. Values are

represented as mean +/- S.E.M. n= 4.

* - significantly different from control at p<0.05 (2tailed Students t-test)
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Figure 5.1L Expression levels of the human CCR6 receptor on transfected

8300.19-huCCR6 cells

8300.19-huCCR6 cells transfected with either pcDNA3 alone or

pcDNA3::MmPI3kyKR were labelled with the mouse anti-human CCR6

monoclonal antibody, followed by a anti-mouse biotin conjugate and finally a

PECy5 streptavidin conjugate. Gates were set based on the forward and side scatter

profiles of the cells. (A) Autofluorescence of the cell population was determined

using an isotype-matched control antibody. The mean fluorescence intensity is

indicated, in the lower right comer of the FACs plots, for cells stably transfected

with either pcDNA3 alone (B) or pcDNA3::MmPI3kyKR (C).
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Figure 5.12 Intracellular Calciurn mobilisation in 8300.19'huCCR6 cells

expressing MmPI3kYKR

8300.19-huCCR6 cells, transfected with pcDNA3 alone (A) or MmPI3klKR (B),

were loaded with the fluorescent probe Fura-2/AM. Cells were then transferred to

the thermostatted cuvette compartment (37"C) of an SLM Aminco AB2

luminescence spectrophotometer. The fluorescence was monitored in response to

human MIP-3cr, (excitation and emission wavelengths of 340 nm and 510 nm,

respectively). Intracellular calcium mobilisation in response to human MIP-34 is

represented over time. Data are representative of 2 independent experiments.

Arrows indicate addition of MIP-34 to cells.
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5.13 In yiyo recruitment of 8300.19-huCCR6 cells in response to human MIP'

3a - a time course and dose response.

Air pouches were raised on the dorsum of NIIlSwiss outbred mice. 8300-19-

huCCR$ cells (107) were intravenously injected into each mouse, followed

immediately by an injection of either PBS, 3pg, 10pg human MIP-3o into the

subcutaneous air pouch. At either 4 hr or 24 hr post-agonist injection, cellular

infiltrates were recovered from the air pouches. Cellular infiltrates were either

counted using a haemocytometer to determine the total number of cells

accumulating, or labelled for flow cytometry using a mouse anti-human CCR6

monoclonal antibody. Autofluorescence of the population was determined by using

an isotype-matched primary antibody. (A) Total leukocytes recovered at 4 hr znd24

hr are indicated for each concentration of human MIP-3cr. (B) The total number of

huCCR6-positive cells recovered at 4 hr and 24 br are indicated for each

concentration of human MIP-3Cr. Values are represented as mean +/- S.E.M. n = 6

mice.

* - significantly different from control at p<0.05 (Z-talled Students t-test)
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Figure 5.14 In yiyo recruitment of 8300.19-huCCR6 cells, transfected with

MmPI3kyKR, in response to human MIP'3u

Subcutaneous air pouches were raised on the dorsum of NItVSwiss outbred mice.

8300.19-huCCR6 cells (107) transfected with either pcDNA3 alone or

MmPI3kyKR, were intravenously injected into each mouse, immediately followed

by an injection of either PBS, or 10pg human MIP-3cr. Four hr post agonist

injection cellular infîltrates were recovered. (A) Total leukocytes recovered at 4 hr

as determined using a haematocytometer. (B) The total number of CCR6-positive

cells recovered at 4 hr as determined by flow cytometry. Values a're represented as

mean +/- S.E.M. n = 8 mice. * - significantly different from PBS value at p<0.05

(2{ailed Students t-test); **- significantly different from PBS value at p<0"05 (2-

tailed Students t-test)
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6.l Discussion

Signals triggered by extracellular messengers are required for cells to sense

their environment. This is a critical component of cellular physiology that controls

diverse cellular processes including cell differentiation and proliferation, cell survival,

as well as the generation of effector functions as is particularly the case with

leukocytes. These signals begin at the receptor ligation level and lead to the activation

of many downstream intracellular messengers' A plethora of protein kinases have

been established as important signalling molecules in these pathways. During the last

decade the role of lipid kinases in the transmission of signals throughout the cell has

gained considerable prominence and the family of Pl3-kinases afe an important group

of lipid kinases involved in this cellular signalling. All members of this family are

able to phosphorylate the 3-OH position of the inositol headgroup in

phosphoinositides. The structure and substrate specificities of the Pl3-kinase members

enable their catergorisation into three distinct classes, the class I, II and m Pß-

kinases. The Class I kinases were the first identified members and are therefore the

best-characterised pl3-kinases in terms of their structure and cellular function. The

Class I subfamily are further divided into the Class IA and IB groups based on thc

mechansims of their activation and regulation. The class IA Pl3-kinases are recruited

through the activation of receptors that have inherent tyrosine kinase activity,

alternatively through receptors that are able to recruit tyrosine kinase activation

immediately downstream of receptor ligation (reviewed in Vanhaesebroeck et al"'

2001). In contrast, the Class IB kinases are dependent on heterotrimeric G protein

subunits for their activation and appear to be independent of cellular tyrosine
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phosphorylation (reviewed in Vanhaesebroeck et a1.,2001). It is with the only Class

IB member, PI3ky, that the present study is concerned'

The chemokines are a large family of chemotactic cytokines that play an

important role in the maintenance and regulation of immune responses via their ability

to control migration of leukocytes. These chemotactic factors signal through G

protein-coupled receptors and this stimulates an increase in the production of 3-

phosphorylated lipids in a tyrosine phosphorylation-independent manner (Stephens er

aI., I993a; Stephens et aI., l99L; Stephens et a\.,1993b). More recently, studies have

demonstrated that this increase in 3-phosphorylated lipids is most likely due to the

activation of PI3ky, the class IB Pl3-kinase dependent on G proteins for activation

(Hirsch et a1.,2000a; Li et a\.,2000; Naccache et a1.,2000; Sasaki et a1.,2000)'

To date, most of the reliable studies examining the role of PI3ky in leukocyte

function have been carried out using cells of the innate immune system' such as

neutrophils and monocytes. stimulation of human neutrophils with the chemotactic

factors IL-g and fMLp resulted in activation of PI3kl and furthermore this activity

was abrogated with either wortmannin or pertussis toxin (Naccache et aI',2000)' kt

the absence of Pl3kl expression (for example in PI3kl-/- mice), both neutrophil and

monocytes demonstrate a reduced ability to migrate in vitro as well as towards

inflammatory sites in vivo (Hirsch et a1.,2000a; Sasaki et aI',2000)' Neutralisation of

PI3ky acrivity in situby the microinjection of polyclonal anti-huPl3ky antibodies led

to reduced migration of natural killer cells in response to the chemokines RANTES,

MCP-I, IP-10 and SDF-lcr (al-Aoukaty et a1.,1999). However, in comparison to cells

of the innate immune system, there is considerably less understood regarding the role
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of PI3ky in lymphocyte migration occurring as a result of chemotactic factor

signalting. To date, the only studies that examine this question have been conducted

using mice deficient in PI3kY expression (Sasaki et al-,2000)' These mice, although

overtly phenotypically normal, exhibit major developmentavmaturation defects in the

lymphocyte compartment. The data generated from these mice with respect to the

adaptive immune response is therefore difficult to interpret due to the inability to

distinguish between the functional consequences observed solely due to the absence of

pl3kl function in the mature cell and those occurring as a result of developmental

defects (Sasaki et aL,2000).

In view this previous literature, the broad aim of the current study was to

investigate the importance of PI3ky signal transduction in chemokine-induced

lymphocyte migration in vivo. Several novel pieces of information were generated

over the course of this study. The present study reports the cloning of a novel class IB

pl3-kinase isoform, MmPI3k111ll, that is expressed in peripheral blood leukocytes

with ubiquitous expression throughout all murine tissues tested. Consistent with the

human and porcine orthologues, the novel isoform exhibits both protein and lipid

kinase activities, with autophosphorylation downregulating its ability to phosphorylate

lipids. The overexpression of a catalytically-inactive form of the PI3ky reduced the

ability of a B lymphocyte cell line to migrate, in vitro, in response to the chemokine

huMIP-3cr.

At the commencement of this study only the human and porcine orthologues

of PI3ky had been cloned (Stephens et al., 1997; Stoyanov et aI', 1995)' Sequence

comparisons between MmPI3k11111 and the human and porcine Pl3kys illustrated an
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exÍemely high degree of conservation across all domains' The presence of an

additional 11 amino acids in the catalytic domain of MmPI3k11111 was the only area

departing from the conservation observed elsewhere in the protein. During the latter

stages of this project, the cloning of a MmPI3ky, termed MmPI3klll'00 isolated ftom

murine 32Dcl3 cells, was published (Hirsch et al',2000a)' This isoform shared the

same high degree of conservation when compared with the human and porcine

orthologues, and in contrast to the MmPI3ky1111 cloned in the present study' it did

not contain the additional 11 amino acids in the catalytic domain' A survey of a range

of murine tissues indicated that the MmPI3k111l1 was more ubiquitously expressed

than MmPI3k11100, however attempts in the present study to compare the origins of

the two isoforms proved unsuccessful. The two major possibilities are that the two

forms are products of separate genes or that they arise as a result of alternative

splicing of a single gene. FISH has not revealed the presence of a second PI3ky gene

in the mouse (Hirsch et a1.,2000a), effectively eliminating the first possibility'

However, it is presently unclear whether MmPI3ky1111 is a splice variant of

MmPI3ky1100 or vice versa. Examination of the Celera database and lot

amplification and sequence analysis of the intronic sequence bordered by exons 10

and 11 would confirm the validity of the suggestion'

Comparison of the 11 amino acids demonstrated no identity with domains in

other protein and lipid kinases and other putative signalling molecules' Due to the

presence of several cysteine residues in the 11 amino acid segment, the possibility of

conformational changes in the quaternary structure of MmPI3kT111l, and the

possibility of this affecting the activity of the protein had to be consideted" In vitro
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expression and assays of kinase activity of the protein demonstrated that the additional

11 amino acids did not affect either expression or the activity of the kinase' More

recently, several studies have investigated the interactions between lipid substrates

and the pl3-kinase catalytic domain of class IA pl3-kinases (Pirola et a1.,2001).

Pirola et al., demonstrated that sequences downstream of the ATP-binding site

determine the substrate specificity of PI3ka (Pirola et al',2001)' All Class I PI3-

kinases demonstrate the ability to phosphorylate the three lipid substrates PI' PI4 P

and PI 4,5 Pz in vitro.However, these kinases demonstrate an in vivo preference for PI

4,5 Pz. Taken together, it is possible that the additional amino acids that lie

downstream of the ATP-binding site, alter the substrate specificity of MmPI3ky1111

in vivo and may consequently mediate the coupling of MmPI3ky1111 to alternative

second messenger systems. Further studies using HPLC and highly purified

phosphorylated inositol products as standards will be required to address this issue'

These feagents wele not available at the time of preparation of this thesis'

The biological signif,rcance of two MmPI3kTisoforms that display very similar

in vitro characteristics is presently unclear. Upon examination of the tissue

distribution of MmpI3kT1111, it is clea¡ that Mmpl3ky1100 transcripts were only

detectable in the spleen, in contrast to a ubiquitous pattern of expression of

MmPI3kyl111 transcripts throughout all murine tissues examined. The specifìcity of

their functions may lie in the particular tissues and cells in which they are expressed'

It is known that distinct cell populations demonstrate distinct G protein subunits

expression patterns (McColl & Neote, 1996). Although both isoforms appear to be

expressed in peripheral leukocytes, the coupling of either PI3kYs to various G protein
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isoforms may dictate the signalling pathways activated and the resultant effector

functions stimulated. More recently, a G protein activated isoform of Pl3-kinase was

detected in murine smooth muscle cells (Bacqueville et aL,2001)' The functional

importance of this isoform in smooth muscle cells is yet to be established and at this

stage, it is not known whether it is the MmPI3kTl100, the MmPI3k111l1, or another

isoform. However, the finding supports the existence of mutiple isoforms of class IB

Pl3-kinases in distinct cell populations with the potential for specialised functions'

The ability of Mmpl3ky1111 to autophosphorylate was consistent with other

class IB Pl3-kinases. The autophosphorylation of PI3kõ has been shown to

downregulate its lipid kinase activity (Vanhaesebroeck et al'' 1999), and similarly' the

phosphorylation of adaptor subunits in other class IA Pl3-kinases also downregulates

lipid kinase activity (carpenter et al., lg93). upon examination of the lipid kinase

activity of the pre-phosphorylated MmPI3k11111, a similar outcome was observed'

The dual kinase function of PI3ky raises several important questions, especially

considering that the activities appeff to negatively cross-regulate each other' of

relevance, work by Bondeva et al., demonstrated using an over-expression system in

coS cells, demonstrated stimulation of the lipid kinase activity results in the

activation of PKB, whereas stimulation of the protein kinase activity results in the

activation of the MAP kinase pathway (Bondeva et al., 1998). This bifurcation

generates an interesting question regarding the mechanism that regulates this decision

to activate one PI3ky activity over the other. Not all chemotactic factors appear to

stimulate an increase in the level of cellular PI3,4,5 P¡ (B. Vanhaesebroeck personal

communication). It may be possible that some ligands stimulate the phosphorylation
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of Pl3ky downstream of GPCR ligation and hence activate the MAP kinase pathway,

while others result in lipid kinase activity and activate PKB. Traditionally, the

examination of cellular levels of PI 3,4,5 P3 have dictated whether a ligand is thought

to activate pl3-kinase, however concomitant investigation of the phosphorylation

status of PI3ky downstream of various ligands may also provide a more complete

understanding of the agonists of phosphorylation versus those of lipid kinase

activation. Over-expression of a pennanently phosphorylated form of PI3ky may

provide greater understanding of the importance of phosphorylated lipid production in

the generation of leukocyte effector functions downstream of GPCR stimulation'

While studies using blanket Pl3-kinase inhibitors (wortmannin and

LY2}40O2) have demonstrated that migration of lymphocytes in response to

chemokines involves the Pl3-kinase family (Rumsey et al', 2001) the particular

isoforms involved in this signalling pathway are yet to be determined' In the present

study, ovef-expression of a catalytically-inactive form of MmPI3kYl111 resulted in a

reduced capacity of the B lymphocyte cell line 8300.19, expressing huCCR6 to

migrate towards huMIP-3o in vitro. This is the fîrst study to directly demonstrate that

PI3ky plays a role in the migration of B lymphocytes towards a chemotactic factor"

Furthermore, the results indicate the involvement of PI3ky in the CCR'6 signal

transduction pathway activated by the chemokine MIP-3cr' In the present study'

however, no proof for a role of PI3ky in lymphocyte migration in vivo was obtained'

while it is possible that PI3kT does not play a role in migration of lymphocytos in

response to chemokines in vivo, lurther experimentation is required before making

this conclusion. The use of alternative over expression systems and additional in vivo
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migratory models may provide another picture. The use of the retroviral expression

system still remains as potentially the most powerful system because it will allow

examination of the function of PI3ky in primary lymphocytes and the extension to a

true in vivo based immune response. Mice def,rcient in the chemokines BLC/BCAI

and the cognate receptor CXCR5 show a marked defect in the movement of B cells

towards follicles in secondary lymphoid tissues (Ansel et aI.,1999; Ansel et aI',2000;

Forster et a1.,1996). Expression of a catalytically-inactive form of PI3ky in primary B

cells may therefore provide an insight into the involvement of PI3kl in the migratory

patterns of quiescent B cells, downstream of CXCR5 signalling. Mice defìcient in

ccR6 expression demonstrate a decrease in antibody responses when compared with

the wild-type littermates (Cook et a1.,2000; Varona et a1.,2001) as CCR6 expression

is also thought to be important in the migration of plasma cells to mucosal sites- since

data in the present study show that PI3kT plays an important role in ccR6-mediated

chemotaxis of B lymphocytes (at least in vitro), expression of a catalytically-inactive

form of MmPI3k1111l in activated primary B tymphocytes and investigation of their

migratory pattern could provide an insight into the importance of PI3kl in generation

of a humoral immune response.

To date, there is very little understood regarding the function of PI3ky in

lymphocyte function. The role of PI3kl can be examined in various aspects of T cell

biology however, the role of chemokines appears to be critical in the movement of

activated T cells from secondary lymphoid tissues to peripheral sites and the correct

positioning of B cells in specialised compartments within secondary lymphoid tissues'

Two murine immune disorders established in the laboratory could be used to further
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characterise PI3ky function in lymphocyte migration in vivo' These are the murine

model of multiple sclerosis, known as experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis,

EAE, and a murine model of delayed type hypersensitivity (DTH)' In both these

models, passive transfer of activated T cells results in the manifestation of CNS based

peripheral paralysis (EAE), and significant inflammation of challenged peripheral

sites (DTH) respectively. It is postulated that chemokine driven signals are imperative

for the movement of these activated T cells towards peripheral sites where disease

pathogenesis is observed. In order, to examine the role of PI3ky signalling in the

migration of activated primary T cells in vivo, the retroviral expression system could

be employed in both the models described above. Integration of a catalytically inactive

form of Mmpl3ky1111 could be carried out during the in viffo re-stimulation of

sensitised T cells obtained from donor animals' Following incubation with viral

particles, activated T cells positive for DNA integration could be separated by FACS'

based on EGFP expression, ffid subsequently injected intravenously into recipient

animals. Onset and severity of disease pathogenesis could be determined

phenotypically, as well as at the cellular level utilising fluorescent microscopy of

tissue sections, in both the EAE and DTH models. If PI3klplays an important role in

migration of effector T cells to sites of inflammation, then EAE and DTH should be

inhibited when Pl3klKR-expressing T cells ale passively transferred into the

recipients.

In summary, the work presented in this thesis describes the cloning of

Mmpl3kyl111, a novel isoform of PI3ky. The structural and functional characteristics

of this protein in vitro support its catergorisation as a Class IB Pl3-kinase' The
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employment of a dominant-negative based approach demonstrates for the first time

the importance of MmPI3kY1111 signalling in B lymphocyte migration downstream of

CCR6 receptor signaling. Further studios will be required to determine whether

MmPI3lq1111 plays and important role in T and B lymphocyte migration in vivo'
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AMENDMENT

Cellular Migration and the Pl3-kinase family

Preliminary studies using the inhibitors, wortmannin and LY294002 led to a proposed
role for the Pl3-kinase family in the directed movement of cells. Treatment of cells with
these inhibitors resulted in a reduced migratory capacity of a variety of leukocytes,
including monocytes and neutrophils, in response to inflammatory stimuli (as reviewed in
Rickert et al., 2001). More recently it has been demonstrated that cytoskeletal
rearrangement, a process essential for directed cellular migration, is influenced by the
production of PI 3,4,5 Pr, the major lipid product of the Class I PI3-kinases (reviewed in
Blomberg et al., 1999). Over-expression of PTEN, a phosphatase responsible for the 3-
OH dephosphorylation of PI 3,4,5 P3, in fibroblasts resulted in reduced motility toward
inflammatory stimuli (Tamura et al., 1998). Furthermore myeloid cells from PTEN-
deficient mice exhibited enhanced motility (Lilental et al., 2000). Work carried out by
Sanchez-Madrid and del Pozo in the late 1990's implicated the family of Rho GTPases in
the increase of cytoskeletal molecules such as F-actin, at the leading edge of a migrating
cell (Sanchez-madrid and del Pozo, 1999). The importance of the Rho GTPase family
members, Rac and Cdc42, in cellular motility was demonstrated by the expression of
dominant-negative forms of each in macrophage chemotaxis (Allen et al., 1998).
Moreover, the importance of Pl3-kinase lipid products, particularly PI 3,4,5 P., in the
stimulation of Rac and Cdc42 was also demonstrated in PTEN-dehcient mice (Lilental er

al., 2000).It is proposed that the lipid products of PI3-kinases influence the activities of
cytoplasmic tyrosine kinases, most likely through the preferential binding of these lipid
products to PH domains. In turn specif,rc GDP-GTP exchange factors are activated to
influence Rho GTPase activity, and the rearrangement of the cytoskeleton thus affecting
the migratory capaciiy of the cell.

Given that the use of catalytically inactive subunits, of both the Class IA and IB PI3-
kinases, has illustrated a resultant defect in the migration of cells (reviewed in Rickert e/
a1.,2001), it is presently unclear as to the specific subfamilies and/or isoforms involved
in this particular pathway. In addition, given that both subfamilies of Class I Pl3-kinases
produce PI 3 ,4,5 P. it is likely that the specihcity of signalling lies upstream of these lipid
products (eg: receptor ligation). The ability of these lipids to bind to PH domain
containing-proteins (Blomberg et al., 1999) has the potential to create a vast repertoire of
cytoplasmic binding partners, and hence various signalling cascades downstream of PI3-
kinase activation. Although it is presently unclear as to the specific components of the
signalling cascade resulting in cell migration, studies using different cell types quite
clearly demonstrate the involvement of uniform signalling families such as the PI3-
kinases, Rho GTPases and PH domain containing-proteins.




